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Management Summary
At Royal Philips’ HealthTech division in Best, the Image Guided Therapy (IGT) Systems department
produces configurable high-tech systems for business-to-business customers in the healthcare sector.
Each system is built from a large amount of components. The monthly Sales and Operations Planning
(S&OP) cycle determines the right shipment plan on system level, and the expected component
requirements follow from this system-level plan. However, the systems are produced configure-toorder (CTO), meaning that customers are allowed to select their preferred configuration. Because
customers can choose their preferred options to be included in these systems, the demand for specific
components is highly stochastic. Planning bills of materials (BOMs) specifying the expected component
usage probabilities and quantities are therefore used to perform Material Requirements Planning
(MRP). The variability in usage can lead to supply risks for the supply of components.
Each month, the S&OP plan is revised to provide a realistic and up-to-date overview of the supplydemand balanced shipment plan. The complication is that when Philips changes the shipment plan for
systems, the requirements of many underlying components also change, and each of these
components may cause the proposed plan to be infeasible with respect to component availability. In
order to decrease such supply risks, the material feasibility of proposed S&OP plan changes should be
checked before the plan is approved. However, regarding proposed plan changes, it is difficult for the
planning and procurement teams to give feedback concerning material availability to the S&OP team.
In this thesis, a few inefficiencies in the current feedback process are overcome.
With regard to the project topic, related research was written on calculating component requirements
arising from product-level changes in and outside the MRP system, assessing the flexibility of suppliers
regarding changes in demand and the importance of information sharing with the supply chain in order
to reduce uncertainty. Although some approaches related to performing a feasibility check on demand
propositions were developed before, the problem is insufficiently covered in the literature.
To fill the gap in the existing literature and provide a solution for the issues encountered at Philips IGT
Systems, the aim of this Master thesis project was to improve supply feedback to demand propositions
in configure-to-order (CTO) environments. To limit system nervousness, the solution is employed
outside of the MRP system. In this manner, the material feasibility of proposed S&OP plan changes can
be assessed before changes are entered in an Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) system and
subsequently Material Requirements Planning (MRP) is performed. The designed solution is initially
tailored to the specific case environment of Philips IGT Systems.
Ideally, checking whether changes in component requirements would fit in the planning can be done
by taking into account the inventory levels, i.e. the plan could be feasible if the deltas in requirements
are less than the safety stock. However, within Philips IGT Systems inventory buffers are primarily
meant to accommodate for deviations in requirements from the predefined usage percentages.
Furthermore, there is limited insight in the inbound logistics and consequently in future inventory on
hand, being a disadvantage of Vendor Managed Inventory. Therefore, an alternative solution was
proposed that reflects the impact of plan changes on component requirements. The solution contains
a method to (1) calculate deltas in component requirements and (2) define the criticality of such deltas
per component, so that the impact of proposed S&OP plan changes on component and supplier level
becomes clearer. This method is incorporated in a tool, easing the process of Procurement and MPS
Planning providing detailed and quantified feedback to the S&OP team on proposed plan changes.
Calculating component requirements consists of the following steps:
 Exploding the system-level deltas – being the differences between the current and proposed
S&OP plan – into requirements on component level, starting on the first planning BOM level
and working all the way down in the BOM until all (optional) components are included. This is
done per system and for each month in the planning horizon.
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Adding the component requirements for all systems so that one comprehensive list shows all
the changes arising from the S&OP proposal.
Matching each component to their total requirements given the current plan in SAP, so that
subsequently the percentage deltas can be calculated, and to its standard supplier.
Filter the data set, so that only relevant data is provided to the users of the tool.

The criticality classification, defining the degree of criticality of the deltas in component requirements,
is based on the following aspects:
 The level of flexibility a supplier should be able to adhere to (on top of the demand of a certain
month communicated earlier), as agreed upon with the supplier in supply contracts. The
required flexibility is dependent on the ABCD categorization of a component, which is based
on the forecasted spending, i.e. component demand times purchase price.
 The magnitude and timing of proposed deltas in component requirements are considered by
taking the cumulative percentage deltas. It is argued that the deltas in component
requirements are as critical as the highest cumulative change in the planning horizon.
The criticality class is then decided upon by comparing the percentage flexibility as agreed upon with
and by suppliers with the highest cumulative percentage change in the planning horizon. Criticality can
be classified as high, moderate, low, or no. Each of the classes is delineated by different criteria and
requires different follow-up actions to be taken, as shown in the overview.
Class
Criteria

High
The highest %
cumulative change is
bigger than the
maximum % allowed
flex.

Moderate
The highest %
cumulative change is
bigger than 1/3rd
times the maximum
% allowed flex.

Action

Likely a problem;
always check the
component.

Possibly a problem;
check unless stringent
time constraints exist.

Low
The highest %
cumulative change is
smaller than 1/3rd
times the maximum
% allowed flex, but
larger than zero.
Likely not a problem;
only follow-up to be
certain.

No
The cumulative deltas
are zero or negative
for all months in the
planning horizon.

Definitely not a
problem; no followup is needed.

The requirement calculations were verified and subsequently the criticality classification was validated
using two distinct procedures. In the first round, a quantitative validation test was performed among
experts from different departments within Philips IGT Systems, in which they had to rate deltas in
component requirements on criticality. This was done through blind evaluation, i.e. by not showing
experts the criticality class as derived by the tool. Statistical analyses and logical reasoning resulted in
a refinement of the criticality classification. It is difficult to draw any firm conclusions from the
quantitative validation test because there is no benchmark available, but the test results give a strong
indication that the criticality classification closely resembles the implicit knowledge present among
experts. In the second round, another test was performed in which different stakeholders were asked
to qualitative validate the proposed method and tool. Overall, the solution was perceived adequate
for providing detailed and quantified feedback on proposed S&OP changes within Philips IGT Systems.
The proposed algorithm is generalizable to other manufacturing environments because of its
implementation in spreadsheet software (i.e. Excel), being particularly suitable for companies pursuing
a CTO strategy because of its abillity to handle configurable BOMs. The criticality classification might
have to be adjusted though to be in line with the company’s strategic direction and operating
procedures. In any case, the tool has to be tailored to the specific business environment. Investigating
alternative criticality classifications is an interesting direction for future research.
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1. Introduction
In this chapter, an introduction to the project under consideration is provided. The project entails a
case study performed at the HealthTech division of Royal Philips, commonly known as and from here
on called ‘Philips’, and more specifically in the Image Guided Therapy (IGT) Systems business.
Paragraph 1.1 sketches the company background of Philips and its product portfolio, including product
characteristics that are of importance for the project. Next, Paragraph 1.1 states the issues currently
encountered at Philips IGT Systems. Finally, Paragraph 1.2 concludes the introduction with an
overview of the thesis structure.

1.1.Company Background
In this section, a general overview of Philips’ organization is given, together with an outline of the IGT
Systems business structure. Subsequently, insight in the IGT systems produced within Philips is
provided. The information was obtained from the Philips Intranet (sd).
1.1.1. Organizational Structure of Royal Philips
Philips is a leading health technology company with sales of €16.8 billion in 2015. Gerard Philips and
his father Frederik Philips founded it in 1891 in Eindhoven. Nowadays the company headquarters in
Amsterdam, The Netherlands. The mission of Philips is ‘Improving people’s lives through meaningful
innovations’. The company is globally present with sales and services in more than 100 countries
worldwide, and its workforce consists of approximately 69,000 employees. After its decision to split
off its Lighting division in 2014, within its HealthTech division Philips currently focusses on personal
health, connected care and health informatics, and diagnosis and treatment.
As part of this division, the IGT business group of Philips consists of three businesses – IGT Systems,
IGT Devices, and IGT Business Incubation (including IGT Peripheral Vascular). The business group
employs more than 3,000 people. Its main markets are North America, Western Europe, Japan and
Greater China. The organizational structure of the IGT business group is shown in Figure 10, Appendix
A. On the right-hand side of the figure, the business processes encompass Idea-to-Market, Market-toOrder and Order-to-Cash, together forming the value chain of Philips.
Within the business group, IGT Systems is the leading innovator in image-guided interventional
solutions. The main manufacturing facilities can be found in Best (The Netherlands) and Pune (India),
as can be seen in Figure 11, Appendix A. It has more than 1,300 employees, excluding sales and service
staff, of which 1,000 work in Best and 300 in Pune and Bangalore (India). In 2012, the factory in Suzhou
(China) started producing as well; however, no exact figures on their employee base are at disposal.
At the Philips Campus in Best, IGT Systems develops and manufactures the Allura Xper Series, mobile
C-arm systems, interventional tools and electrophysiology products, next to the recently introduced
innovative Azurion platform. The Philips Healthcare Innovation Site in Pune develops and
manufactures IGT systems in the value segment of customers worldwide. Lastly, in Suzhou, midrange
scanners and Rontgen systems are produced on a local-to-local basis, meaning that all systems are
produced for the Chinese market.
One of the main business functions of IGT Systems is (Global) Operations. It is the production
organization of IGT Systems in Best, Pune and Suzhou, which industrializes, manufactures, delivers
and installs image-guided interventional solutions. Goals are to achieve zero cost of non-quality, fast
and predictable lead times, a stable and flexible supply base, and ultimately the lowest landed cost in
the market. Within Operations, the following teams are of relevance for setting the tactical direction
and for operational execution within Philips IGT Systems. The Configuration Management team
manages the digital catalog. Order Desk deals with incoming commercial customer orders. S&OP
determines the aggregate demand, which is converted into a Master Production Schedule (MPS)
planning by the team with an identical name. The MPS is then translated into corresponding material
requirements. The Procurement team eventually handles the purchase and inventory of all materials.
1

1.1.2. IGT Systems Characteristics
Philips IGT Systems builds configurable high-tech systems for the healthcare sector, with hospitals and
clinics being the end customers. The capital-intensive systems for interventional surgery are customer
specific. These systems are built from components and may consist of up to approximately 1000
different components, from which a large part are optional items. A customer can namely pick any
type of system with any combination of available options from the catalog. This creates a high degree
of variability in the production line. The options for IGT Systems are defined per system type in a
configurable bill-of-material (BOM). The configurable BOM is fed by Marketing and R&D and shows
the composition of systems on the highest level of building blocks. It is then used by Configuration
Management to translate system requirements into component requirements, since the highest level
in turn consists of lower layers specifying component needs in more detail.
Because the configuration of a system for a certain customer order is only frozen 4 days before the
start of production and the final configuration is not yet certain before this time, all (optional)
components have to be kept in stock. Since components might have a lead time of multiple months,
the component requirements have to be planned upfront, so that components can be made available
in time by the suppliers. In order to determine the expected component requirements resulting from
the total system requirements, a planning is made per system type. The Sales and Operations Planning
(S&OP) performed within Philip specifies the amount of systems expected to be produced and shipped
to customers on the longer term.
Thus, an aggregate planning is made available for the different system types in a certain time horizon.
However, in translating these system-level requirements into component requirements, it has to be
taken into account that components may be optional and the actual configurations of the systems are
still unknown. Therefore, component requirements are determined by means of a planning BOM. The
planning BOM can be derived from the configurable BOM, by stating the best-estimate percentages
of component usage in a certain system. For each system type, these usage percentages might differ,
even though the same components are included. An example of such a planning BOM is provided in
Figure 1. The planning BOM of system ‘X’ consists in turn of two planning BOMs, with usage
percentages of 60% respectively 40% on average, and one component having a usage percentage of
100%. The latter means that one component A is planned for the production of system X – either
component A is apparent in each system X exactly once, or the configuration includes zero or multiple
components A with an average of one, but this information cannot be derived from the BOM directly.
When the parent of a component is not a planning BOM, as is the case for components E, F, G and H,
the BOM states actual usage quantities. As mentioned before, the planning BOM is only important in
case planning needs to be performed in advance, thus for forecasting component requirements and
making subsequent procurement decisions. For final orders placed at Philips, the exact specification
is known, meaning that the configurable BOM stating usage quantities is used in the short-term
planning (i.e. frozen period).
To complete this section, two distinct categories of systems are produced, which are fixed and mobile.
Fixed systems are mainly produced in the factory in Best, besides Pune accounting for one system
type. For mobile, production is spread over the factories. The fixed systems account for the highest
share of turnover of Philips IGT Systems.

1.1.Problem Statement
This section gives a description of the problem currently encountered at the IGT Systems business of
Philips in Best, followed by a more formal problem definition.
1.1.1. Problem Description
Each month, the S&OP plan is revised within Philips IGT Systems, to provide a realistic and up-to-date
overview of the supply-demand balanced plan on system-level. In paragraph 1.1.2 we saw that: 1) The
2

System ‘X’
Planning BOM
60%

100%
40%

Planning BOM
#1
70%

Component B

1

Component F

Planning BOM
#2
200%

100%

Component C

Component D

2

Component G

Component A

3

Component E

1

Component H

Figure 1: Example of a system’s planning BOM stating usage percentages and quantities.

component requirements follow from this system-level S&OP plan, and 2) many components are used
in a single system. Therefore when Philips changes the shipment plan for systems, the requirements
of many underlying components also change, and each of these components may cause the proposed
plan to be infeasible with respect to component availability. In particular, for some components the
availability over time may be insufficient to execute the revised plan. To avoid accepting an infeasible
revised plan, the planning and procurement teams are asked to provide feedback before every
revision. The aim of this thesis is overcoming a few inefficiencies in this feedback process. In the
remainder of this section, we detail those inefficiencies.
In the first place, while an ERP system can translate system requirements into component
requirements effectively, Philips wants to check the feasibility of proposed S&OP adjustments before
they are entered in the Systems, Applications and Products system, also known as SAP. This is because
Philips wants to avoid nervousness in the system, by not repeatedly producing schedule changes if it
turns out that suppliers are unable to fulfill the delta in expected component requirements. The
implications for the supplier should therefore be quantified outside of SAP. In the current situation,
deltas in material requirements are estimated and checked manually by planners and purchasers.
However, not all BOM items and planning BOM probabilities of components apparent in systems for
which adjustments in the S&OP plan are proposed are considered in this process. For that reason, the
current translation method is deemed unsatisfactory.
Besides that, there is currently no clear feedback loop between all parties involved. Planners and
purchasers cooperate to decide which components and corresponding suppliers need to be examined
on their criticality. However, for employees who do not have sufficient product or supplier knowledge,
the process for doing so is ambiguous and therefore error-prone. Feedback to the S&OP team has to
be provided within a short time frame after the proposal is communicated, namely within five working
days, and it simply takes too much time and effort to ask all suppliers whether they can fulfill the
additional requirements. Not providing adequate feedback though can lead to out-of-stock (OOS)
situations regarding material availability, resulting in the need to reschedule production orders. To
limit the dependency on certain employees within the organization, defining critical components
should not be based solely on the expertise of planning and procurement employees, nor intuition
that arose from previous experiences. Instead, the process of defining which components to classify
as critical should be well grounded.
Finally, the mode of communication toward suppliers is in the current situation not standardized, with
procurement employees being able to choose their preferred way of contact (i.e. by email or phone)
and not having a predefined script available. Because suppliers as a result do not always know what
they can expect from the procurement team, this might lead to unbalanced expectations, indistinct
3

behavior and possibly annoyance from both sides. When changes in the S&OP plan are proposed,
there should be clear guidance or a defined structure on how and what to communicate with the
supplier.
1.1.2. Problem Definition
Resulting from the problem description, the problem that Philips IGT Systems currently faces is:
When a change in the S&OP plan is proposed within Philips IGT Systems in Best, they want to
check first whether the suppliers are able to follow the net upward changes on component level,
before entering the adjustments in SAP. Currently, this check is not performed as desired, since Philips
is not able to find out in an efficient way whether a proposed change is material feasible. Material
feasibility refers to the ability of all relevant suppliers to deliver the required components in time to
the right location. The inefficiency in the process is due to three reasons:
1. An inadequate translation of the deltas in system requirement into the deltas in component
requirements is made, in terms of not considering all components and drawing up estimates
rather than exact calculations.
2. When the deltas in component requirements are determined, it is unclear what the exact
definition or consequence of criticality is and thus which components can be classified as such.
3. The communication structure between Philips and suppliers with respect to proposed plan
changes is ambiguous, and the process of checking in with suppliers is not as efficient as
possible.
Concluding, there is no clear insight in the impact of proposed S&OP plan changes on the requirements
on component or supplier level, making it difficult for the procurement and planning teams to provide
the S&OP team with quantified and detailed feedback. The impact of proposed plan changes refers to
the delta in the expected amount of components required by Philips IGT Systems for production and
therefore the amount of components that should be delivered by the supplier. Feedback, either
positive or negative, should be concerned with the ability to have all necessary components for the
adjusted S&OP plan in stock when they are planned to be needed for production.

1.2.Thesis Structure
The thesis is structured as follows. Before a proposition on a solution for the problem stated in
Paragraph 1.1 can be made, one should have a general understanding of relevant topics, such as the
Material Requirements Planning (MRP) concept and its position in the supply chain, expounded in
Chapter 2. In Chapter 3, the research design following from the problem statement, literature review
and research goal are discussed. This includes the research questions and objective, scope of the
project and research methodology. Subsequently, Chapter 4 provides analyses of the current
processes related to the project. This is done by collecting data, summarizing the departmental
process descriptions and elaborating on the process of providing feedback to proposed S&OP
adjustments. The latter process is analyzed in detail as to define the root causes of the main problem
statement, resulting in the requirements for the problem’s solution.
Then in Chapter 5, a solution is introduced. On the one hand, this entails the design of a method to
calculate deltas in component requirements and their criticality, while on the other hand a tool
supporting this method is proposed. All underlying aspects and their design are elaborated upon,
before the calculation and classification correctness is verified. After the proposed solution is verified,
its accuracy should be guaranteed as well. Chapter 0 includes a discussion of the validation tests
performed for this purpose, after discussing general validation types. Both a quantitative as well as a
qualitative test were executed among employees of Philips IGT System. The conclusions of the
validation tests were applied as to improve the solution, before it was implemented. The actual
implementation and internal evaluation concerning the method and tool are discussed in Chapter 7.
Finally, Chapter 8 provides an overview of the conclusions, practical implications and limitations of the
study as well as directions for future research.
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2. Literature Review
This chapter gives an overview of the literature on relevant concepts with respect to the
aforementioned problem experienced at Philips. First, the relevant Supply Chain Management
concepts are discussed in Paragraph 2.1. Then in Paragraph 2.2, approaches for inventory control and
supply planning closely related to the project at hand are discussed. Paragraph 2.3 elaborates on the
supply risks that arise when adjustments in the S&OP plan are proposed, whereas Paragraph 2.4
extends on the system nervousness arising from frequent schedule changes. This is followed by
approaches for checking the feasibility of proposed S&OP plan changes in Paragraph 2.5, taking into
account that both the system nervousness and supply risks should be limited.

2.1.Supply Chain Management
First, the concept of Configure-To-Order (CTO) in relation to other manufacturing strategies is
explained in Paragraph 2.1.1, together with key characteristics of CTO supply chains and the
advantages of exploiting a CTO strategy. Subsequently, relevant supply chain management concepts
are explained together with their necessary advancements for CTO contexts, starting with the S&OP
cycle in Paragraph 2.1.2. With the sales and operations plan resulting from this cycle, a MPS is created
on a lower aggregation level, as explained in Paragraph 2.1.3. This is in its turn used as input for
drafting more detailed material and capacity plans, such as the Material Requirements Planning (MRP)
discussed in Paragraph 2.1.4, connecting the plans all the way down in the organizational structure to
the shop floor and vendor level. MRP calculations use the Bill-Of-Material as explained in Paragraph
2.1.5, in which a product’s structure is specified.
2.1.1. Configure-To-Order Concept
The present economy is characterized by increasing market demands for customized products,
customer pressure for fast delivery as well as shortened product lifecycles (Leimin, 2000). As a
response, the design of configurable products needs to handle the uncertainty arising from these
trends, on top of solving complex challenges such as decisions about customer-oriented product
characteristics and the number of product variants generated (Deciu, Ostrosi, Ferney & Gheorghe,
2005). These shifts are certainly apparent in high-tech industries. Serve, Yen, Wang and Lin (2002)
argued that the topics of outsourcing manufacturing, collaboration with customers and suppliers, and
CTO fulfillment are the leading changes within high-tech.
In CTO environments, customers are allowed to configure a product in terms of selecting a
personalized set of features. Products are then assembled from several modular components. There
is no pre-configured set of end-product types from which customers must choose. Instead, a
consistency check is performed to check the validity of the desired product configuration (Cheng, Ettl,
Lin & Yao, 2002). In the literature, assemble-to-order is most often referred to for manufacturing
strategies being a hybrid of make-to-stock (MTS) and make-to-order (MTO), but terms as CTO, buildto-order and finish-to-order are also commonly referred to for similar environments (Olhager &
Selldin, 2007). To avoid confusion, from here on the term CTO is used when referring to a hybrid
manufacturing environment, since this is the denomination used within the company where the case
study is performed.
One practical method to move toward mass customization is postponement, in which it is key to
postpone the task of differentiating a product for a specific customer until the latest possible point
(Feitzinger & Lee, 1997). The customer order decoupling point (CODP) or order penetration point in a
supply chain refers to the point where the flow of the product shifts from being forecast-driven to
being demand-driven, i.e. moves from speculation to commitment. Normally a buffer is located at the
CODP. When (re)designing the supply chain, lean principles should be applied upstream of the CODP,
whereas downstream agility should to be the driving factor (Naylor, Naim & Berry, 1999). In CTO
environments, the decision on the final product configuration is postponed until customers specify
their exact requirements (Christopher, 2000); actual customization takes place only after this point.
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Multiple advantages of CTO exist compared to systems in which the final product characteristics are
decided upon in a MTS manufacturing fashion, which are described by Yang, Burns and Backhouse
(2004). First of all, keeping a more generic component-level inventory instead of final product
inventory leads to greater flexibility. Inventory levels can be reduced while at the same time risks
associated with obsolete inventories are limited. Next to that, forecasting at the generic level is easier
than at the level of the finished product. Exploiting this opportunity gives manufacturers a competitive
advantage within the markets they operate in, while still providing a quick response time to order
fulfillment compared to manufacturing strategies placing the CODP even more upstream in the supply
chain, such as MTO.
2.1.2. Sales and Operations Planning
S&OP is a business management process designed by Oliver Wight in the early 1980s. Experts in the
field and authors of two bestselling books on S&OP practices Stahl and Wallace stated that this
integrated decision-making process balances demand and supply at the aggregate level while taking
into account issues of strategy, policy and risk (2012). It does so by aligning operational planning with
financial planning, linking strategic planning with day-to-day sales and operational activities, and
setting the tactical direction of an organization. S&OP is a collaborative and cross-functional process
that involves amongst others the executive management of an organization. Business plans from sales,
marketing, development, manufacturing, sourcing and finances are brought together into one
integrated set of plans. These tactical plans provide management the ability to strategically direct its
businesses to achieve competitive advantage on a continuous basis (Cox & Blackstone, 2002).
The general S&OP process follows a systematic cycle, as described by Grimson and Pyke (2007) and
elaborated upon in the next subsections. This S&OP cycle typically has a duration of one month,
though executive meetings in which the volume decisions are decided upon might occur at any regular
interval desired by the company. The rolling planning horizon is a decision variable to be determined
by the company and dependent on factors such as industry characteristics and product lead times, but
most commonly a horizon of 6-18 months is adhered to. Moving from a forecast-driven to a demanddriven manufacturing strategy such as CTO, long-term planning and subsequently S&OP integration
within a company might become challenging (Grimson & Pyke, 2007). A systematic literature review
by Thomé, Scavarda, Fernandez and Scavarda (2012) showed that several papers reported differences
in S&OP approaches for MTS and MTO as well as hybrid contexts such as CTO. Hence, these differences
are pointed out in the next sections.
Comprising demand plans
First, the sales team forecasts demand for each period in the upcoming planning horizon, while taking
into account marketing plans, new product introductions and product obsolescence. The initial
demand plan comprises a sales target for each product family and each period in the planning horizon.
Collin and Lorenzin (2006) argue that having an effective demand planning process in place is essential
to achieve the balance between satisfying customer requirements and running a business efficiently
and profitably. For this purpose, accurate demand forecasting is indispensable.
The flow of activities when comprising demand plans for MTO and MTS environments is similar,
though there are some differences in the process. Wallace and Stahl (2008) explained that since there
is no finished goods inventory for MTO or CTO manufacturing strategies, the demand planning process
in S&OP focuses on the projected backlog of customer orders in order to ensure competitive lead
times and on-time delivery. The planning horizon then consists of three distinct time zones – one for
which all customer orders are known exactly, one consisting of orders as well as forecasts, and a third
containing only sales forecasts. To accurately forecast volumes for the latter two time zones, the
emphasis lies on new order volume projections for future business. These are obtained from field
salespeople being heavily involved with customers in an attempt to gain insight in their future buying
plans. The projections are then blended with the statistical forecasts for existing products and new
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product introductions, before the demand plan is put forward in order to receive executive
authorization. In the project under consideration, demand forecasts are considered given.
Determining supply plans
In the second step, the operations team creates a time-phased picture of future supply plans and
resource requirements. Information about supply chain capacity and internal capacity as well as MRP
modules are combined with the demand forecast from the first step in order to create an initial supply
plan that is designed to meet the forecasted requirements as good as possible. The initial supply plan
comprises the component/part/raw material supply quantities required to support the demand plan
over the planning horizon.
Deviating from a MTS environment, where a demand or supply surplus is compensated for by final
product inventory, supply and demand for CTO products in each planning period have to match tightly
in order to realize desired service levels. According to Olhager, Rudberg and Wikner (2001), supply is
modified based on the tactical planning strategy of the manufacturer, which can either be to level,
chase or mix. They can be classified as follows:
 Leveling means that one stable production rate is determined over the planning horizon.
 Chase implies that all demand occurring in a period is produced in the same period, usually
being a month.
 Mix is a combination of the two and uses a certain production rate for a few periods, before
adjusting it based on the actual demand.
The majority of CTO environments have a mixed planning strategy. On the one hand, because of semiconstant production rates, fluctuations in the sales plan are partly managed through changes in the
order backlog (next to actions such as subcontracting, in- and outsourcing, changing employment
levels). Requiring increases in the order backlog during peak periods negatively affects delivery lead
times and reliability towards customers. On the other hand, because of adjusting the production rate
to more tightly match sales after a few periods, the backlog is kept at a somewhat stable level. The
mix strategy thus also affects resource utilization rates and costs for changes in production output.
CTO manufacturers should consider this trade-off in deciding which planning strategy to pursue.
Furthermore, the chase and mix planning strategies can cause fluctuations in planned component
demand required from suppliers. These fluctuations can partially be alleviated by the use of flexible
supply contracts. For example, in the quantity flexibility contract described by Tsay and Lovejoy (1999),
supply revisions per component per planning period are allowed up to a predefined maximum
percentage. The method is suited for coordinating material and information flows for supply chains
operating under rolling-horizon planning. The bounds oblige suppliers to cover any requests that
remain within the upper limits, while imposing the manufacturer to a minimum purchase commitment
with a lower limit. More research is performed in the area of flexible supply contracting, but CTO
contexts are not yet specifically addressed (Chen-Ritzo, Ervolina, Harrison, & Gupta, 2010).
Aligning demand and supply plans
Alignment of the demand and supply plans is achieved during the executive meeting in de S&OP cycle,
in which senior executives review the plans from the functional pre-meetings. Attendees of the formal
meeting should represent at least the sales and marketing, operations, and finance departments, in
order to form a cross-functional S&OP team. A volume plan is then composed, being the operating
plan for the next periods. It specifies how much to produce in total together with the production rates
per product family. Adjustments in the supply or demand plan may be made to improve the supplydemand alignment. Demand adjustments are dependent on flexibility in the marketing strategy, while
supply adjustments have to take into account supplier flexibility, amongst others. The supply
adjustments are manifested either as changes in desired supply lead times or in the actual supply
quantities (Chen-Ritzo et al., 2010). After the plans are approved, authority to implement planning
decisions is granted to the S&OP team (Grimson & Pyke, 2007).
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Many companies find that imbalances between supply and demand occur frequently. This is especially
the case for manufacturers of CTO systems, as demand is generally low and configurations might vary
greatly, leading to uncertainty in the volume plan. As a result, volume decisions in S&OP should be
reviewed and adjusted on a monthly basis (Jacobs, Berry, Whybark, & Vollmann, 2011).
Burrows III (2007) depicted critical first steps when moving from a supply-driven S&OP logic towards
a demand-driven approach. His so-called demand-based supply approach uses rate-based planning to
balance inventory among all stock keeping units (SKUs) in a family. In doing so, it takes demand
information from different internal systems, interprets this anticipated demand and subsequently
balances capacity to actual demand as demand rates become known. The corresponding required
shifts in supply are calculated on at least a monthly basis. Operations and suppliers are managed to
the demand plan, using a production cycle plan and an inventory strategy. Burrows III (2007) also
described that current ERP systems produce high levels of change orders to deal with the volatile
nature of the demand economy. Whenever forecasts are updated, a large amount of schedule changes
are proposed at the individual SKU level. Furthermore, these ERP systems are highly insensitive to
capacity constraints, forcing schedule changes that might be inaccurate. Deviant from the traditional
S&OP approach, within demand-based supply an acceptable range for inventory is set using simulation
modeling, rather than deploying fixed safety stock levels. This would make the approach more suitable
for CTO environments, however, it does not provide a solution for checking the feasibility of demand
propositions before it is decided to follow this plan.
Executing the volume planning
The final steps in the cycle encompass the distribution and implementation of the volume plan as well
as measurement of the effectiveness of S&OP. The primary recipients of the volume plan are the
operations and sales teams, having to meet the required production target respectively sales plans.
To ensure continuous improvement within the S&OP process, Lapide (2004) argues that the actual
business performance relative to the plan should be evaluated. Each organization will vary in its
approach toward measuring success and should therefore decide on its key performance indicators
(KPIs) for each of the departments involved in S&OP. Important performance metrics could include
but are not limited to demand forecast accuracy, variance to baseline forecasts and budgets as well
as adherence to the sales and operations plan over time.
2.1.3. Master Production Scheduling
In the S&OP process, demand and supply were matched to ensure a good business performance,
resulting in volume decisions. Once the big picture is right, these volumes are converted into more
detailed mix decisions in the MPS process. Mix is about which individual products to make, in what
sequence and for which customer orders (Jacobs et al., 2011). When the volume is planned effectively,
mix decisions become much easier to cope with. The S&OP and MPS processes therefore have to be
executed in tight connection with each other. These longer-term planning processes are dominated
by the impact from market requirements and product characteristics rather than the manufacturing
process layout (Olhager & Rudberg, 2002).
The MPS activity provides the basis to make customer delivery promises, utilize plant capacity, attain
strategic objectives of the organization as reflected in the production plan, and resolve trade-offs
between manufacturing and marketing (Vollmann, Berry & Whybark, 1992). Important MPS
considerations include order promising, i.e. due date setting and order acceptance/rejection
decisions, taking into account the available capacity. Eppler (2015) provided an overview of literature
in which models dedicated to available-to-promise (ATP) scheduling for MTO and CTO environments
were formulated. According to the American Production & Inventory Control Society (APICS), ATP is
defined as the “uncommitted portion of a company’s inventory and planned production [quantities],
maintained in the master schedule to support customer order promising” (Chen, Zhao & Ball, 2002, p.
425). While the ATP corresponds to final product inventory quantities in MTS contexts, it refers to
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component inventory in CTO settings. As both the availability of components and resources might be
bottlenecks in CTO environments, ATP is therein combined with the related capable-to-promise (CTP),
denoting the production capacity available to fulfill customer orders. After a check of the technical
feasibility of a requested configuration, an ATP/CTP check is performed resulting in an acceptance
decision including its first promise date, or an order rejection decision. The final decision also depends
on the customer’s tolerance towards delayed deliveries. If demand exceeds ATP or CTP right before
production, shortage planning is performed in order to keep reliability and customer satisfaction at a
reasonable level while still enabling profitable fulfillment of the committed orders.
2.1.4. Material Requirements Planning
MRP, sometimes referred to as MRP I, is an explosion technique used to determine component
requirements over a planning horizon (Cheng et al., 2002). The MRP system serves a central role in
material planning and control, since it translates the aggregate production plans resulting from the
S&OP and MPS functions into detailed requirements to accomplish those plans. At the same time, it
provides input for developing capacity plans while linking them to the systems that support actual
production (Vollmann et al., 1992). MRP is most suitable for MTO contexts, focusing on satisfying the
requirements for projected usage in a determined timeframe, whereas the alternative just-in-time
principle for production activity control is mainly used in MTS contexts (Olhager & Selldin, 2007).
Manufacturing Resource Planning or MRP II is not considered in this project.
The prime input of the MRP process is the master production schedule. For organizations preparing
detailed material plans using MRP, a time-phased set of MPS requirements on product-level has to be
converted into a time-phased set of raw material and component requirements. These requirements
are then stated per component/raw material and on a period-by-period basis for the whole planning
horizon. Together with the detailed capacity planning, the MRP records result in material and capacity
plans, so that shop-floor scheduling can be performed and materials from vendor plants be managed
(Vollmann et al., 1992).
Furthermore, MRP uses BOM structures as the basis of its planning process, looking at the desired
final product and the relationship with its components (Orlicky, Plossl & Wight, 2003). The BOM
structure therefore has to be accurate, up-to-date and unambiguous, but on top of that it should be
compatible with the master production schedule in order to be able to plan material requirements
successfully. Most MRP decision support tools assume fixed BOMs, though for CTO products the BOM
is stochastic. Manufacturers may in practice substitute variable usage quantities in a BOM for fixed
quantities to be able to use such decision support tools. MRP in CTO environments is therefore mostly
based on planning BOMs, consisting of a set of common components and all options together with
their usage percentage estimates (Vollmann, Berry & Whybark, 1992), which is explained in more
detail in Paragraph 2.1.5. However, this simplification might lead to alignment problems between
supply and demand (Chen-Ritzo et al., 2010). Therefore, uncertainty in option usage quantities should
be incorporated in the planning procedures. Although the best way to do so remains ambiguous, some
examples are provided in Paragraph 2.2.
Another important input for MRP is the inventory status. Material requirements from suppliers for
future product orders are dependent on the amount of components or raw materials on hand at the
manufacturer, the ones already allocated to existing needs, and materials in the pipeline.
2.1.5. Bill-Of-Materials
The BOM of a product specifies its product structure. In the most traditional form, the BOM defines
which components or raw materials compose the final product as well as their required quantities for
producing one product. Moving from design for manufacturability to design for planability,
contemporary BOM structures are modular (Stonebraker, 1996). Modularization reduces the number
of different BOMs for one configurable product by segregating common components and
disentangling component combinations. With such a generic configurable BOM in place, the structure
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of all variants of a product family are specified only once. This reduces redundancy and makes the
BOM highly transparent (Hegge & Wortmann, 1991).
In planning material requirements, BOMs for configurable products differ from ones for which the
final configuration is certain in that probabilities of component usage have to be included. Within a
CTO environment, configurable products possess a configurable BOM that is uncertain until the exact
order specification is known. This uncertainty in BOMs due to varying usage quantities of resources,
recurrent in CTO environments, can be referred to as ‘order configuration uncertainty’ (Chen-Ritzo et
al., 2010). In the BOM of a product with order configuration uncertainty, the probabilities for all
possible components being apparent in a product from a certain product family have to be specified.
This is done by means of a planning BOM, which is indispensable for defining component demand
(Stonebraker, 1996). The product family is prevailingly classified by the use of one or more
unique/differentiating components, or alternatively per market segment. Through multiplication of
the expected total demand on product family level and component usage probabilities in the planning
BOM, the expected demand on component level can be calculated.

2.2.Approaches for Inventory Control and Supply Planning
In the previous paragraph, the planning principles were only explained conceptually. However,
executing these processes in practice is complex due to the fact that each real-life situation has its
own unique characteristics. The following practical approaches concerning inventory control and
supply planning used in CTO and/or high-tech manufacturing environments were found in the existing
literature. A review on the suitability for use of these approaches is provided as well. Long-term or
aggregate supply planning is leading in defining inventory control principles, whereas the other way
around more detailed short-term supply planning decisions are dependent on the availability of
inventory, next to factory and human resources.
To elaborate on that, stochastic inventory control is necessary to secure the availability of
components, which is one of the requisites for attaining the supply planning. The former is dependent
on demand forecasts but also on inventory and safety stock level requirements. Furthermore, the
communication and behaviors toward suppliers are important in order to ensure that
(sub)components are on hand whenever required. This also holds for proposed changes in the S&OP
plan.
Regarding the inventory control concept of the synchronized base-stock policy, developed by De Kok
and Fransoo (2003), an artificial hierarchical product structure is derived from the structure of the
supply network. The latter structure includes BOMs as well as planned cumulative component lead
times, whereby all components might have a unique lead time. The lead time structure then identifies
at which moment in time component orders must be released in order to have components available
for production of the final product at a certain period in time. When the amount of a component
ordered is less than its successors in the pipeline for a specific product, then this will result in inventory
on hand of all those previously ordered components. The other way around, it does not make sense
to order a component before its successors have an equal remaining lead time. The synchronized basestock policy thus enables synchronization of order release decisions over time, and allocation of
components to final products is a direct result of the synchronization (De Kok & Fransoo, 2003). Closeto-optimal policies can be derived for large-scale assembly systems, i.e. multi-item multi-echelon
systems. It has to be mentioned that synchronized base-stock policies do not always outperform pure
base-stock policies and should therefore only be used if the situation requires it, e.g. when the
coefficient of variation for the final product demand is high and/or stock-outs for a final product might
be due to the stock-out of multiple components simultaneously. This is an example of how to align
inventory control decisions with the production schedule.
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Next to assuring a sufficient amount of (sub)components in stock by means of inventory control, the
supply planning for CTO includes considerations on the availability of production capacity and
resources. This results in order release and due date decisions.
Chen-Ritzo et al. (2010) addressed two practical decision problems within the S&OP process of CTO
manufacturing applications in the form of stochastic models and optimization methods. Those are
‘explosion’ and ‘implosion’, arising in the second respectively third step of the S&OP cycle. They deal
explicitly with order configuration uncertainty and component commonality. In the explosion
problem, the initial component supply plan is computed from a given demand plan. The quantity of
each component requested from suppliers in each period so as to maximize the manufacturer’s total
expected profit is determined. Following up on the manufacturer’s component supply request, the
ability of suppliers regarding quantities or delivery dates of components might differ from the request
due to supply constraints. Therefore feedback from suppliers on the desired component supply is
requested. In the approach, the possible supply of components over the planning horizon is
considered flexible, with requests communicated from manufacturer to supplier over a rolling horizon
whereby supplier flexibility is assumed greater for periods farther out in the planning horizon. The
second decision problem within the S&OP process of a CTO manufacturer is the implosion problem,
concerning the supply planning of final products. Taking into account the initial demand plan and
supplier responses, the implosion problem is concerned with generating the optimal quantity of each
product that the manufacturer should include in its commitment-to-sales (reviewed demand plan).
The explosion and implosion problems can be solved by the sample average approximation method.
A case study shows that significant improvements in revenue and serviceability can be obtained from
utilizing stochastic models that account for order configuration uncertainty. The benefits of supplier
flexibility are highest when supply and demand are not well-alligned prior to determining the
commitment-to-sales. By solving the explosion and subsequently the implosion problem described by
Chen-Ritzo et al. (2010), supplier feedback is taken into account when translating the demand plans
from S&OP into component and final product supply plans. However, it does not focus on the manners
possible to receive such quantified feedback from the supplier.
In order to integrate the inventory control and supply planning processes across the supply chain, De
Kok et al. (2005) developed a collaborative planning process and tool at Philips Semiconductors,
nowadays NXP Semiconductors. Due to the change in the way the planning was addressed, the
bullwhip effect in its supply chain was decreased. They focused on the link between medium-term
planning and execution, namely short-term planning, which was largely disconnected from the
medium-term planning before. In the new situation, properly coordinated plans prescribing how many
of each item in the value network to release to the shop floor had to be feasible with respect to
material and resource availability. To achieve this goal, the synchronized base-stock policy described
before was adjusted to deal amongst others with stochastic, non-stationary demand. It does so by
introducing safety lead times. The new weekly planning process synchronizes order releases along the
value network by integrating the supply plans of the organization, taking into account the resource
availability and (forecasted) demand, with the material availability resulting from inventory control
decisions. This results in an increase in the reliability of committed deliveries, a better balance
between supply and demand, lower stock levels, and a more rapid response to changes in market
conditions. Collaboration with the value chain can thus lead to substantial savings for companies with
volatile environments and complex supply chains. Such collaboration with the supply chain is
therefore desired when demand propositions are made on a regular basis.

2.3.Supply Risk
When changes occur in the material requirements as communicated toward the supplier before, the
risk arises that not all components are supplied to the manufacturer in time. If materials are
unavailable, the production requirements cannot be sufficed and consequently, rescheduling has to
take place. Supply risk is defined by Zsidisin (2003a) as “the probability of an incident associated with
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inbound supply from individual supplier failures or the supply market occurring, in which its outcomes
result in the inability of the purchasing firm to meet customer demand or cause threats to customer
life and safety” (p. 222). The author found that purchasing organizations perceive supply risk as a
multi-faceted construct that differs according to the industry in which it applies.
Assuming the quality of the products delivered by suppliers suffices Philips’ standards, this project
focuses on the probability of inbound supply shortages rather than threatening characteristics of
components. Volume and mix requirements changes are part of the supply risk characteristics brought
forward by Zsidisin (2003b), being one aspect resulting in supply risk but certainly not the only one,
though it is most important for the project under consideration. It refers to demand fluctuations for a
component (or service) in quantity and timing, posing a risk to purchasing organizations. There is a
multitude of other characteristics leading to supply risk as well, but they are not closely related to the
project. Supply risk is generally perceived as higher by management for products with a low
volume/high mix and for inflexible supply chains. A lower perceived risk exists for flexible suppliers
and high volume/low mix products. The risk associated with volume and mix requirement changes
arises from fluctuations in customer demand for the manufacturer’s final products, of which a possible
outcome is the occurrence of stock-outs when suppliers cannot meet escalating demands (Zsidisin &
Ellram, 2003). A solution for the case study environment of Philips IGT Systems has to be proposed to
avoid such potential stock-outs when changes in the S&OP plan are proposed.
Giunipero and Aly Eltantawy (2004) argued that situational factors such as the purchaser’s prior
experience with the situation should be taken into consideration when determining the level of risk
management in the supply chain. However, Philips wants to lower the reliance on the knowledge from
experienced Procurement employees, thus this seems not te be the best direction to investigate.
For spare parts, the risk of potential failures is oftentimes analyzed by means of a failure mode, effects
and criticality analysis (FMECA). The output of a FMECA is an overview of the most critical risks. Such
an analysis can also be done for disruptions in a supply chain network, as shown by Tuncel and Alpan
(2010). They applied the criticality analysis to the supply chain processes from their case study, as to
rank the identified risks on priority in order to decide on risk management and mitigation actions. A
similar analysis of the criticality of proposed S&OP changes is desired in the case of Philips IGT Systems
when performing a feasibility check, in order to distinguish between the approaches of drawing up
supply feedback for high and low critical items.

2.4.System Nervousness
Besides supply risks, a manufacturing firm might encounter system nervousness when experiencing
expected demand or order instability. This is the case if changes initiated by S&OP and carried through
by MPS Planning are entered frequently in an ERP system such as SAP. System nervousness is the
instability in planned orders, caused by uncertainty existing within or beyond the production system
(e.g. forecast deviations), and changes the required due date on a related replenishment order for
either purchased or manufactured materials (Ho & Ho, 1999). Since this affects material requirements,
suppliers in turn experience a large amount of change orders, making it unclear what the actual
amounts of components will be they have to deliver in a certain time period. Since this may decrease
supplier’s trust in the manufacturing company, system nervousness should be avoided at least to a
certain extent.
Different methods and applications were proposed in the existing literature to deal with system
nervousness. For example, Blackburn, Kropp and Millen (1986) evaluated five different strategies for
treating nervousness caused by the interaction of lot-sizing decisions and the planning horizon,
concluding that it is most beneficial either to freeze the schedule within the planning horizon or to
incorporate a change cost. However, they did not evaluate effects on order instability caused by
demand, supply, or lead time uncertainty. Dampening the system nervousness caused by demand
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uncertainty was also taken into consideration by Kadipasaoglu and Sridharan (1995). They indicated
that feezing a portion of the MPS, namely within the cumulative lead time of an order, was most
effective. Furthermore, keeping end-item safety stock was considered useful, though this strategy
would not be possible in the manufacturing environment of Philips, since demand is fulfilled based on
a CTO strategy. De Kok and Inderfurth (1997) quantified the impact of demand volatility on order
volatility under a rolling horizon planning in MRP, showing that quantity nervousness is affected by
the choice of a specific control rule. However, these control rules are considered to be fixed within
Philips IGT Systems for the project at hand.
In eliminating negative impacts of uncertain and imprecise orders, Grabot, Geneste, Reynoso-Castillo
and Vérot (2005) urged to find inventory control solutions that decrease the complexity of the system,
instead of increasing the replanning frequency while generating more and more data. Approaches for
checking whether a proposed S&OP plan change is feasible before actually replanning S&OP are
therefore discussed next.

2.5.Approaches for Checking the Feasibility of Proposed S&OP Plan
Changes
To reduce supply risks, an S&OP proposal should only be carried through if deemed feasible, and the
check should be executed outside of the ERP system in order to limit system nervousness. Related to
Philips IGT Systems encountering ineffeciences in the process of the planning and procurement teams
providing feedback on the material feasibility of proposed S&OP plan changes, the following literature
focusses on similar issues.
To be able to compose detailed and quantified feedback, first all component requirements should be
calculated to later evaluate the impact of proposed S&OP plan changes. This concerns top-down
planning, namely from S&OP and MPS Planning through MRP to Procurement and eventually involving
the suppliers.
Orlicky (1973) proposed a ‘net change’ approach for MRP replanning, closely related to the project at
hand. The method is, contrary to most MRP systems, not limited to periodic (e.g. weekly) runs and can
therefore handle changes is a more timely fashion. Next to this advantage in terms of reactiveness, it
minimizes the number of accesses to inventory records and BOMs since only the changes in the plan
are considered. On the downside, the feasibility of the proposed plan changes cannot be evaluated
before actually applying the changes in the MRP system. The method furthermore causes
hypersensitivity of the system and it is designed for MTS manufacturing environments, assuming fixed
BOMs. The reality in CTO environments is more complex, making the solution non-suitable when
adjusting demand and supply plans for configurable systems.
More recently, Andrei (2015) proposed a mathematical model to calculate material requirements for
proposed changes in the S&OP plan for the MR Department of Philips in Best. Contrary to the research
of Orlicky (1973), a feasibility check on the suppliers’ abilities to deliver the desired components is
performed before the plan is entered in the MRP system. This leads to the elimination of incorrect
material requirements/manufacturing schedules and decrease of system nervousness. The required
data is comparable to the input of an MRP system, namely the current and proposed MPS plans (in
this method on a monthly aggregation level), BOM structures and accompanying configuration
probabilities. The method and tool are therefore deemed suitable for implementation in other
manufacturing firms as well. However, only configuration percentages on the first level components
in the BOM are considered; for all lower levels fixed usage quantities were assumed. For the IGT
Systems department of Philips, planning BOMs exist on several layers, making the aforementioned
simplification unsuitable for use in their process of giving feedback on proposed S&OP plan changes.
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Next, in composing feedback on the S&OP proposal, the feasibility of the plan concerning material
availability has to be checked. Contrary to the approaches for calculating requirements for proposed
S&OP plan changes, checking the feasibility of such proposals is considered bottom-up, meaning that
all materials should be made available by the suppliers in time in order to be able to adhere to the
proposed aggregate production planning.
One way for executing a feasibility check on proposed S&OP plan changes might be to assess the
flexibility of suppliers. Krajewski, Wei and Tang (2005) examined possible reaction strategies of
suppliers in responding to short-term dynamics of schedule changes in BTO supply chains. Short-term
dynamics refer to schedule changes that occur within a supplier’s effective lead-time to the buyer,
which is the supplier’s regular manufacturing plus delivery lead time. On the one hand, suppliers can
pursue a strategy to ‘reduce uncertainty’. Alternatively, suppliers might choose to ‘cope with
uncertainty’. Different from the reduce strategy, the cope strategy emphasizes: (1) flexible supply
contracts; (2) relatively frequent schedule revisions; (3) low levels of inventory form postponement,
i.e. using finished goods inventories to respond to schedule changes and thus not delaying the CODP.
Supply contracts are flexible when the allowed magnitude and frequency of quantity changes are high,
and the interval between authorized shipments is unpredictable. The number of schedule revisions
increases if the information communicated from buyer to supplier is intransparent or unreliable, while
MPS instability should be avoided. This can be done by implementing a frozen interval, scheduling a
longer revision interval and lengthening the planning horizon (only when the forecast accuracy is
reasonable). Form postponement delays product finalization until customer orders are received, but
is a more strategic choice. At Philips IGT Systems, suppliers ought to cope with uncertainty in demand,
since contracts require a certain predefined percentage of flexibility from the supplier. However, the
article was mainly theoretical and best practices for manufacturers dealing with changes in customer
demand by leveraging flexibility in supply contracts were left undiscussed.
Another option is to gather feedback on the feasibilty of demand propositions directly from the
suppliers. Zhou and Benton (2007) discussed the importance of information sharing within the supply
chain in order to capture dynamics and reduce uncertainty in external as well as internal
environments, though again, the implications for operational best practices remains unknown.
As De Kok et al. (2005) described in their article on synchronizing an entire supply chain, they
integrated the supply chain planning and control of Philips Electronics with those of its customers to
decrease demand variability in the supply chain. They did so by developing a collaborative planning
process and tool, executed in weekly cycles, in which sales plans subject to change were considered.
By means of generating an MPS, it was then examined whether the plan was feasibility and could thus
be executed. If not, internal or external expeditions were investigated. When cumulative shortages
occur, suppliers might be contacted to find a solution, but if not possible then products are selected
that will not be produced. To summarize, demand and supply opportunities are mapped in the process
and if demand cannot be fulfilled, choices have to be made on how to deal with this situation. In the
case study environment of De Kok et al. (2005), stochastic demand was taken into account, but the
solution did not accommodate for order configuration uncertainty. Also, no information was available
on whether a supplier is able to supply additional demand or fulfill demand shifted forward in time.
Because of this lack of information, checking in with the supplier remains an ad-hoc process.
To conclude, for S&OP plans exposed to change, many approaches in the literature focus on how to
deal with uncertainty in the demand so that all demand can be met in time (within production capacity
boundaries). Such principles include the introduction of safety lead times or safety stocks as buffer.
However, to the best of my knowledge, no approaches were designed to check whether anticipated
demand changes are feasible and should be applied in the first place.
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3. Research Design
In this chapter, the goal of the research is defined in Paragraph 3.1. The research objective and main
research question are formulated in Paragraph 3.2. This research question is divided into six subquestions, each focusing on a specific element of the research. Paragraph 3.3 delineates the research
area by proposing a scope for the project under consideration. Paragraph 3.4 then explains the
research methodology, both for approaching the main question as well as each sub-question
separately.

3.1.Research Goal
Philips aims to avoid material shortcomings due to changes in the S&OP plan. Therefore, proposed
S&OP plan changes should be checked before they are entered in SAP, to evaluate whether these
proposed changes are feasible. Infeasibility may be caused by either material availability constraints
or capacity availability constraints. This research regards the capabilities of suppliers, so that the MPS
Planning and Procurement departments can give quantified feedback on the material feasibility of the
proposed plan to the S&OP team. The previously discussed topics provide an overview of the relevant
literature. The subject is most closely linked to the methods proposed by Andrei (2015) and Orlicky
(1973) for assessing material requirements in case of supply or demand plan changes. However, both
concern simplifications of the actual problem occurring at Philips IGT Systems. To the best of my
knowledge, no framework exists in the current literature which specifies the steps to undertake in
order to deal with proposed adjustments in the S&OP plan on a month-to-month basis. Guidance on
checking whether demand plans in S&OP can be realigned with supply plans remains ambiguous.
The goal of this research is to develop a practical approach to deal with proposed plan changes in
S&OP, suitable for Philips IGT Systems specifically and for manufacturing firms in general. For a
proposed S&OP plan to be approved, suppliers should be able to supply the necessary to comply with
all deltas in the demand plan. In order to perform a feasibility check, system-level changes in S&OP
need to be translated into deltas in component requirements for configurable systems, after which
the implications for suppliers should be investigated. If suppliers can accommodate for the additional
requirements, the proposed S&OP plan is likely accepted during the monthly S&OP executive meeting.
However, when one or multiple suppliers are not able to, an alternative has to be found. Either a
different component supplier is sought or the supply plan remains at the level determined in the
previous S&OP cycle, and the additional anticipated demand is postponed or lost.

3.2.Research Questions and Objective
Thus, for the project under consideration, the process for giving detailed and quantified feedback on
proposed S&OP plan changes needs to be redesigned. The proposed changes in the S&OP plan have
to be translated into changes in requirements on component level and their respective impact on
suppliers, in order to be able to give solid feedback. Comparable to an FMECA as described in
Paragraph 2.3, the impact on suppliers can be determined by means of a criticality assessment. A tool
providing decision support in determining which components are critical and which accompanying
suppliers should be contacted to obtain feedback on the demand proposition is therefore desired. The
tool has to combine information from different departments to assess the material feasibility of the
proposed deltas in the S&OP plan. The basis should be the statistical BOM, serving as input for
translating additional system requirements into component requirements, next to component and
supplier information. The output will then assist in the composition of detailed and quantified
feedback from MPS Planning and Procurement, provided to the S&OP team in the feasibility check
meeting that takes place once a month within the S&OP cycle.
To be able to provide a solution to the problem stated in Paragraph 1.1.2, the problem definition is
transformed into a main research question. This question is the driver for the Master thesis project at
Philips’ IGT Systems department:
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How can the planning process be improved, so that the planning and procurement teams can
give detailed and quantified feedback on proposed S&OP plan changes, and what tools can be made
available to support this?
Since the main research question cannot be answered at once, it is broken down into sub-questions.
First of all, the current process surrounding a material feasibility check on proposed plan changes in
S&OP is evaluated, and subsequently suggestions for improvements are made explicit.
1. What is the current process within Philips IGT Systems in Best for providing feedback on
proposed S&OP plan changes concerning supplier abilities for supplying additional demand?
2. In which area should improvements in the current process be made, in order for the
procurement and MPS planning teams to be able to give more detailed and quantified
feedback to the S&OP team regarding proposed plan changes?
Once the possible areas of improvement are revealed, an updated planning process and supporting
tool are made available to support the desired improvements. Both the process and tool have to be
supported by Philips employees, for which the solution has to be easy to use and its merits should
clearly be communicated internally.
3. How can the current planning process within IGT Systems in Best be improved so that
procurement and MPS planning are able to gain useful insights into the impact of S&OP plan
changes on component and supplier level, in order to be able to give quantified and detailed
feedback?
4. Which tool can be delivered for implementation of the newly designed planning process, and
how should it be designed in order to show all relevant information and be supported by the
procurement and planning employees and management of IGT Systems in Best?
Upon implementation of the methodology and tool at Philips, the following question is of relevance
to verify the effectiveness of the solution proposed as response to question 3 and 4.
5. How adequate is the proposed method perceived in assisting the process of providing feedback
on the material feasibility of proposed S&OP adjustments, within an operational business
environment?
The last question assesses the generalizability of the proposed planning process and tool for CTO
manufacturing environments. In case the general suitability for use is rendered positive, other
companies might benefit from the proposed solution as well.
6. Are the proposed planning process and tool suitable for implementation in other CTO
environments and if so, under which circumstances?
The sub-questions are interrelated in such a manner that they should be answered in a chronological
order. Together, the answers to these sub-questions result in an answer to the main research question
described above and thus a proposed solution to tackle the problem stated in Paragraph 1.1.

3.3.Scope
Figure 12 in Appendix A gives an overview of the organizational structure of Philips IGT Systems. The
project at Philips is concerned with the Operations business function. Operations constitutes among
others S&OP, MPS Planning and Operational Procurement – the departments of highest importance
for the project.
For the project at Philips, the configuration management is assumed to be a given, since the course of
the planning process is independent of the digital catalog specifications and possible system
configurations. The S&OP planning is performed on system level and assumes that systems consist of
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components with a certain probability. The Configuration Management department is therefore out
of scope. The business processes of the S&OP, MPS Planning, and Procurement teams lie within the
delineation of the project under consideration. The execution of planning tasks by the Order Desk
depends on material availability resulting from a good planning on tactical level, though this team is
not linked directly to the process of applying changes to S&OP, and is therefore not considered in the
solution.
Further, the statistical BOMs of the IGT Systems are indispensable to calculate the deltas in component
demand. Though the accurateness of the method in use is somewhat questionable, determining the
statistical BOM is outside the scope of this project because it is not directly interconnected to
providing feedback to S&OP proposed changes; it namely affects the calculations but not the method
of performing a feasibility check. Therefore, it is taken as a premise that the probabilities as
determined by the MPS team are accurate and up-to-date. The topic and more specifically, the
possibilities to include trends and product lifecycle data into the determination of probabilities and
(partly) automate this labor-intensive monthly task could be investigated in another research project.
Since the exact configuration of a system for a certain order is only frozen 4 days before the start of
production, the feasibility check that has to be performed for the proposed S&OP plan concerns
expected instead of actual component demand. After interviews with employees from Philips IGT
Systems, it was decided that for the project under consideration, the aggregate planning should be
sufficed on average, i.e. the best-estimate planning BOM percentages are considered. For the process
of providing feedback to proposed S&OP plan changes, it does not matter that Procurement has
limited visibility in the actual inventory of components in the upcoming weeks. Variance in demand
leading to deviations from the expected component requirements for production on the short term is
dissolved by the exploitation of safety lead time and safety stocks. Although the method to determine
these stock levels might currently not be optimal, this topic is addressed in another project started in
2017, aiming to increase material availability while decreasing the value of components in stock.
At Philips, the connections with the sales organizations are considered good, but the quality of the
information provided by them could definitely be improved. The resulting lack of quality of the
demand forecasts causes a higher amount of changes in the S&OP plan on a monthly basis, making
the issue of providing detailed and quantified feedback on S&OP changes within IGT Systems more
prevalent. However, the issue of the inadequate sales information is not related to the internal
operations planning at Philips and lies therefore outside of the scope of this project. Instead, it will be
addressed in a different improvement project, enhancing the long-term vision of and improved
forecasting accuracy for the key markets.
The issue occurring at Philips IGT Systems seems to be a gap in commonly used ERP software solutions
such as SAP. Next to finding a solution for the issue occurring at Philips, its generalizability to other
CTO environments is therefore analyzed. Other companies might benefit from the solution provided
in this thesis, after tailoring it to their specific needs.

3.4.Research Methodology
For accomplishing the project in general, the system development life cycle method is used, as shown
in Figure 2. This means that for the planned improvement project, first an analysis of the requirements
takes place, which is covered by research questions 1 and 2. Then a solution is designed and validated,
as covered by research question 3 and 4. Research question 5 comprises the implementation of the
designed solution and aims to verify the desired results. Maintenance falls outside of the scope of the
project and has to be performed by the employees of Philips IGT Systems. Research question 6 was
added for the sake of extensiveness. By assessing the generalizability of the proposed solution, its
practical relevance for different CTO environments is assessed.
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Figure 2: Representation of the System Development Life Cycle method.

The Analysis questions are answered by collecting information from the experts through nonstandardized, open-end interviews with employees of different departments within Philips IGT
Systems. The relevant business processes are then depicted as descriptive models in Business Process
Modeling Notation.
The Design of the methodology and tool is based on insights obtained from the interviews and best
practices as described in existing literature. The methodology thus builds on existing processes and
knowledge apparent within Philips IGT Systems as well as relevant literature in the area of Operations
Research. Subsequently, a tool is developed that comprises the method to calculate deltas in
component requirements and provides decision support by classifying these deltas in criticality
classes.
Furthermore, proof of concept is pursued. Verification of the system is done by using many different
combinations of input data and checking the output manually, both through random sampling and by
examining special occasions. Next, the accuracy of the criticality classification is evaluated by
performing a validity test among experts, based on quantitative data. The results obtained from the
validity test are analyzed through statistical tests, in order to affirm the results given the tool output
and optimize the criticality classification criteria. On top of that, experts within Philips were asked to
provide qualitative feedback on the method and tool in order to improve the solution.
Finally, the tool is being Implemented as standard work procedure within Philips. A workshop session
was provided as part of the implementation phase, using a real-life S&OP proposal as input. Future
users of the tool practiced working with the tool and were given the opportunity to provide feedback
on the functionality and user-friendliness of the tool. Their recommendations were considered in
carrying through the final improvements to the proposed solution. To ensure the preservation of the
proposed solution after conclusion of the project, responsibilities for execution and maintenance of
the tool were divided amongst employees of Philips IGT Systems.
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4. Process Analyses and Requirements
In this chapter, the business processes at Philips IGT Systems tangent to the project under
consideration are depicted, starting with a description of the data collection and data processing
steps. Then in Paragraph 4.2, a general process description is provided. The more specific
departmental processes are depicted in Appendix B. Paragraph 4.3 explains the current process
regarding the MPS Planning and Procurement teams providing feedback on proposed S&OP changes,
answering the first research question. This is complemented with a root cause analysis of the issues
currently encountered at Philips IGT Systems regarding the process of providing feedback to proposed
S&OP changes in Paragraph 4.4. Together with Paragraph 4.5, in which requirements for the proposed
solution are listed, it answers the second research question.

4.1.Data Collection
In order to analyze current processes regarding the subject and suggest areas for improvement, first
the relevant processes at Philips IGT Systems in Best are mapped. The following steps were
undertaken to depict the business process flows and formulate the process descriptions.
 Having interviews with selected employees of the S&OP, MPS Planning and Procurement
departments, including employees occupying the following positions: S&OP Analyst – MPS
Planner – Procurement Coordinator – Teamlead Planning & Execution Control.
 Summarizing the information gained in the interview sessions and depicting the business
processes using Business Process Model and Notation (BPMN).
 Verifying the mapped business processes and descriptions with the relevant persons, and
adjusting them wherever deemed necessary.
 Checking all processes with the supervisor of the project from Philips IGT Systems’ side,
whereby the emphasis lied on the process surrounding changes in S&OP.

4.2.Departmental Process Descriptions
Top-down planning at Philips IGT Systems is performed in the following manner. An S&OP cycle is
executed every month in order to determine aggregate demand on system level for the upcoming 1224 months. In the aggregate planning, expected demand is balanced with supply while taking into
account the company’s long-term strategy. The planning is then updated on a monthly basis. Within
the cycle, first ‘light’ planning is performed, meaning that the S&OP team proposes changes to the
current plan but these changes are not yet entered in SAP. This is due to the fact that S&OP analysts
want to know upfront whether MPS planning is able to fit the new proposal into the production
planning and whether the changes are feasible in terms of all suppliers being able to accommodate
for the deltas in material requirements. To check the latter, procurement might have to consult with
its suppliers. Paragraph 4.3 gives an extensive overview of the MPS Planning and Procurement teams
gathering and providing feedback to S&OP proposed plan changes. At the end of the S&OP cycle, the
aggregate shipment plan is decided upon, before being distributed to MPS Planning.
MPS Planning subsequently has to implement the plan resulting from the S&OP cycle. First, they
translate the volume plan into mix decisions, meaning that decisions per system type are made for
shorter time intervals. MPS Planning strive to maintain a stable production planning throughout. After
drafting a rough production plan, the system requirements are translated into component
requirements through MRP explosions in SAP. For this to happen reliably, the component usage
percentages in the planning BOMs have to be accurate. Updating these percentages considering
historical averages and known customer orders is another important task of the planner, as elaborated
upon in Appendix B.
The components requirements are then made visible to the procurement team and suppliers through
the vendor systems. Procurement has to make sure that all components are available in stock when
needed for production. Part of the material purchase is handled by Supplier Managed Inventory (SMI)
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– Supplier Managed and Owned Inventory (SMOI) principles, explained in Appendix C, for which the
procurement team is responsible for setting the lower and higher inventory bounds. The rest of the
purchases is handled through purchase orders (POs). For the latter, the procurement team has to
decide on the order sizes and delivery dates. In order to have a reliable supplier base for all (optional)
components and materials, procurement settles contracts and maintains contact with suppliers.
From an operational perspective, when commercial customer orders for IGT systems come in, the
Order Desk is responsible for their documentation and handling. Each order is assigned a committed
delivery date, after which the required production start date is calculated. One to three weeks before
the expected start of production, customer orders are screened. When adjustments in the
configuration or requested delivery date are made, orders might need to be shifted forward in time.
As soon as the order is validated, MPS Planning and the Order Desk cooperate to assign the order to
an open production slot. If eventually on the day before production starts it turns out that the material
inventory is insufficient, the Order Desk and MPS Planning have to swap planned orders between slots.
A visual representation of the planning hierarchy of Philips IGT Systems is provided in Figure 3,
showing how the different planning principles relate with one another. Next to showing the key
linkages in S&OP, it closely resembles the framework of a Manufacturing Planning and Control System
of Vollmann, Berry & Whybark (2005), although the production routing delineates the detailed
capacity plan as well as time-phased requirements. Also, both the planning BOM and configurable
BOM are involved in planning the detailed material requirements, for which information gradually
becomes available in time. As soon as orders are slotted, the BOM of the configured customer order
is used in the planning. On the left side of the figure, the actors are shown, whereas the right side
states the aggregation level on which plans are composed. MPS Planning translates the monthly S&OP
plan first to a daily aggregation level and updates the MPS each time information becomes available,
so that the most up-to-date information is sent to the shop-floor and vendor systems.
As elaboration on this general planning hierarchy, Appendix B provides process descriptions and
workflows for the S&OP, MPS Planning, Procurement respectively Order Desk tasks at Philips IGT
Systems in Best.

4.3.Feedback on Proposed Changes in S&OP
This section gives an overview of the as-is process of MPS Planning and Procurement gathering and
providing feedback on proposed S&OP plan changes, of which the process flow is shown in Figure 4.
The feedback regards material feasibility of the deltas in component requirements, thus depends on
suppliers’ abilities to fulfill additional component demand. This process starts around the 17th workday
of the S&OP cycle and ends on the 23rd workday, when feedback is provided to the S&OP team in the
feasibility check meeting. In the meantime, changes in component requirements are assessed by the
MPS Planning and Procurement teams and feedback is gathered. The process lies at the intersection
of the responsibilities of the S&OP, MPS Planning and Procurement departments. The proposed S&OP
changes are only entered in the SAP system after approval is obtained. The blue rectangle in Figure 4
marks the scope of the project and thus shows the area in which improvements are made.
Process description
Each month, the supply-demand balanced shipment plan determined in the previous S&OP cycle is
revised and adjustments might be proposed. Adjustments in the plan may concern each period in the
planning horizon from the current month on, but are usually proposed for the upcoming one to three
months. Due to a higher flexibility of factories and suppliers for periods farther in the planning horizon
since additional demand can be spread out over several months, the proposed changes on the short
term are most pivotal. For the current month though, adjustments follow the realization of the plan.
In case the proposal of the S&OP team is to increase the plan for a certain system type in a certain
month, this increases component requirements and simultaneously puts pressure on the suppliers. It
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Figure 3: Schematic overview of the relations between the different planning principles within Philips IGT Systems.

might be the case that suppliers are unable to meet the proposed component requirements, which
has to be checked upfront. Furthermore, no anomalies should exist between the orders agreed upon
with the markets and the ones registered in the order desk system. On top of that, the proposed S&OP
changes should be conform the factory guidelines. Administering changes in the S&OP plan is thus
always done in collaboration with the factory, procurement, and planning departments.
Whereas SAP is able to automatically translate system requirements into component requirements
with the use of BOMs, the different teams within Philips IGT Systems only want changes to be entered
in SAP when they are certain that production of the additional systems fit in the MPS planning and
suppliers can accommodate for the additional demand on component level. Therefore, the S&OP
team communicates proposed S&OP plan changes to MPS Planning and Procurement for feedback.
MPS Planning checks whether the adjustments in the aggregate plan fit in the production planning.
This not only concerns the factory release guidelines, but it is also checked whether the factories have
enough capacity available to slot additional systems. For the latter, the factory provides feedback on
the production capacity. Besides that, an MPS Planner evaluates whether the plan proposal is in line
with the orders currently on hand. Simultaneously, supplier abilities in response to increased
component demand should be evaluated. MPS Planning supports this process by predicting which
components are potentially critical and estimating their deltas in requirements by retrieving relevant
BOM structures in SAP, so that this information can be provided to Procurement employees.
Procurement is then asked whether the suppliers can fulfill the additional material requirements. This
will depend on the size as well as the timing of the deltas in requirements. Procurement coordinators
estimate the magnitude of change suppliers can accommodate for based on their experience and
judge whether they should contact the supplier. For components that will possibly form a bottleneck,
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Figure 4: Current process flow of providing feedback on proposed S&OP changes within Philips IGT Systems.
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i.e. with supply risks deemed critical by the Coordinator, their supplier is contacted in order to gather
feedback on their ability to supply additional demand following from the proposed S&OP plan. Each
Purchaser has a list of suppliers for which he or she is responsible. Seeking contact is either done by
phone or email, with a preference for email from Philips’ side because supplier responses are hereby
obtained in writing. The supplier evaluates the request and formulates a response on the proposal. If
the response is negative at first, the purchaser puts a lot of effort in trying to gain approval, for example
by asking the supplier to work overtime, whether or not with a financial compensation from Philips’
side. Alternatively, they might try to find an additional supplier for the component. If contacting the
supplier is not deemed necessary, Procurement composes feedback on the proposed S&OP plan
themselves.
MPS Planning and Procurement have about five working days to compose feedback on the proposed
plan changes. Representatives from both departments then provide their feedback to the S&OP team
within the feasibility check meetings, of which one is held for fixed systems and another for mobile
systems. If a proposed change seems unfeasible, it is advised to not apply certain changes in the
planning. Taking into account the gathered feedback, the S&OP team is responsible for drafting a plan
deemed feasible by all relevant stakeholders. However, the final decision-making power lies with
higher management, being involved in the executive meeting that takes place about one week later.
Relation to literature review
The aforementioned process is an alternative approach to the problem described by Burrows III (2007),
who argued that ERP systems produce high levels of change orders to deal with volatile demand when
not taking into account supplier capacity constraints. Similar to how the process at Philips is designed,
he described that operations and suppliers need to be managed to the demand plan. He defined an
acceptable inventory range using simulation, whereas at Philips the inventory ranges are set using a
mathematical formula.
As is the issue for the ‘net change’ approach for MRP planning of Orlicky (1973), it is not easy for Philips
IGT Systems to evaluate the feasibility of a proposed plan change before actually applying the changes
in SAP. To tackle part of this problem, Andrei (2015) developed a mathematical model to calculate
material requirements for proposed S&OP plan changes at the MR department of Philips in Best. The
aim of this solution was to perform a feasibility check before changes are entered in SAP. The process
at the IGT Systems department is very similar to the situation at the MR department. The difference
between IGT Systems and MR is that for IGT Systems several levels of planning BOMs are considered,
whereas for MR it was sufficient to only consider optional components in the first BOM layer.
Similar to the research performed by Chen-Ritzo et al. (2010), the supply of components over time is
flexible at Philips, with flexibility being greater for periods farther out in the planning horizon. This is
specified in supply contracts for 80-90% of the supplier base, in which a certain percentage of flexibility
is agreed upon on top of the demand communicated earlier. Paragraph 5.1.4 elaborates on the details
of such supply contracts, on which the material feasibility of proposed plan changes is dependent.

4.4.Root Cause Analysis
In order to identify the reasons behind the issues occurring at Philips when providing feedback on
proposed S&OP changes, a root cause analysis was performed. The aim was to find underlying causes
so that these causes later can be eliminated, in order to solve the main problem. The causes and its
relationships were set out by drafting an Ishikawa or ‘fishbone’ diagram, specifying the three main root
cause categories together with their sub-causes, as seen in Figure 5. The underlying causes were
derived from the interviews and process depictions for Philips IGT Systems in Best and determined
using the ‘Five times why’ technique of Sakichi Toyoda (Ohno, 2006).
Three main aspects cause inefficiencies and ineffectiveness in the process of the MPS planning and
procurement teams providing detailed and quantified feedback on proposed S&OP changes. These are
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the translation of the delta in system requirements into component requirements, the definition of
critical components for the positive deltas between the current and proposed S&OP plan, and the
communication about these additional requirements with the supplier.
First, the issues for translating deltas in system requirements into deltas in component requirements
are caused by the IT architecture. As explained in the previous section, the feasibility of proposed plan
changes has to be checked before the adjustments are entered in SAP so as to stabilize demand as
encountered by suppliers, which is currently an unavailable function in the ERP system used at Philips.
In manually translating the requirements, the documentation of MPS planning and procurement are
not clearly linked due to the use of different software and rounding issues.
Second, the determination of critical components is caused by several reasons. A straightforward
definition of the word ‘critical’ is absent. Criticality is currently a subjective notion within Procurement
and MPS Planning; what seems critical for one does not necessarily have to be for somebody else.
Therefore, a good definition is essential for the solution. Next to that it is not defined what the
significance of a delta in demand for a certain component should be for it to be classified as critical.
Furthermore, employees might lack the necessary product or technical knowledge to decide which
components are of high risk and which suppliers might cause problems in supplying the proposed delta.

Figure 5: Root Cause Analysis of the problem occurring when S&OP proposes plan changes.

Third, issues regarding the communication with suppliers are caused by an ambiguous structure on (1)
when to communicate, since the boundary values for getting in touch with the supplier are unclear, (2)
how to communicate, since there is no standard mode of communication, and (3) what to
communicate, since there is no template. On top of that, annoyance from the supplier arising from
proposed changes should be avoided.
To conclude, the root causes for the current dissatisfaction within Philips concerning supply feedback
to S&OP proposed changes were revealed. Together with the first supervisor from Eindhoven
University of Technology, it was agreed to exclude the direction of ‘communication with suppliers’.
This is due to a questionable achievability within the time constraints imposed on a Master thesis
project, together with this direction being least critical for providing detailed and quantified feedback
on proposed S&OP changes. The underlying cause of unclear boundary values does lie within the scope
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of the project, since it should be determined when contact with the supplier has to be sought (i.e. when
a material is critical), but not how and what to communicate. Answering the how and what questions
could be a future direction of improvement for the Procurement team, to be regarded after the issues
on ‘translation into component requirements’ and ‘definition of critical components’ have been
tackled within this project.

4.5.List of Requirements
Based on interviews with employees of Philips IGT Systems and own insights in the research area,
design criteria for the solution are proposed in four different areas. These concern the methodology
as well as the tool’s input parameters, execution control and outcomes, and are described next.
Methodology
 The method comprises accurate and reliable calculations to translate proposed S&OP plans
into requirements on component level.
 The method supports multiple levels of planning BOM percentages, thus when an optional
component in turn consists of optional sub-components.
 The method takes into account the possibility of common components, i.e. components can
be used in multiple system types, and only the total change per month is relevant in deciding
on the extent of criticality.
 Relevant stakeholders evaluate the proposed method as a good solution to the issue currently
encountered at Philips IGT Systems.
 The tool supports the proposed method for assessing the feasibility of proposed S&OP plan
changes by the planning and procurement teams.
 Given the coding in Visual Basic for Applications (VBA), no advanced programming knowledge
is needed when performing maintenance on the tool.
Parameters
 The tool correctly uses input data, including at least the BOM structure of all system types,
accompanying configuration percentages and the relevant S&OP plans.
 The tool is flexible in accommodating for changes in the mix of systems being produced, i.e.
for in- and out phasing of systems.
 Monthly tasks to be performed manually before executing the tool are reduced to a minimum.
 The error sensitivity of working with the method and tool are reduced to a reasonable level.
Execution
 The tool is spreadsheet compatible, so that operational employees are able to work with it.
 Clear guidance is provided to the stakeholders on how to use the tool.
 Usability of the proposed method and tool is high in terms of procurement employees and
planners finding it easy to work with the new tool.
 Tasks are automated as much as possible.
Outcomes
 The layout of the proposed tool is straightforward and user-friendly, making it easy to interpret
its output.
 It is clear which materials have a positive delta in requirements resulting from the proposed
S&OP plan changes as well as which suppliers are affected by the changes.
 The results can be filtered on criticality so that users have insight in the urgency of additional
material requirements.
 The results can be filtered on responsibility so that procurement employees have insight in
which of the suppliers that they are responsible for are affected.
 Employees who did not gain extensive product knowledge or experience (yet) are able to
understand and follow-up on the output of the tool.
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5. Solution Design
This chapter proposes a solution to improve the feedback of the planning and procurement teams on
proposed S&OP plan changes. The solution encompasses a proposed method as well as a tool that
supports this method. To start with, the method calculates component requirements resulting from
proposed S&OP plan changes on system level, without altering the manufacturer’s ERP system.
Subsequently, the deltas in requirements are classified on their degree of criticality. This will guide the
procurement team in making informed decisions on whether or not to contact a supplier to gather
feedback on material availability. The perceived feasibility of proposed plan changes will be dependent
on the latter.

5.1.Method Proposition
In this section, an answer is provided to the third research question. It provides a methodology on how
to improve the current planning process, as described in Paragraph 4.3, so the Procurement and MPS
Planning are able to gain useful insights into the impact of S&OP plan changes on component and
supplier level and are able to give quantified and detailed feedback.
As Burrows III (2007) already noted, currently deployed ERP systems produce high levels of schedule
changes to deal with the volatile nature of the demand economy. SAP is an example of such a system.
When entering non-feasible S&OP proposed changes in SAP that have to be readjusted later on, system
nervousness is encountered. This leads to lower confidence from the supply chain in the quality as well
as reliability of planned requirements. Vérot (2005) stated that inventory control solutions should
focus on decreasing the complexity of the system rather than increasing the replanning frequency. The
proposed method therefore aims to reduce system nervousness by deploying it outside of the ERP
system so that changes do not have to be carried through before being approved, but follows a similar
MRP logic to be able to define changes in requirements. Checking the material feasibility of an S&OP
proposition is done by calculating deltas in component requiremens, and to subsequently check its
feasibility with the procurement organization or suppliers. Only after the S&OP plan is approved, the
adjustments will be entered in the ERP system, so that the occurrence of plan changes limited to once
per predetermined time interval (being one month for Philips IGT Systems).
5.1.1. Input Parameters
The method should at least comprise the following functionality: (a) calculate component
requirements derived from system-level changes in the S&OP plan as well as (b) their relative delta
compared to the total requirements in the current S&OP plan, (c) link components to their standard
supplier and (d) determine the criticality of deltas in requirements. Four aspects are therefore
essential:
1. The delta between the current and proposed S&OP plan, for each system encountering a
change in the S&OP plan and each month in the planning horizon.
2. The total requirements per component given the current S&OP plan, per month in the planning
horizon, including work-in-progress for the current month.
3. The BOMs stating component usage percentages and quantities, for each system encountering
a change in the planning horizon.
4. A component/vendor list, specifying the standard supplier for each external procurement
item.
The proposed method combines the up-to-date values or specifics of these parameters in order to
guide to process of providing feedback to S&OP proposed plan changes.
5.1.2. Determination of Deltas in Requirements
The proposed method to determine deltas in component requirements is a simple mathematical model
that can be implemented in any business environment using spreadsheet software. The calculations
are in accordance with the model proposed by Andrei (2015), but are extended to overcome the – in
this case study faulty – assumption that planning BOMs can only occur at the highest level of a BOM
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structure. As mentioned before, the BOM structures are necessary as input to calculate component
requirements. Within Philips, two types of BOMs are present. Configurable BOMs specify the exact
component usage quantities and are only used after an order is frozen (and its configuration confirmed
by the customer). Planning BOMs contain the usage probabilities of all components that are possibly
included in an incoming order for a certain system. As the name suggests, they are used in the planning
before the exact configuration is specified, providing a forecast on the system configuration of future
demand. In practice, this means that the relation between the highest and second level components
in a planning BOM is rendered in component usage percentages instead of quantities. By doing so, all
optional components are maintained in stock, though not all of them might actually be incorporated
in the configuration of a commercial order. Thus, for components that are part of a certain system in
100% of the cases, the configurable BOM equals the planning BOM. Second-level components can in
turn consist of planning BOMs, though for most of the components on second and lower levels the
absolute usage quantities within the parent material are shown.
All component requirement deltas, which are the differences between the current and the proposed
S&OP plans, are then calculated per month separately and for each system encountering changes in at
least one month of the planning horizon. The deltas are calculated level for level, starting with the
system-level and continuing until all optional and mandatory components are included. The
calculations are performed by multiplying the deltas in the S&OP plan with the component quantities
or percentages in the system’s planning BOM, while taking into account the parent of each component.
In other words, for the first level, the deltas per system can be copied directly as planning BOM deltas.
After that, the amounts have to be multiplied with those of the parent component while working all
the way down to the lowest level. A simplified example is shown in Appendix C.
In-house production of items relies on the availability of the procurement items of which they consist.
In the end, only the external procurement items are of relevance to check the material feasibility of
the proposed S&OP plan. Nonetheless, all items have to be considered in the requirements
calculations, since the usage quantities of materials on higher levels of the BOM are needed to
calculate requirements on lower levels.
5.1.3. Determination of Relative Deltas and Standard Supplier
Next to the deltas in component requirements, the total component requirements per month have to
be determined in order to define the percentage changes for the proposed plan compared to the
current S&OP plan. The planned requirements following from the previously approved S&OP plan are
usually documented in an ERP system and thus have to be subtracted. What we are interested in are
the total component requirements per month rather than a subdivision per product type.
The components apparent in system for which at least one delta in requirements is encountered then
have to be linked to their standard suppliers, so that for each affected component its supplier and
respective responsible purchaser are shown in the output of the solution. This is a necessary step to
make the method serviceable in practice.
5.1.4. Conceptual Criticality Classification
The next step is to make a distinction between critical and non-critical deltas in requirements in order
to ease the process of providing feedback to proposed S&OP plan changes. Because of this decision
support feature, the solution can be considered an expert system. An expert system is a system with
the ability to perform at a level close to human expert performance (O'Keefe, Balci, & Smith, 1986). In
this context, it should approach the capabilities of planning and procurement professionals within
Philips.
Definition of criticality
According to the Cambridge Dictionary (Cambridge University Press, 2017), criticality can be defined
as “the fact of being extremely important”. In Philips’ case, the feedback on deltas in requirements for
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a certain component is extremely important if the risk arises that the standard supplier is not able to
meet all component demand in time. For the project under consideration, criticality can therefore be
defined as the degree of supply risk for a component over the planning horizon that arises from
proposed changes in the S&OP plan. As was explained in Paragraph 2.3, such supply risk comprises the
inability of the supplying entity to meet customer requirements, whereas here the customer is the
internal production organization of Philips.
General SKU classifications
To arrive at a suitable criticality classification, research on general SKU classifications is evaluated to
start with. Van Kampen, Akkerman and Van Donk (2012) provided a literature review on SKU
classifications used in the field of production and operations management. Distinguishing a limited
number of SKU classes based on the characteristics of these SKUs enables companies to base their
production strategy, production and inventory management and customer service decisions on. One
often-used classification included in most material classification schemes is the ABC categorization, for
which the annual consumption value is calculated by multiplying annual demand with the cost per
item. Its ranking is based on the Pareto principle, starting with the items having the highest euro
volume. A-materials are goods whose annual consumption value is the highest, whereby the top 7080% of the annual consumption value of a company typically accounts for only 10-20% of total
inventory materials. B-materials are the interclass materials, with a medium consumption value
(usually 15-25% of the consumption value accounts for 30% of the materials). C-materials are materials
with the lowest consumption value (the lowest 5% usually accounts for 50%). Besides the ABC
classification, the fast, normal and slow moving (FNS) technique is a well-known approach,
distinguishing product classes based on demand rate.
The above-mentioned ABC and FNS classification techniques classify SKUs based on one criterion,
whilst other approaches use multiple criteria. For example, Hautaniemi and Pirttilä (1999) designed a
stepwise procedure to classify items in an assemble-to-order environment by means of the ABC
classification, supply lead time, and demand pattern, so that an appropriate replenishment policy could
be assigned to each class. Bangash et al. (2004) proposed a method for inventory requirements
planning, in which they combined the ABC classification with an alternative SKU categorization. Their
second categorization was a criticality categorization, including properties as (1) manufacturing or
procurement lead time, (2) order-fulfillment interval, (3) position in the bill of material, (4) life-cycle
position, (5) demand volatility, (6) degree of commonality, and (7) substitutability. The item’s final class
was determined based on the higher of the two classes obtained in both classification schemes. An
additional D-class was introduced in their generalized classification, for items with a very low dollar
volume and minimal criticality.
Criticality based on inventory availability
As mentioned in Paragraph 1.1.1, OOS situations due to S&OP replanning should be avoided. Logically,
in checking the feasibility of proposed S&OP plan changes, the future availability of components is
taken into account when determining the criticality of its deltas in requirements. This is in line with the
research of De Kok et al. (2005), evaluating the feasibility of sales plans and taking actions only if it
turns out that demand plans cannot be realised with the available inventory. If the total cumulative
component requirements are higher than the inventory on hand in a certain period, this would in
general lead to an OOS situation for that specific component, whereby the inventory on hand equals
the inventory position minus the scheduled receipts. When assuming that the suppliers will supply the
demand for each period as communicated to them by the Procurement department for the current
S&OP plan, which is on top of the safety stock adhered to by Philips, the proposed S&OP plan would
be feasible if the deltas in requirements do not exceed the respective safety stock levels. To limit
nervousness in the form of frequent schedule changes encountered by suppliers, the classification
therefore ideally takes into account both the echelon stock of components and the possibility to
consume inventory buffers, in order to compare them to the net requirements.
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In this line of reasoning however, the case study environment entails two implications in making the
criticality classification conditional on the future planned inventory level. First, since option usages are
stochastic, a safety lead time is adhered to mainly as to accommodate for deviations in the actual
production from the predetermined option percentages in the planning BOMs. This is proved by the
fact that the safety levels increase for components having a lower option percentage in the total
amount of systems produced within Philips IGT Systems. For components apparent in 70%-100% of all
systems, the safety leadtime equals 5 working days for A&B items, 20 for C items and 65 for D items.
For components having an option percentage of 30%-70%, the safety lead time equals 7.5, 30
respectively 97.5 working days. Finally, for components being apparent in 0%-30% of the IGT systems,
the safety leadtime even equals 10, 40 respectively 99 working days. As Chen-Ritzo et al. (2010) stated,
within a CTO environment option configuration uncertainty should be incorporated in the planning
procedures. For Philips, this means that the safety lead time adhered to is predominantly meant to
accommodate for stochasticity in option component usage. As a result, when changes in the S&OP plan
are proposed, the component buffers cannot be consumed fully, since they have to be maintained for
deviations from planned option percentages on the short term. Instead, the additional planned
requirements should be supplied by the standard vendors in time for production in order for the S&OP
plan to be feasible. A component should therefore potentially be classified as critical if the total
component requirements are larger than the inventory on hand minus the safety stock for a certain
period. For the latter though, a second problem arises. Most components contained in Philips’ IGT
systems are replenished via the SMI – SMOI principle, explained in Appendix C. This limits the
transparency concerning the future expected inventory on hand, since it is unclear what the size of
scheduled receipts will be and when deliveries will take place on the longer term. For these reasons,
there is too much stochasticity in the planning environment of Philips IGT Systems to let the criticality
be dependent on available inventory levels. An alternative classification thus had to be developed.
Criticality aspects
The first draft of the criticality classification proposed as solution to the issues occurring at Philips was
inspired by the method of Bangash et al. (2004). For this research, classifications were aimed to be
combined in a similar manner, in order to determine the criticality of deltas in component
requirements. Logically, three aspects seem important to determine the criticality resulting from a
proposed S&OP plan change. These are the specifications of the component, characteristics of its
standard supplier, as well as the magnitude and timing of the change, which are explained next.
The idea was to make a separate classification for each of these aspects, after which combining them
would lead to the step-wise positioning of material requirement changes in criticality classes. Deviating
from the method of Bangash et al. (2004), a component’s final class is not determined based on the
higher of its classes obtained from the two separate classifications, but by means of a statistical
analysis. To find the relation between the classifications, a sample survey amongst experts was
planned, in which the subjectiveness of the method was limited by involving only the most experienced
five purchasers and one MPS planner within Philips. However, some adjustments had to be made since
the initial criticality classification of deltas in expected requirements for a component is dependent on
which data is available in SAP. As we will see in the upcoming enumeration, not all data deemed as
being useful is stored in the ERP system within Philips.
i.

If a component is difficult to produce and/or supply, the supply risk for this specific SKU
increases. Component-specific attributes therefore have to be taken into account.

According to Giunipero and Aly Eltantawy (2004), major suppliers of high volume, value and/or critical
items require more extensive risk management than those who supply fewer of less critical items.
Based on their article and a more extensive literature review, the ABCD categorization was included in
the component classification. Within Philips, procurement components are classified in four different
categories based on the expected demand in busiest three months of the year and the component’s
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standard purchase price. Multiplying these variables results in the ‘forecasted spend’ for the busiest
three months of the year. An explanation of the exact categorization is provided in Appendix C.
Together with the option usage percentages as portion of the total amount of systems manufactured
within Philips IGT Systems in Best, the ABCD categorization is used to determine the safety stock per
component on top of the expected demand. For C and D materials, a larger safety stock is adhered to,
since their inventory costs are relatively low but they can still have a large impact, i.e. a system cannot
be produced if one item is missing. The safety stock allocation rules can be found in Appendix C as well.
However, since option usage percentages might vary over time and are not consistently documented
in SAP, the criticality classification presumes the lowest required flexibility (i.e. for components being
used in 70-100% of the total amount of IGT systems being produced in Best) as being true. This
conservative reasoning secures that components are not under-classified on criticality. The last row of
Table 5 therefore reflects the flexibility a supplier should at least adhere to, which is 25% for A and B
category components, 100% for the C category respectively 325% for components in the D category.
In addition, the lead time of a component seems an important predictor of the criticality of proposed
S&OP changes, when comparing it to the timing of the change. However, in the supply contracts it was
agreed upon that suppliers should be able to replenish Philips’ safety stock of the component(s) they
supply within 20 working days, or about one month. If their internal lead time is longer than this month,
they are required to find other ways to be able to supply within this time frame, for example by
maintaining end-item or subassembly inventory at their own expense. Therefore, the lead time of a
component was not considered a strong predictor of the the criticality classification.
ii.

The less reliable a supplier is, the higher the risk of this supplier not delivering components in
time or delivering them with insufficient quality, thereby increasing the supply risk.

Important supplier’s attributes for a supplier classification concerning supply chain risk were described
by Trkman and McCormack (2009) as being financial performance, human resource factors,
operational factors, culture, and relationship factors. For the current scope, supply risks mainly arise
from operational factors, such as deviations in lead times and quality issues. Important characteristics
to include in the classification thus seem to be the variance in supplier lead times and the frequency
and severity of quality issues. In the internal SAP system of Philips however, too little information on
such supplier risk factors is maintained. For this reason, the supplier classification had to be eliminated.
iii.

Obviously, the size of the delta in component requirements is important, since larger positive
deltas elevate supply risks. However, also the timing of the delta is relevant to determine
criticality. Chances are higher that components cannot be delivered in time for changes on the
short term than when those changes apply on the long term. Furthermore, it should be taken
into account that when a positive delta for a certain component is experienced after a negative
delta in one of the preceding months, it might be the case that demand is only backward
forward in time. The latter will not put additional pressure on the supplier.

The existing literature on criticality classifications in operations research focuses mainly on aspects
related to materials and suppliers. Research on the magnitude and timing of requirement changes
toward material availability is hardly available.
To take into account the timing of the changes in requirements, the cumulative deltas are evaluated.
Short-term upward changes are generally more critical than changes on the long term, and larger
changes result in higher supply risks. If component demand is only shifted backward in time, there is
no need to contact the supplier since it is reasonable to assume that the materials can be made
available in time. However, for deltas in demand that are shifted forward in time or when the total
component demand increases, these changes might be critical. The cumulative deltas and cumulative
percentage changes for and until each month in the planning horizon give a more realistic image of the
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criticality of requirement changes than the deltas considered per month separately, although the noncumulative amounts per month are the most relevant for suppliers when they are asked to provide
supply feedback. The first are therefore used to calculate criticality, whereas the latter are used to
communicate toward the supplier if necessary. To conclude this section, the deltas in requirements for
a certain component and a certain planning horizon are as critical as the highest percentage cumulative
change in this planning horizon is. Or, in other words, the maximum change percentage is always
considered when classifying a component on criticality.
Criticality classification
Supply contracts are at the basis of the criticality classification in the proposed solution. Since Philips’
inventory control principles are aligned with the supply contracts, this can be seen as a foundation to
build the criticality classification on. Similar to the quantity flexibility contract described by Tsay and
Lovejoy (1999) and flexible supply contracts described by Krajewski et al. (2005), within Philips IGT
Systems supply revisions per component and per planning period are allowed up to a predefined
maximum. This required flexibility is at least 25% on top of the demand in a certain period
communicated at first, obliging suppliers to cover any additional requests within these limits. The
flexibility as agreed upon is dependent on component characteristics. This rate thus sets the boundary
to which extent Philips can freely ask for additional supply of a component and will therefore be the
most important predictor of the extent of criticality.
Two aspects are now compared to each other, namely the highest cumulative percentage delta for a
component based on proposed S&OP plan changes and the flexibility as specified in supply contracts.
On the one hand, the highest cumulative percentage delta is seen as the most critical change that is
encountered for a component. On the other hand, the maximum percentage of flexibility is the
elasticity as desired from and agreed upon with Philips’ suppliers. The maximum flexibility in the supply
contracts is the flexibility assumed by Philips without further notice; increasing system and thus
component demand even further would probably be beneficial for both parties but should be
discussed first to ensure material availability. An example of such a contract is shown in Appendix D.
As Syntetos, Keyes and Babai (2009) mentioned in their article on demand categorization for spare
parts, different control practices can be adopted for managing different categories of criticality –
usually three are used in practice, which are low, medium and high. Looking at for example the wellknown ABC classification, this seems to be the case for inventory management in general. In the
criticality classification, all components with at least one positive delta in requirements within the
planning horizon are divided among these three criticality classes. In addition, an extra class is added
for components having no or only negative cumulative deltas for each month in the planning horizon,
since this will never result in lacking material availability.
 Criticality should be classified as high for components having a significant supply risk when
positive changes in the S&OP plan are proposed. After interview sessions and discussions with
experts within Philips, it was agreed upon that criticality is deemed high if the highest
cumulative percentage change is bigger than the maximum allowed flex for that component,
as specified in the supply contract.
 For the determination of the moderate criticality class, one matter requires attention. The
criticality classification relies on an estimation of the amount of flexibility available within
Philips to accommodate for changes in the S&OP plan. The extent of safety that is implemented
within procurement procedures is determined twice a year based on the average demand for
a component in the busiest three months and is a constant, whereas the flexibility as described
in supply contracts is a percentage on top of the monthly forecasted demand. The class for
moderately critical alleviates the slight deviations that might occur by using a broad boundary,
so that components whose additional requirements following from the deltas in the S&OP
proposal are bigger than the available flexibility in the form of safety stock are at least classified
as being moderately critical.
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 The low class is assigned for components comprising a limited supply risk, i.e. for components
that have at least one positive cumulative delta in the planning horizon but do not suffice the
criteria for the high respectively moderate classes. This class requires the least attention when
gathering feedback from the suppliers on future component availability.
The classification criteria and the resulting actions that need to be taken by the responsible persons
within Philips are discussed per class in Table 1.
Table 1: Overview of classes in the criticality classification and their respective criteria and actions.

High
The highest %
cumulative change is
bigger than the
maximum % allowed
flex.

Moderate
The highest %
cumulative change is
bigger than 1/2nd times
the maximum %
allowed flex.

Likely a problem;
always check the
component.

Possibly a problem;
check unless stringent
time constraints exist.

Low
The highest %
cumulative change is
smaller than 1/2nd
times the maximum %
allowed flex, but larger
than zero.
Likely not a problem;
only follow-up to be
certain.

No
The cumulative deltas
are zero or negative for
all months in the
planning horizon.

Definitely not a
problem; no follow-up
is needed.

The results of the calculations and criticality classification will be spread among purchasers in Philips,
so that they can check the components for which they are responsible by adhering to the following
heuristic. They always have to check components classified as being highly or moderate critical.
However, in case time constraints are present and consequently the purchasers can check not all
components, it is recommended to first check the highly critical changes in component requirements.
Besides checking the components marked as being highly or moderately critical, users of the tool
should additionally always check problematic suppliers, since availability of components supplied by
these high risk suppliers might be critical for small changes in requirements as well. Those problematic
suppliers are however not per definition marked as critical, because the supplier characteristics are
not taken into account in the classification. The reason for this was explained in the previous section.

5.2.Supporting Tool
The following section provides insight in the tool delivered for implementation of the newly designed
planning process. To ensure smooth business implementation and ease of use for all relevant
stakeholders, the proposed solution must be applicable in a simple programming environment. The
majority of employees in manufacturing firms is familiar with spreadsheet-based software, whereas
acquaintance with more advanced programming platforms is often limited to professionals. Therefore,
the proposed method is incorporated in a tool based on Microsoft Excel, whereby data is processed
through programming with VBA. Design choices made for the tool were dependent on the specific
situation of Philips; the generalizability of the proposed solution to similar environments is discussed
in Chapter 7.
5.2.1. Data Entries
Out of the four aspects listed in Paragraph 5.1.1, the current and proposed S&OP plans are obtained
in the form of an Excel sheet via the S&OP team. The team also provides an overview of the deltas
between the two plans. Yet the majority of input data has to be extracted from the IT environment of
Philips IGT Systems by the user of the tool. To be able to adapt the tool to future additions or
adjustments to Philips’ system portfolio, all factors used in the calculations should be deductible from
SAP. This also ensures that the method works properly when changes in a BOM or a component’s
standard vendor are encountered. The BOM structures and quantities as well as component and
supplier data are maintained in the SAP system. Next to that, the amount of components required for
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fulfilling the current S&OP plan are documented in SAP. However, SAP does not have the ability to
extract all this nested data easily.
The software package Every Angle is a SAP add-on for business professionals, used for extraction and
interpretation of SAP data (Every Angle, 2016). Users can construct data sets referred to as Angles in
order to gain insights in the business and supply chain, by simply creating reports and dashboards
without IT assistance or using advanced analytics calculations. The relevant planning BOMs, planned
component requirements per month given the current S&OP plan, and component/vendor list are
therefore deducted from SAP via Every Angle.
The users of the Excel-based tool each month have to perform these preparing steps of including all
relevant and up-to-date information, before running the tool. A detailed description of the guidelines
is included in the tool and provided in Appendix F. When these steps are accomplished, the tool is
ready to perform the calculations and actions as described in the following three sections.
5.2.2. Calculation of Requirement Deltas
The deltas in system requirements are then translated level by level to deltas into component
requirements, starting at the first level being the IGT system and going all the way down to the lowest
level of purchase items. Each time, the deltas in requirements of the predecessor are taken into
account. Translation is performed for each system separately and the components are subsequently
merged into one list. Now the component requirements necessary to fulfill the proposed S&OP plan
are known, the deltas of repeated components are summed up so that each component occurs in the
list only once.
An initial downsizing of the output data can then be performed. First, all in-house production items are
excluded from the list, since they are not relevant for procurement to gather feedback on material
availability. Second, all components for which no standard vendor is specified can be excluded from
the list, because no feedback on the proposed S&OP plan can be requested directly. Furthermore,
document items are not kept in stock and can therefore be ruled out. Besides that, bulk items such as
screws, labels and packaging are excluded from the list, since it is assumed that the standard supplier
always makes sure these bulk items are in stock and they thus do not have to be planned either. The
output file eventually shows all purchase items that are planned upfront and for which supply feedback
potentially has to be provided in response to proposed S&OP changes.
One of the items added to each customer-specific configured system is its instruction for use (IFU),
often provided in multiple languages. These items however are not seen as document items since they
are printed booklets, neither are they bulk items, since they are printed on demand. The latter is done
to avoid waste when slight adjustments in the instructions are carried through. IFUs are never a
problem for proposed changes taking place in the next month or later, but there is no clear
denominator to use as requisite to filter out IFUs while maintaining all other items. Therefore, the
output file still includes IFUs. The users of the tool should be able to recognize and disregard these IFUs
when determining which suppliers to contact for feedback on proposed deltas in requirements.
5.2.3. Matching of Relevant Data
Besides knowing the absolute deltas in requirements, it is useful for the stakeholders to have insight
in the relative deltas (for example, a change of plus two on 10 items is more likely to be critical than
plus two on 100). To be able to calculate the percentage change in component requirements, the total
requirements derived from the current S&OP plan need to be considered, next to the deltas calculated
as described in Paragraph 5.2.2. The overview of the total component requirements (i.e. the sum of
the requirements in all planned systems) is retrieved via Every Angle in the form of a list including all
components used in the production of IGT Systems in Best. The total requirements are regarded by
linking the total component requirements per month for the plan implemented in SAP to the total
deltas in component requirements per month. This is only relevant for components for which deltas in
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requirements are encountered within the planning horizon, and consequently only these respective
components are linked to their total planned requirements.
After doing so, the percentage deltas can be calculated per month separately, as well as cumulatively
up till each month in the planning horizon. The maximum cumulative percentage change in the
planning horizon is marked in Excel, since this is the number that is needed as input for the criticality
classification explained in Paragraph 5.1.4. The updated overview of components and their
requirements is then matched to the component/vendor list, so that for each component the standard
vendor as well as the purchaser responsible for procurement of the component is shown.
5.2.4. Criticality Classification of the Output
After the absolute and relative deltas in requirements are calculated per affected component and
these entries are linked to other information relevant for interpretation of the solution’s output, the
deltas in component requirements can be classified on criticality. As part of the classification scheme,
the maximum cumulative percentage change is identified per component. This then has to be
compared to the maximum percentage flexibility as agreed upon in the supply contracts, which is
dependent on the components’ ABCD category. For A and B items, there is a difference between the
contracted flexibility in the current and upcoming two months (leading period) and the remaining
months in the planning time frame (indicative period). Therefore, the maximum cumulative percentage
change is identified for both the leading and indicative periods. The logistic agreement in the last
section of Appendix D explains how the division between the so-called leading and indicative periods
are made. For A and B items, the flexibility as agreed upon is 25% in the leading period, and 30% in the
indicative period, on top of the demand as communicated earlier. For C and D items, these percentages
are equal for the entire planning horizon, being 100% respectively 325%. This is also in line with the
flexibility logic in the contracts agreed upon with suppliers.
After comparing the maximum cumulative percentage change of a component with the maximum
percentage of flexibility that its supplier should be able to account for without further notice from
Philips’ side, each component is assigned to a criticality class, as explained in Paragraph 5.1.4.
Depending on this class, the components are marked in a color. Components having a high criticality
are marked red, components with moderate criticality are marked orange, and white indicates a low
criticality. Grey means that there is no criticality for the deltas in requirements of a specific component.
The color-coding improves the efficiency of analyzing the data and reduces the hazard of not checking
critical components.
For each class, different actions have to be taken by the purchaser responsible for this component. The
follow-up on the output of the tool is in line with the research of Zhou and Benton (2007), stating that
information sharing within the supply chain is important in order to reduce uncertainty in the
manufacturing environment. For components deemed highly or moderately critical, the supplier might
be contacted by the responsible purchaser if he or she wants to gather feedback directly from the
supplier. An explanation of how to interpret the output of the tool is also made available in the
guidelines of the tool, which can be found in Appendix F.

5.3.Tool verification
To verify whether the tool is a correct implementation of the specification, or in other words works as
intended, multiple verification steps were performed. To start with, during the development of the
tool, each addition to the VBA code was tested using realistic input information. Together with an MPS
Planning expert within Philips, the tool output was compared multiple times to the BOM structures in
SAP, to check the correctness of the component requirement calculations. Next to that, inspection on
the correct matching of components with their standard vendor and the planned requirements for the
current S&OP plan was performed manually by means of random sampling.
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Furthermore, the functionality of the proposed solution was furthermore compared to the
requirements listed in Paragraph 4.5. Except for the requirements related to the user-friendliness of
the solution, all requirements were evaluated at this stage and they were incorporated in the method
and design of the tool, if not done already. The perceived ease of use and effectiveness of the tool are
evaluated after implementation of the tool and are discussed in Paragraph 7.2. The first responses of
Philips employees involved in the project on the usefulness and usability of the proposed solution were
positive.
After the initial version on the tool was finalized, each of the systems currently being produced within
Philips IGT Systems were fed into the tool in different combinations. One major complication was
revealed when doing so. In most of the cases, the planning BOM on the second level is not extracted
in Every Angle, but the software program gives the configurable BOM instead. Before the actual
configuration of an order is specified by the customer, the configurable BOM consists of integers
rendering the maximum amount of components included in a system. However, for planning the
option percentages are needed. The planning BOM therefore has to be added manually and the
configurable BOM removed from the calculations. In an alternative scenario, both the planning and
configurable BOMs on the lower level are shown. Again, the integers in the configurable BOM should
not be taken into account. It is also possible that the only components in the second-level generic
planning BOM are shown automatically and not the ones in the configurable BOM, which is the ideal
situation. In consultation with important stakeholders of Philips IGT Systems, the proposed solution
was redesigned to recognize the different (combinations of) scenarios and correctly anticipate on all
of them.
Now the algorithm is designed and the tool developed and verified for use, the to-be process flow in
Figure 6 shows how the solution will be applied within Philips IGT Systems, compared to the process
flow before the redesign as was shown in Figure 4.

Figure 6: Redesigned process flow of providing feedback on proposed S&OP changes within Philips IGT Systems.
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6. Validation of the Proposed Solution
Since a non-valid method may lead to wrong decisions, it should be validated whether the proposed
requirements calculations and criticality classification arrive at accurate results. In other words, the
proposed solution should be an accurate representation of the system under study. In Paragraph 6.1,
a literature review is performed on validation types relevant for the case study environment, arriving
at two validation tests suitable for validation of the proposed solution. The set-up, execution, analysis
as well as results of these two validations rounds are discussed in Paragraph 6.2 and 6.3.

6.1.Validation Test Design
This section provides an overview of the literature on different validation types relevant for validation
of the proposed solution. The proposed solution is a combination of a simulation model, mimicing the
MRP calculations within an ERP system, and an expert system, transferring expertise to the tool which
can be called upon later by users for decision support. As stated by Kleijnen (1995), issues concerning
verification and validation apply to a wide variety of application areas, such as simulation models in
operations research. Knowledge based systems and more specifically, expert systems are closely
related to such simulation models, though the validation differs somewhat between both contexts.
The process of modeling and validation in operations research usually concerns the managerial
situation, conceptual modeling, formal modeling subsequently decision-making, each to which
different validation types apply (Oral & Kettani, 1993). In line with this research and as elaborated on
by Benbasat and Dhaliwal (1989), different methodological positions have been accommodated for in
validation of the proposed solution. These include agreement between experts, logical consistency of
rules and evaluation as a measure of success (i.e. pragmatism), but especially empirical assessment is
central to validation of knowledge acquisition. Empiricism refers to the comparison of the knowledge
based system and source experts based on empirical data.
Looking at the decision-making element in expert systems, O'Keefe, Balci, & Smith (1986) discussed
multiple basic concepts for the design of validity tests for such systems. Typically, the performance of
an expert system is validated by running a number of test cases through the system and comparing its
results against known results or expert opinion. The success rate of the system is then calculated, and
subjective judgment used to both analyze the success rate and explain the failure where the expert
system’s results are in contradiction to the known result or expert opinion. However, it should be taken
into account that the final percentage obtained is a function of the choice of test cases and its accuracy
is a function of the number of cases.
When validating an expert system, qualitative and quantitative validation techniques are oftentimes
combined (O'Keefe et al., 1986). Qualitative approaches employ subjective comparisons of
performance, whereas quantitative approaches employ statistical techniques for a more objective
analysis. Both of these types of techniques are therefore utilized in the validation phase.
Validation of the proposed solution is designed accordingly, by performing two rounds of field
research. The criticality classification in the proposed solution is quantitatively validated in the first
round by comparing the tool’s output classes to responses of experts within Philips, as elaborated on
in Paragraph 6.2. On top of that, in the second round Philips employees qualitatively validated both
the simulation and expert system aspects in the proposed solution in a workshop session, as explained
in Paragraph 6.3.

6.2.Trial for Quantitative Validation
As mentioned, in the first validation round, a trial is performed among experts within Philips for
quantitative validation. The basic idea of the trial is to provide experts with realistic component
requirement deltas, which they evaluate themselves on criticality as they would have done in the old
procedure (although the amounts were not quantified exact before). The expert responses are then
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compared to the outcomes of the tool, in order to validate whether they measure the same construct
of ‘criticality’.
6.2.1. Trial Set-up
This section describes the set-up of the trial for quantitative validation. The input of the trial is based
on the approved S&OP plan of January 2017 and the S&OP proposal of February 2017, though deltas
on system-level are exaggerated or brought forward in time to assure that at least some components
will be classified by the tool as having critical deltas in requirements. The component-level deltas in
requirements were derived from the prototype of the tool. From all components for which deltas in
requirements were calculated, a sample set of 120 components was extricated for evaluation. These
components encountered a surplus in expected demand for at least one month in the planning horizon.
Both negative and positive deltas in component requirements were encountered between the S&OP
plans, but the proposed changes were positive in total for each component. As explained in Paragraph
5.2.2, the IFUs for IGT Systems do not have a common denominator to be able to filter them out and
were therefore part of the output of the tool. However, since these are never deemed critical in terms
of material availability, they were not included in the sample set in order to prevent the data from
negatively affecting the analysis.
The information shown to the participants was consistent with the output of the tool, but limited to
component characteristics such as the ABCD category and planned lead time, supplier information, the
total component requirements for the current S&OP plan in SAP, deltas in requirements based on the
S&OP proposal, and the proposed percentage change per month. No further explanation or
background information, like the cumulative percentage changes or maximum allowed flexibility per
component, was provided concerning the classification procedure of the tool. The results of the tool’s
criticality classification were not shown either. The reason for this is to avoid bias in the test results
through the influenced or manipulated assessment of criticality by participants, e.g. by tweaking their
responses towards what they feel would be desired by the trial facilitator. This mode of testing is also
referred to as blinded evaluation and is a reasonable design choice, since the experts did not have
immediate access to information such as the cumulative percentage deltas in the old situation either.
The following employees were involved in the trial, since they have extensive knowledge on system
configurations, planning as well as procurement within Philips IGT Systems and are considered to be
experts in their field:
Three employees with the title Procurement Coordinator – one employee with the title
Program Manager Procurement – one employee with the title Life Cycle Management (LCM)
Analyst – one employee with the title MPS Planner.
During the trial, four mutual exclusive lists consisting of 30 data entries each (from the total sample
set of 120 components) were provided to four different Procurement experts for evaluation. These
lists primarily consisted of components for which the respective expert is responsible regarding
purchases and contact with the supplier. Additionally, the MPS planner and LCM analyst were both
asked to go through the joint list of 120 data entries. This was done so that the interrater reliability for
this trial can be assessed at a later stage, to check for large variations between expert ratings. The
latter is called cross-checking and is done to check for bias in the results.
The participants then had to rank the data entries on criticality, based on their expertise and the data
made available to them. By enforcing predefined classes as answer options, evaluation can later be
performed in a structured manner. To make sure that meaningful results were gathered in the
quantitative validation trial, the number of categories in which participants could classify changes in
component requirements was set to five. With this method, the risk of obtaining only low
classifications from the experts (e.g. when maintaining a low-moderate-high scale) is limited, while the
amount of answer options is still manageable for the participants. Even if most responses obtained are
classified on the first until the third category, or third until fifth category, a valuable distinction can still
be made. At the same time, an ordinal scale is consistently adhered to which makes it more
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straightforward to perform statistical analyses on the data later on. During the instruction of the trial
to participants, the possible answer options on a 5-point Likert scale were explained in a qualitative
manner. Each of the ordered classes and their follow-up directions were explicitly defined as follows:
Table 2: Overview of possible answer options in the criticality classification within the trial.

1 – Very low
Definitely not a
problem; no
follow-up needed

2 – Low
Probably not a
problem; only
follow-up to be
absolutely certain

3 – Moderate
Possibly a problem;
follow-up if time
available

4 – High
Likely a problem;
check unless
stringent time
constraints exist

5 – Very high
Very likely a
problem; should
always be checked

Finally, the experts were asked to classify their answer to the question “To what extent can the deltas
in component requirements be considered as being critical?” on the Likert scale explained above, for
each component in the list provided to them. When in doubt, they were urged to choose the higher of
the two options deemed most suitable. The results obtained from the six experts in the trial are
analyzed in the next section.
6.2.2. Analysis of Expert Responses
After the expert responses were obtained in the trial, their interrater reliability is assessed in this
section. When performing validation against multiple experts, as was done in this trial, one important
measure is the consistency between experts. For different results being obtained from the experts, a
multivariate approach must be incorporated to include the correlation among the results and test for
overall validity of the system. A statistical test is therefore incorporated to check for bias between
experts. In doing so, the responses from the Procurement experts are taken together, so that for this
group all of the 120 items in the sample set obtained one rating.
For quantitative validation, most statistical tests are developed for variables consisting of numeric
data. However, when variables are ordinal, alternatives have to be sought. Besides dealing with an
ordinal dependent variable, the first prototype of the tool already gave an indication that the outcome
cannot be approached as having a normal distribution. Although the number of observations is large
and the distribution is therefore not too relevant, since the actual distribution is unknown, it would be
best to consider a non-parametric test for comparing the different expert opinions resulting from the
trial. For an output variable scale being ordinal in nature, Spearman rank-order correlation coefficient
is the most appropriate approach to measure inter-rater reliability. The advantage is that because of
the conversion in ranks, the data does not have to be normally distributed to perform this test.
The results of the Spearman rank-order correlation coefficient test are explored in Appendix E. As can
be seen there, no statistically significant correlation between the results obtained from Purchasers and
the LCM Analyst (𝜌 = 0.130 and 𝑝 = 0.157) exists. A possible explanation could be that they look at
the issue from different perspectives. The Purchasers likely take into account supplier characteristics,
whereas the LCM Analyst might consider the position of a component within its lifecycle, and the MPS
Planner mainly focuses on the component itself. All of the participants took the timing and size of the
deltas in requirements in consideration as well. Since life cycle management issues are less relevant
for the feedback on proposed S&OP plan changes and the LCM Analyst is not involved in the process
of providing feedback on such changes, the responses of the LCM Analyst are disregarded from here
on. Looking at the responses of the MPS Planner and Purchasers, there is no reason to assume that
one of the other two observations is more important than the other one. Further analysis therefore
considers the averages of the responses from the MPS Planner and Purchasers, which are strongly
correlated with each other (𝜌 = 0.367 and 𝑝 < 0.001).
The following chart shows the classification from the combined expert responses regarding criticality
of the 120 test cases. These results are compared with the classification according to the proposed
solution in the next section.
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Figure 7: Overview of the combined expert classifications in the validity test.

6.2.3. Evaluation of Initial Classification
Since the objective of the expert system is to capture the knowledge of an expertise source, the validity
can be measured as the degree of similarity between this representation system and the expertise
source. After combining the expert responses in Paragraph 6.2.2, they are therefore compared to the
classification method as encompassed in the prototype of the tool, to evaluate this initial criticality
classification. This is again done by means of a statistical analysis. The criticality classification designed
in Paragraph 5.1.4 is called the ‘initial’ classification because, based on the results of this analysis, an
improvement to the classification will be proposed in Paragraph 6.2.4.
In the test, it is measured whether the proposed criticality classification and the expert opinions
measure the same construct. As explained in Appendix E, a suitable statistical method is a principal
component analysis (PCA), by examining the two variables and imposing one factor on them. The latter
is done through forced factor extraction. Principal components are used to create a smaller number
of variables using the covariance structure in the original variables. This test is very similar to a factor
analysis, in which the emphasis lies on the identification of underlying ‘factors’ that might explain the
dimensions associated with large data variability. The proportion of variance captured by the factor
then shows to what extent the variables measure the same factor or construct. A categorical PCA is
used when ordinal variables are among the ones analyzed. The categorical PCA with a forced extraction
of one factor results in a total of 76.3% variance explained. SPSS gives the same results as if it had
decided upon the number of factors itself based on the eigenvalues, since the initial eigenvalue drops
below one after the first component is extracted (being 0.569 for the second dimension). The results
of the categorical PCA can also be found in Appendix E.
Furthermore, we want to analyze in a meaningful way whether the results of the two classifications
are in conformance with each other. The supplier responses and initial criticality classification are
therefore compared to expose possible improvement areas. What stood out in the results was the
following. From the 120 components in the sample set, 26 of them were classified as 3-5 in the
combined expert classification, while classified as low by the tool. Out of these 26, 13 items have a
cumulative change of between 33% and 50% of the maximum allowed percentage flex. An
improvement in the initial criticality classification seems realistic to ensure that such underestimation
of supply risks by the tool is limited. The proposal is addressed in the next section.
6.2.4. Proposal for Improved Design
In the initial criticality classification, the cut-off line between low and moderate criticality lies at 50%
of the values deemed highly critical. By interpreting the output of the validation test in the previous
section, it was observed that 26 components are under-classified by the tool when comparing them to
the combined expert opinions. Given the fact that when using the tool in the future, the users of the
tool will verify the criticality of deltas in component requirements before the supplier of the
component might be contacted, in dubious cases it is better to overestimate than underestimate
criticality. Therefore, an improved design is proposed in the form of an adjusted criticality classification.
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Figure 8: Overview of the tool’s initial respectively adjusted criticality classifications in the validity test.

The charts in Figure 8Figure 8 show the division of the tool’s classification amongst the three classes
when the moderate class is set to 50% respectively 33% times the criterion for high criticality. An
analysis of and conclusion on the proposed improvement are provided next.
6.2.5. Analysis of Improved Design
If the proposed criticality classification is implemented, the follow situation occurs. Out of the 26
components ranked 3-5 on average by the experts while being classified as having a low criticality
according to the tool’s initial classification, 13 are now classified by the tool as being moderately
critical. On the other hand, 10 components being ranked 1-2.5 on average by the experts are classified
as being moderately critical by the tool. This sketches a situation in which less items will be underclassified, while more items are over-classified when the proposed criticality classification is
implemented.
Besides the fact that it is oftentimes better to overestimate than underestimate criticality for a
questionable criticality of deltas in component requirements, as explained in the previous section, a
categorical PCA is executed again to be able to compare the results of the initial and adjusted
classifications statistically. The categorical PCA of the proposed design adjustment showed that the
results of the tool improve when the classification for moderate criticality is adjusted, namely from
76.3% to 78.2% of variance explained. The results of this statistical test can be found in Table 18,
Appendix E. This can be explained by the fact that the Spearman’s correlation between the new
classification proposal and the average of expert opinions is higher than that of the initially proposed
classification (𝜌 = 0.453 and 𝑝 < 0.001 respectively 𝜌 = 0.398 and 𝑝 < 0.001), as seen in Table 13.
Although the statistical improvement is not too large, because it is logically a good design choice, the
criticality classification is relaxed so that a component is considered moderately critical if the highest
percentage of cumulative change is larger than one-third of the flex agreed upon. Through shifting the
boundary values, the performance of the expert system improved. Considering the 78.2% of variance
between the tool’s and expert classifications explained by the underlying criticality construct, it is
difficult to draw firm conclusions from this number. This is because no frame of reference or
benchmark is available, i.e. desired measurements in research within similar contexts were not
articulated before. However, it gives a strong indication that the expert system and its underlying
criticality classification are a good representation of the expert opinions obtained in the trial.
6.2.6. Discussion of Deviations
After implementation of the improved criticality classification, still some deviations between this
classification and the combined expert responses exist. As touched upon before, this is likely due to
the different viewpoints from which the MPS Planner and Procurement experts looked to the supply
risks for the deltas in component requirements. A Purchaser is more likely to look at problematic
suppliers, whereas the MPS Planner does not have such extensive knowledge on the reliability of
suppliers and is therefore likely to focus mainly on the timing and magnitude of changes. The
participants of the trial confirmed this reasoning at hindsight.
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Looking at the classifications, two different scales are adhered to. The tool’s classification is performed
on a 3-point Likert scale (not taking into account the no criticality class), whereas the expert
classification is the average of two 5-points Likert scale responses and as a result can be seen as either
a 9-points Likert scale or a continuous variable. Since the scales differ among the two classification
schemes, analysis of the data entries cannot be performed one-on-one. One way to overcome this
issue is to divide the expert responses over three ordinal classes and then comparing them to the tool’s
classification. As explained in Appendix E, an ordinal logistic regression showed that the best way to
do so is to assign values 1.0-2.5 to the first class, 3.0-4.0 to the second class and 4.5-5.0 to the third
class.

Figure 9: Overview of the converted expert classification from the validity test.

The results of comparing the converted expert responses with the adjusted criticality classification are
as follows. Four components were classified as having a low criticality by the tool and five components
were classified in the moderate criticality class, while the combined expert opinions fell into the third
class (being considered high). Furthermore, eight components were classified in the low criticality class,
while the combined expert opinions fell into the second class, being moderate.
A follow-up was performed with the participants of the trial, in which the differences were discussed.
One important reason for the tool’s under-classification was that the data set included some
problematic suppliers. Out of the 17 components, 13 of them are supplied by a supplier with a low
reliability, therefore deemed moderately to highly critical by the experts. For the 4 others, it is seen
that the deltas in requirements increased with 75%, 43%, 100% and 45% in the second month. The
same goes for other months in the planning horizon, experiencing changes up to 300%. These look like
major changes when not considering the other months in the planning horizon. However, when looking
at the cumulative percentage changes for the respective components, a maximum of 20%, 23%, 43%
respectively 25% was found. For the first three components, this is partly due to the notice that in the
first month, zero change (0%) or even large downward changes (-17% and -44%) in component
requirements were experienced. For the fourth component, the first month experienced an increase
of 19% in deltas, but because the planned demand was way higher than in the second month, this lead
to a cumulative percentage change in the second month of only 25%. Since most participants of the
trial rated the entries in a short time window, likely handling at first glance and therefore taking limited
time to evaluate the magnitude of the changes over time, this resulted in deviations between the two
classifications.
Thus, the fact that (1) problematic suppliers are not included in the criticality classification and (2)
cumulative (percentage) changes were not shown in the output provided to the experts in the trial are
the most supposable reasons to explain the deviations between the classifications. The procedure
surrounding the use of the tool prescribes to always check problematic suppliers, besides the
components being classified as moderately or highly critical. Next to that, the cumulative percentage
changes in requirements define the criticality of a component, eliminating the issues encountered in
the trial in future use of the tool to a large extent.
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6.3.Workshop for Qualitative Validation
In the second validation round, multiple actors are given the opportunity to provide feedback on the
calculation methods, classification procedure and tool output, in order to obtain qualitative insights in
the proposed solution. These actors include the experts that took part in the trial as well as Philips’
employees from different levels in the organization, such as the IGT Systems Leadership Team and
Operational Procurement. The proposed S&OP plan of March 2017 is used as input for the tool. The
tool output does this time include the aspects on which the criticality classification is based, i.e. the
maximum cumulative change percentages and the flexibility demanded through supply contracts with
the supplier, given the ABCD classification.
6.3.1. Workshop Set-up
The qualitative validation workshop was set up in the following manner. As qualitative validation
technique for the expert system’s performance, face validation was performed. This means that
potential users of the system and people knowledgeable about the application domain subjectively
compared the tool’s mode of operation against their human expertise. Perceived mistakes or
inaccuracies then had to be evaluated and potentially rectified prior to implementation of the
proposed solution.
In multiple workshop sessions, explanation was given on why the percentage cumulative change in
component requirements is considered in the criticality classification instead of the percentage change
calculated per month separately. Besides that, the allowed percentage of flexibility arising from the
supply contract logic was clarified – both for the leading and indicative periods as well as the ABCD
categories. After all relevant information was provided to the participants of the workshop, the criteria
and accompanying actions for the criticality classes were discussed. The participants were hereafter
asked in person to freely share their feedback, concerns, and any suggestions for improvement, so this
could be taken into account before the project was concluded.
For qualitative validation, the same employees were involved as the ones described in Paragraph 6.2.1.
Besides that, multiple (Operational) Procurement Buyers were involved as well as various Managers
and Team Leads within the IGT Systems Supply Chain organization. The reason for the latter was to
gain management support for the proposed solution, besides involving as much future users of the
tool as possible. Again, bias in the validation test results was controlled for by means of cross-checking,
i.e. by letting all the above mentioned employees within Philips IGT Systems participate in order to
obtain feedback from different perspectives.
6.3.2. Qualitative Results
During the workshop rounds, multiple concerns and improvement points were raised by participants:
 As one employee of the Procurement department stated, in consultation with some suppliers
it was decided to deviate from the guidelines to set safety stock levels. This could be for
different reasons, but the practical implication is that the flexibility available in practice
sometimes differs from the standard for a certain item in one of the ABCD categories. This can
possibly lead to a wrong classification by the tool, since the assumed flexibility does not reflect
reality, but is not taken into account in the proposed solution.
 The output of the tool can be made easier to interpret by applying the following changes.
a. Add an explanation table about the interpretation and follow-up actions of the
criticality classes to the guidelines of the tool.
b. Add the Angle information to the tool when extracting Angles from Every Angle, so
that it is clear to all stakeholders which SAP data was included in the data extract when
the output is forwarded.
Besides the comments gained in the workshop, mainly positive feedback was given and all experts
indicated to agree with the logic behind the criticality classification.
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6.3.3. Workshop Follow-up
As follow-up on the feedback obtained from the different actors within Philips, the steps as discussed
next were executed:
 Anomalies in the output of the tool resulting from deviating safety stock levels is a valid point
of concern, however, this was already accounted for in the criticality classification. The
flexibility as defined in supply contracts reflects a percentage on top of the forecasted demand
in a month as soon as this month is incorporated in the planning horizon. On the other hand,
the safety stocks levels that are calculated a few times a year are based on the average
forecasted demand in the busiest three months of the year. Overall, the production plan at
Philips IGT Systems and consequently the absolute amount of flexibility required from
suppliers are quite stable. Nevertheless, by looking at this matter in more depth, it can be
concluded that the safety stock levels are only an approximation of the flexibility as agreed
upon with the supplier. For this reason, certain changes in component requirements might not
be captured by the criticality classification as being high if the assumed flexibility is larger than
the actual safety stock, even though the deltas in component requirements contain a high
supply risk. To accommodate for such under classifications by the tool, the criterion for having
a moderate criticality was set as one-third times the boundary for being high, as was explained
in Paragraph 6.2.5.
 To improve the output of the tool while keeping the user-friendliness at a high level, the
following decisions were made.
a. A table for reference was added to the guidelines in the tool, stating the criteria for
each criticality class and the actions to perform when a change in component
requirements is classified in one of these classes. The final guidelines can be found in
Appendix F.
b. Adding the Angle information to the Every Angle extract takes an additional step for
each Angle needed as input for the tool. Users might not consistently perform this step
when extracting the Angles. Besides increasing the amount of manual actions the user
needs to perform, it would thus make the tool more error-prone. Since the majority of
employees within Philips has access to Every Angle, the prepared Angles are saved as
Shared Angles and their location is specified in the tool guidelines, everyone within the
Philips organization can access them. Therefore, it was decided not to include the
respective Angle information in the tool.
After the improvements derived from the validation testing were made to the proposed method and
tool, the tool was implemented within Philips IGT Systems, as elaborated upon in Chapter 7.
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7. Implementation and Evaluation
After the proposed solution was verified and validated, the final design was implemented within Philips
IGT Systems in Best. This chapter provides an overview of the implementation outline in Paragraph 7.1
and the evaluation of the methodology and tool in Paragraph 7.2. The evaluation was performed
internally at Philips but included evaluation the solution from a broader perspective as well. Paragraph
7.3 encloses the practical implications of the proposed solution.

7.1.Implementation of Proposed Solution
The proposed solution is implemented within Philips by performing the following steps, in this order:
compose all relevant Angles in Every Angle – make the tool available on the internal V:-drive – provide
workshop sessions to relevant stakeholders – ensure the management team supports the solution –
communicate responsibilities and important information (such as usage guidelines) to all Philips
employees involved.
The following statistics give an impression on the coverage and impact of the proposed solution. In the
first place, the production portfolio of Philips IGT Systems in Best consists of 24 fixed and 4 mobile
systems. Within Philips IGT Systems, the plant in Best uses 41,000 materials which are active in at least
one BOM. Of these materials, about 35,000 are external procurement items. These materials are
supplied by approximately 430 unique vendors. Moreover, the BOMs structures are often 2 to 3 layers
deep but can go all the way down to 6 or 7 layers.
The proposed decision support method serves its purpose after the proposal of S&OP adjustments
communicated by the S&OP team to all relevant stakeholders, and prior to the feasibility check
meeting in which feedback on the plan is provided by the MPS Planning and Procurement teams. The
time between these events is about five working days. The tool should therefore be utilized as soon as
possible to allow sufficient time for manually analyzing and following-up on the resulting output.
In guiding Philips employees in their future use of the tool, after the initial tool was finished, a joint
test run was executed. During the session organized amongst the potential users of the tool, they had
to practice by following all steps described in the guidelines of the tool. In this way, they got a feeling
about the operation procedure while having the possibility to ask questions. The goal is to make these
tasks routine in the near future.
Finally, the responsibilities were discussed with the supervisor of the project from Philips’ side as well
as other important internal stakeholders. Some of the future users of the tool were already aware of
their tasks with regard to the proposed solution from this project, while others did not gain these
insights before. Therefore, with support from different managers and team leaders, all employees
affected by the tool and redesigned processes were informed about what is expected from them.

7.2.Philips Internal Evaluation
Future users and other relevant stakeholders had an impact on the implementation of the proposed
solution within Philips IGT Systems. Together with the feedback obtained in the qualitative validation
test as listed in Paragraph 6.3.2, their comments provided insight in the perceived adequacy of the
proposed method for providing feedback on the feasibility of proposed S&OP adjustments. The
following concerns and ideas for expanding the solution’s internal benefits were raised:
 For preservation of the tool, it might be a risk that no one within Philips has insights in the VBA
code of the tool. In case something has to be adjusted in the future or an error occurs after
completion of the project, someone within Philips should be knowledgeable about this matter.
 Maintenance on the tool has to be performed in order to keep it free from noise and preserve
its function.
 Support from all people within Philips that are affected by the proposed solution in one way
or another should be created.
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The division of tasks among employees has to be tuned and responsibilities made clear.
Additionally, one person should be appointed to perform maintenance on the tool.
The tool might also be of relevance for the production facility in Pune, where they mainly
produce the less complicated mobile systems.
Some additional uses of the tool were discussed as well. For example, one MPS Planner wants
to be able to compare lists of components of which certain systems are composed, to find their
unique as well as common components. This might come in handy when a certain system is
phased out or production is moved to a different production location of Philips. Another
alternative would be to look at the proposed changes in the plan from the side of the order
desk, i.e. bottom-up, instead of the other way around, namely top-down from S&OP’s view.
The actual inventory levels of the components in the configurable BOM should then be taken
into account when incoming customer orders are slotted, in order to avoid component
shortcomings.

These respective actions were taken to ensure a smooth business implementation and preservation of
the tool’s value:
 A meeting was planned with three employees that are involved in the project, each having an
academic background and experience with VBA. In this meeting, the structure of the VBA code
was explained to them. This would make it easier to amendments to the tool when necessary.
On top of that, the code was developed in such a way that for each piece of code, a onesentence explanation is provided, as can be seen in the final VBA code in Appendix G. Potential
issues could therefore be tackled more efficiently.
 To be able to perform maintenance, guidelines for tool governance were written. These offer
assistance when the IGT System’s portfolio or planning BOM structures of a system are
changed, or a system is upgraded to a newer version, and can be found in Appendix F.
 To gain more support within the Procurement department, having to work with the output of
the tool in order to receive feedback on material availability from its suppliers, it was decided
to give an explanatory presentation in the Procurement Group Work Meeting of April 2017. All
purchasers of Philips IGT Systems were given insight in the output of the tool by showing them
how to filter on components for which they are responsible as well as how to interpret the
deltas in requirements and criticality classification.
 Responsibilities were divided amongst Philips employees. These responsibilities concerned
triggering the process on a monthly basis, preparing and running the tool, dispersing the
output, gathering feedback and providing feedback to the S&OP team. Furthermore, one
person was appointed for governance of the tool, while three others were explained the VBA
code. In case an error occurs in the future, they are familiar with the structure of the code.
 The tool was extended for use in Pune. This meant that the S&OP sheet in the tool had to be
adjusted, since different systems are produced in Pune. Furthermore, new Angles had to be
prepared in Every Angle, including the planning BOM structures of those systems produced in
Pune, the component/vendor list of the local Procurement department, as well as the total
demand per component regarding the current production plan in Pune. These aspects were
verified by a Mobile Surgery Supply Chain Project Transfer Manager from Pune, currently
working in Best to ensure a smooth transition in moving the production of all mobile systems
to Pune.
 Exception guidelines were written on how to compare components between systems, thus
making it possible to browse for unique and/or common components. These can again be
found in Appendix F. Looking at changes in the plan bottom-up to avoid shortcomings in
material availability was out of the scope of this project, but is an interesting topic for future
research. Currently, a Procurement Engineer is executing a Green Belt project within Philips
IGT Systems aiming to decrease the amount of shortcomings resulting from plan changes. In
line with this, a project could possibly be triggered concerning changes on the very short term,
i.e. initiated by the Order Desk in consultation with Planning.
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The general tendency in feedback was that the tool is perceived as being easy to use and effectively
tackles the issue to which the project related. The presented solution was said to be clear to employees
working in different layers in the organization.
To complement this section, the tool is meant as addition to the ERP system, evaluating the impact of
demand propositions on component requirements in a configure-to-order environment. The tool is
not a substitute of the ERP system and thus does not comprise all functionalities of such a system.
Some improvement ideas brought up by Philips employees, like classifying components with negative
requirement deltas regarding the possible impact on its suppliers, were therefore left out of scope.

7.3.Practical Implications
The solution was also evaluated from a broader perspective. Three practical implications of the
research project concern problematic suppliers not being included in the criticality classification, the
difficulty of measuring the effectiveness of the solution over time, and the generalizability of the
decision support tool to other manufacturing environments.
7.3.1. Classification Inclusiveness
For the final criticality classification, the flexibility as described in supply contracts is taken into account
together with the maximum cumulative percentage delta in a component’s requirements over the full
planning horizon. Other variables such as the lead time and consumption trend were considered in the
validation test concerning the classification in the tool, but did not prove to have a significant impact.
Since it was chosen to include only data from SAP and no other knowledge management systems in
the proposed solution in order to keep the tool manageable, an additional step has to be performed
in the interpretation of the output sheet. The classification does not include the reliability of suppliers
since SAP does not keep track of this variable. Therefore, besides components being marked as highly
or moderately critical, users of the tool should additionally check components supplied by problematic
suppliers. The purchaser responsible for contact with the respective supplier can best do this, but if
not available, a Procurement Coordinator can do so by checking the materials on the shortage list. This
shortage list consists of components whose demand was not satisfactory fulfilled recently as well as
suppliers that lacked adequacy in supplying the right amount of a certain item in time.
7.3.2. Measuring Effectiveness
All together, the proposed solution very likely results in a decrease in material shortcomings due to
longer term S&OP plan changes. However, OOS situations due to adjusted demand propositions were
not monitored within Philips IGT Systems in the past. Because material shortages might originate from
different causes, it is difficult to keep track of the effectiveness of the proposed solution.
7.3.3. Generalizability
In terms of generalizability, the designed solution may be inadequate for an input domain other than
the one it was developed for, since the specific purpose or application of systems might deviate. The
solution is only tested for validity under the prescribed input domain and for the acceptable range of
performance related to the intended purpose of the tool at Philips.
However, the tool is based on spreadsheet software and the input data is obtained from an ERP system,
both being used in the vast majority of manufacturing environments. The tool can therefore be tailored
to use in other manufacturing firms within a reasonable amount of time and effort, given that the
company employs MRP practices. In doing so, solution requirements and their resulting design choices
concerning the decision support tool have to be reconsidered. The criticality classification only makes
sense if the manufacturing firm adjourns to similar supply flexibility logic as Philips, otherwise an
alternative classification should be designed. The VBA code thus has to be altered to fit to the needs
of the operational business environment being considered. The proposed planning process and tool
can overall be considered suitable for implementation in other CTO environments, given that the Every
Angle package is purchased by the manufacturing firm under consideration.
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8. Conclusions
This chapter gives an overview of the main findings of the research and the case study performed at
Philips. The main findings are structured according to the research questions stated in Paragraph 3.2.
Subsequently, some recommendations for use of the proposed solution within Philips are provided.
The thesis is concluded with a listing of the project’s limitations and directions for future research.

8.1.Main Findings
The process within Philips IGT Systems for providing feedback on proposed S&OP plan changes
contained some inefficiencies, with the definition of critical components being mainly based on the
knowledge and experience of employees as the most important issue. During the improvement
project, the focus therefore lied in the areas of translating demand on system-level into planned
requirements on component-level and classifying the latter on criticality, so that Procurement and MPS
planning are able to provide more detailed and quantified feedback on proposed S&OP plan changes
in the future.
Because the problem at Philips is of a practical nature, an approach had to be developed to deal with
proposed plan changes in S&OP. The methods of Andrei (2015) and Orlicky (1973) for planning material
requirements in case of supply or demand plan changes are strongly related, as explained in Paragraph
2.5, though both are simplifications of the problem occurring at Philips IGT Systems. By solving the
explosion and subsequently the implosion problem described by Chen-Ritzo et al. (2010), supplier
feedback is taken into account when translating the demand plans from S&OP into component and
final product supply plans. However, it does not focus on the manners possible to receive such
quantified feedback from the supplier. Concluding, the problems that Philips encountered at the start
of the project were insufficiently covered in the literature.
The requirement calculation part of the proposed method for the improved planning process follows
the same logic as an ERP system performing MRP calculations, but only the crucial steps required to
provide quantitative feedback are included. The aim was not to resemble a stand-alone ERP system,
since the plan will be carried through in the system after approval is obtained at the end of the S&OP
cycle. The second part of defining criticality of deltas in component requirements entails a classification
based on the ABCD classes, supply contract logic, and timing and magnitude of proposed changes.
Purchasers should follow-up on the components classified as highly and moderately critical, next to
the components supplied by problematic or risky suppliers.
Concerning the tool made available to support the renewed planning process, the following remarks
should be made. First of all, the tool is easy to use and the design is user-friendly. This means that the
steps to be undertaken by users of the tool are limited as much as possible and the user interface is
straightforward, so that evaluation of the output becomes a less strenuous task for the respective
employees. The proposed method does not guarantee that material shortcomings are always avoided;
instead, it aids Philips employees in checking if suppliers can follow plan changes in an efficient and
grounded manner. Overall, the time it takes to evaluate proposed changes in the S&OP plan is reduced
drastically due to the classification on criticality of deltas in component requirements. As a result, not
all components have to be checked. Since the tool is based on data extractions from SAP or similar ERP
software, which have to be entered in the tool before use, the data is always up-to-date and reliable.
This makes the method suitable for implementations in other manufacturing environments as well. Its
generalizability is not limited to, but particularly suited for CTO environments because of its ability to
take into account planning BOMs.
The proposed method and tool were verified and validated within Philips. Altogether, users and other
stakeholders perceived the solution adequate in assisting the process of providing feedback on the
material feasibility concerning proposed S&OP plan changes. To conclude, the proposed method is an
effective solution to the issues encountered at Philips surrounding the provision of material availability
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feedback on demand propositions, and provides a starting point for solving similar issues in different
manufacturing environments.

8.2.Recommendations
The main recommendation resulting from the Master thesis project conducted at the IGT Systems
division of Philips HealthTech in Best is to implement the proposed solution as standard procedure
within the S&OP cycle. Each month, immediately after the S&OP team proposes adjustments to the
sales and operations plan, the tool should be ran to check for critical deltas in component
requirements. An MPS planner converts the changes per system category in changes per system and
feeds the plan in the tool, next to the relevant Every Angle extracts. This planner then sends the plan
to the procurement employees. They have to tune the checks regarding material availability
themselves, but the most logical solution is that each purchasers checks the list of materials for which
he or she is responsible. In addition to the components that are classified as being highly or moderately
critical, problematic suppliers should be checked. The purchaser then has about a week to follow-up
changes with the supplier if changes in component requirements are deemed critical, before providing
feedback on the proposed S&OP plan during the feasibility check meetings.
Furthermore, an employee within Philips should be appointed to bear the responsibility for
maintenance of the tool. For example, the systems visible within the S&OP plan sheet should be in line
with the up-to-date system portfolio of IGT Systems. A work instruction explaining how to sustain the
tool was made available, with systematic instructions for specific situations occurring within Philips.

8.3.Limitations and Future Research
The proposed solution has a few limitations. First of all, MRP logic oftentimes causes unnecessary
nervousness in the planning, because it does not take into account the fact that the safety stock can
absorb deltas in demand to a certain extent by consuming its buffer. To reduce volatility in the system,
one would want to limit the amount of changes communicated toward the supplier. In the case of
Philips IGT Systems however, not all safety stock can be consumed when variability in the S&OP plan
is encountered, since safety is to a large extent intended to accommodate for variability in option
percentages. For this reason, it was assumed that it is not allowed within Philips IGT Systems to capture
the deltas in component requirements and thus smooth the plan by consuming safety stock.
Nervousness in the vendor system due to monthly schedule changes can therefore not completely be
avoided.
Second, the classification is based on the ABCD category, which is determined by calculation of the
forecasted spend. Both the material value and average demand are included in its calculation. On the
one hand, it is assumed that components with a high material value are more complicated to produce
and have a longer production lead time. These products are therefore more likely to encounter stockouts if the supplier has to respond to positive changes in demands. Looking at the average demand on
the other hand, the higher the volume the less likely it is that an increase of one additional required
component will result in an inventory shortage. However, instead of the ABCD classification, for the
issue under consideration it would make more sense to look at the cost per item only. It is assumed
that more expensive materials are more time-consuming and/or complicated to produce. Therefore,
it is counterintuitive to assume that a higher annual demand leads to higher criticality, since it would
be less challenging to fulfill an additional demand if the overall production of the supplier is high.
Demand variability is more likely to be balanced out by the supplier’s other customers when
components are produced on a large scale. The supply risk thus likely increases for items with low
demand on average. This is not in line with the logic behind the determination of the required flexibility
on component level. Nonetheless, the ABCD category is used as basis of the criticality classification,
since this is in line with the logic followed in contracting supply agreements with the suppliers.
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A third limitation is that within the quantitative validation test, expert responses from four different
purchasers were combined into one single variable, without checking their internal consistency. The
four experts each evaluated 30 unique data entries from the total sample of 120. The reason for
designing the validation test in this manner was to obtain a large sample size within a reasonable
timeframe. However, an alternative would have been to let each purchasing expert evaluate some
additional, overlapping entries as well. In that case, the internal consistency could have been checked
before merging them. If one purchaser’s responses for example had strongly differentiate from the
others, the decision could have been made to disregard his or her responses in the average of the
expert responses and therefore in the further analysis on the data set.
Fourth, to define an optimum for the cut-off line between the moderate and low criticality classes, all
values between zero and one should have been considered instead of testing 0.50 and 0.33 only. To
leave the solution manageable and understandable by Philips employees though, only these two values
were considered. Another important driver for this was that the validation test was only consisted of
a small sample of deltas in components requirements, and might therefore significantly deviate from
an ‘optimal’ solution.
In addition to the limitations, some directions for future research can be provided, which include the
following. As a response to the second limitation, one interesting research direction would be to
reevaluate the ABCD classification and therefore the details of supply contracts agreed upon in the
future. Currently a project is executed at Philips IGT Systems in Best aiming to optimize component
stock levels so that a higher material availability and lower inventory costs can be accomplished. In this
project, the calculation of the stock levels through a division into ABCD categories is reconsidered,
since it is suspected that the use of other inventory control principles might be beneficial for Philips.
When this research is concluded in the summer of 2017, the criticality classification within the
proposed decision support tool has to be reconsidered as well, to make sure that its underlying logic
strokes with Philips’ internal policies. For example, the tool has to be adjusted so that in scenario 1,
the currently proposed criticality classification is followed, and for scenario 2 (materials that are
contracted using the new safety stock decision rules) another criticality classification is designed.
Furthermore, measuring the effectiveness of the redesigned process over time might provide valuable
insights. This can be done by comparing applied demand propositions (i.e. the evolution of the S&OP
plan over time) with material shortages that occur right before production. Shortages arising from
changes in the S&OP plan should therein be distinguished by shortages from deviations in the mix of
orders or in the configuration percentages.
Lastly, the proposed solution should be generalized to at least one different case study environment
with a configure-to-order or similar manufacturing strategy, to be able to provide reliable conclusions
on the degree of difficulty and workload of altering the proposed solution.
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Appendix A: Organizational Overview of Philips IGT Systems

Figure 10: Organizational structure of the business group Image Guided Therapy within Philips.

Figure 11: Key locations of the business group Image Guided Therapy within Philips.
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Figure 12: Organizational structure of the IGT Systems business within Philips.
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Appendix B: Process Depictions of Departments and Functions
S&OP Cycle

Figure 13: Process flow of the monthly S&OP cycle within Philips IGT Systems.
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The aim of S&OP is to compose a long-term aggregate supply-demand balanced plan. The basic idea is
to enable realistic sales numbers while minimizing inventory and maximizing operational efficiency.
Agreement on the plan should be reached between different stakeholders, which are the S&OP team,
MPS planning, procurement, production and higher management. For IGT Systems, the S&OP cycle is
performed on a monthly basis. Once approval is received at the end of the cycle, the plan gains a formal
status and is then used as input for the MPS planning and procurement processes.
Process description
All three factories are considered in the S&OP process. Furthermore, a distinction is made between
mobile and fixed systems. The course of the monthly cycle as well as its relevant stakeholders, actions
and outputs are described step-by-step in the next table.
Workday Action
9 Input from the markets is received, which consists of a demand plan as well as a sales
plan on system level for a rolling horizon of 12 months. IGT Systems has 17 key markets
(worldwide regions), who are seen as a customer but are in reality counterparts of
Philips. The demand plan might differ from the sales plan in case the market wants to
build up inventory or draw down inventory already present at the market.
10-12 The S&OP team examines the demand and sales plans provided by the markets on their
accuracy and might decide to make corrections in order to provide more reliable plans.
These reviews are necessary because the markets often do not have a realistic
expectation on what will be demanded in the future, especially for periods farther out
in the planning horizon. The S&OP team bases its decisions on analytics as well as their
expertise, experiences from the past, and expectations for the future.
13-15 The S&OP team calls all markets separately. From the market’s side, the supply chain
manager and/or other representatives who are informed about the earlier proposed
sales plan are present. The aim of the call is to sign off with a handshake for a supplydemand balanced proposal. The starting point of this proposal is always the (corrected)
input from the markets since Philips IGT Systems aims to fulfill all demand within the
requested delivery date. However, in case the capacity of the factory seems insufficient,
a fraction of the forecasted demand might need to be shifted in the planning.
16 The S&OP team translates the 17 handshake supply plans into 17 shipment plans. Then
they consolidate the 17 shipment plans into one global shipment plan and divide it over
the factories. The sales and demand plans are thus translated in a shipment plan
proposal for each factory.
17 The shipment plans (separate for mobile and fixed) as proposed by the S&OP team are
sent to the stakeholders by email. Stakeholders are the MPS planning, procurement,
manufacturing representatives from the factories, and optionally other managers out
of interest or to keep an eye on the process. People within these functions from all
relevant production locations should be engaged; for mobile systems, these are Best,
Pune and Suzhou whereas for fixed these are Best and Pune. The proposal for each
factory can include an increase/decrease/shift in the mix (e.g. between fixed and
mobile)/change in workload division over the year.
18 For mobile, the first meeting takes place, which is the Supply Meeting Mobile Surgery
(MoS), in which the proposal made by the S&OP team is explained and the proposed
adjustments are clarified. The stakeholders involved are the same as in the previous
step. These stakeholders can ask questions on the planning changes proposed and
provide first tentative feedback on their feasibility. For fixed, no need for such a meeting
is present, among others because the production of fixed systems is not spread over
multiple factories.
18-22 All relevant stakeholders check the proposal. In doing so, the deltas between the new
and old proposal are evaluated. This process of checking the feasibility of proposed plan
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changes is of highest importance for the project under consideration and is elaborated
on in Paragraph 4.3.
23 For both mobile and fixed, a feasibility check meeting takes place to draw conclusions
on the planning change feasibility. These meetings are called Supply Meeting Mobile
Surgery – Feasibility Check respectively Supply Meeting Fixed Systems – Feasibility
Check. The same stakeholders as in the previous two steps are involved, who provide
feedback to the S&OP team on the proposed plan.
±27 Then on the first Thursday after the feasibility check meetings, the executive meetings
take place in which decisions on the shipment plans are made. For fixed systems, the
S&OP update is performed during the Operations Leadership Team meeting with higher
management, whereas for mobile a formal S&OP Meeting Mobile Surgery takes place.
In this MoS formal meeting, the MoS Management Team is present if strategic decisions
are to be made (e.g. it could be of strategic importance to decrease/increase the plan
the S&OP team has in mind), next to supply chain managers of the factories and financial
controllers.
When composing plans, the S&OP team determines when systems should be ready for shipment. This
deviates from the point of view of MPS planning and the factories, defining the start date of
production. Thus the MPS planning has to convert these dates when making a more detailed
production planning. Besides deciding on supply-demand balanced shipment plans, the amount of
available slots per factory per period is also determined in the S&OP team meeting. On a year to year
basis, the level of available production capacity follows a similar pattern. Depending on this level,
factory release guidelines are determined. They specify a maximum for the total number of systems to
be produced per period, but also for some system types specifically due to limited tool and material
availability.
Relation to literature review
Deviant from the literature on S&OP, the first step of the general five-step cycle concerning demand
forecasting is not completely performed within Philips IGT Systems. This is due to the fact that the
initial demand plans are given as input from the markets, who perform demand forecasting to arrive
at these demand plans. Forecasting itself is therefore not a big issue for the S&OP team at Philips IGT
Systems. However, the demand plans from the market are often inaccurate, for example because of
one of the following reasons:
 Philips does not want to see inventory at the markets due to its decrease in value over time.
 Sales, as expected by the market, are not yet committed to by a hospital or clinic.
The reason that the S&OP team is in between the markets and MPS planning is because of such noise.
The S&OP team therefore always supposes that the demand plan from the market is incorrect and
considers corrections on the demand plan in order to make it more realistic.
On the short term, the market can predict the future with some certainty based on outstanding orders
and sales quotas (e.g. leads with a probability of ≥60% of becoming an actual order are included in the
planning and the ones with a lower probability excluded). The rules for making such estimations are
determined by the markets themselves. The resulting plans are then examined once a month by the
S&OP team, as described before. For the longer term, a demand as well as sales forecast are made by
the markets. Formally this is done for a rolling horizon of 12 months; in practice only the data until the
end of the year is reliable. After that the forecast is only a rough estimation, resulting in unreliable
data. Discussions for the annual plan of the upcoming year start in October, but the focus always lies
in the current year.
Concerning the second step of the S&OP cycle, the MPS planning team at Philips does not provide an
initial supply plan to the S&OP team before the latter tries to balance supply and demand. Instead, the
S&OP team proposes initial time-phased supply plans per factory and for mobile and fixed separately,
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in consultation with the markets and while taking into account the capacity of the factories. Thus far it
is assumed here that supplier capacity is unconstrained. Component supply quantities required for
supporting the initial demand plan are not yet calculated, contrary to what was found in the literature.
This is related to the tactical planning strategy pursued by Philips, namely a mix of level and chase, but
with a strong focus on chase. S&OP tries to adhere to certain predetermined production rates,
however, the demand encountered per period is the most important motive for drafting the shipment
plan. Within Philips IGT systems, component requirements are calculated only after the agreed plan is
entered into SAP, at the end of the S&OP cycle.
Furthermore, the procurement department works with flexible supply contracts, similar to the quantity
flexibility contracts described by Tsay and Lovejoy (1999). Supply revisions per component per month
are allowed up to a predefined maximum percentage which is usually 25% within Philips IGT Systems
but depends on the contract-specific conditions agreed upon with the supplier. Any request that
remains within this percentage on top of the anticipated demand should be satisfied by the supplier.
The input for the third and major step of the S&OP cycle within Philips are the shipment plans proposed
by the S&OP team, which are aligned with the adjusted supply plans, and the preparatory work
performed by the MPS planning and procurement teams and the factories. Agreement on the supplydemand balanced plan should be reached during the cross-functional executive meeting, which is in
accordance with the literature. Higher management has the final say in this matter, being concerned
with Philips’ strategy. When the volume plan is approved, implementation is performed by the MPS
planning and procurement department, as well as the markets who have to ensure that orders are
made in accordance with the demand forecast. The effectiveness of the S&OP process is measured by
the KPI ‘forecast accuracy’. For each month, the global shipment plans of the upcoming three months
are counted up. In the 4th consecutive month, the forecast is compared with the actual shipped
amount, to find the percentage of forecast accuracy. For each system, the absolute deviation is
considered, and they are added up to a weighted monthly average. In 2017, a target for this KPI will be
set and actions taken to eliminate root causes of forecast inaccuracy.
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MPS Planning

Figure 14: Process flow of the MPS Planning tasks within Philips IGT Systems.
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This section gives an overview of the main tasks of the MPS planners, which are the following:
o Translating S&OP plan into mix decisions
o Calculating component requirements through MRP explosions
o Planning of orders in open production slots in the factory
o Updating planning BOM percentages
Process description
The MPS planning is responsible for translating the aggregate S&OP volume plan into more detailed
mix decisions per system type and for shorter time intervals. The processes are shown in Appendix B.
Whereas the output of S&OP is a shipment plan, for MPS planning and procurement it has to be
converted. For fixed the conversion is into a production plan (i.e. when to start producing in order to
satisfy the shipment date), for mobile the Material Availability Date is of importance. Since the
component and material requirements need to be communicated to procurement far before the actual
order details are confirmed, these requirements need to be forecasted for open production slots. MPS
planning talks about such open slots or planning slots until customer orders are slotted 4 days before
the start of production. Systems from the S&OP volume plan are divided over open slots for the whole
planning horizon. Planning wise, the planning BOM is then used to calculate material requirements.
For components that are always present in a system, the planning BOM percentage will be 100%. Items
that do not have to be planned in advance, such as software licenses, are not taken into consideration
for the planning. Optional component requirements are calculated through a combination of the
system-level S&OP plan and the usage percentages in the planning BOM.
When changes in the S&OP volume plan are proposed, MPS planning is together with procurement
responsible for providing feedback on the feasibility of the proposed plan changes. They do so by
estimating increased component requirements and the criticality of those additional requirements for
suppliers. The process is explained in further detail in Paragraph 4.3.
A couple of years ago, Philips implemented One-Touch Order Management (OTOM) for fixed systems.
Exact order specifications are only checked and frozen about two weeks before production of a
customized system starts and until then, the required components are not communicated to the MPS
planning and procurement departments. A major disadvantage is that ordered system configurations
stay unknown for MPS planning and procurement until they are frozen (4 to 14 working days before
the start of production), while they were already documented by the order desk. These orders on hand
consist of customer orders from which the final customized configuration is known with quite some
certainty, although they do not have a technical translation yet. Because they are not used in the
planning until confirmed, this decreases the visibility for MPS planning. The issue for material
availability was partly dissolved by increasing the lower inventory levels for optional components.
On the short term, the MPS planning team needs to assure that enough slots are available in the factory
as to be able to plan the production of confirmed customer orders. The final production planning is
made after the final configuration and requested due date are committed to by the customer, thus
when the order is slotted. Only then actual material requirements for an order can be used in the
planning in the form of a configurable BOM for a specific system, instead of using the planning BOM.
Updates for the short-term production planning are performed on a daily basis because each day new
orders come in, changes in the desired configuration or due date occur, and systems are delivered to
the customer. When material availability turns out to be insufficient, orders have to be swapped to
make sure that the factory capacity is fully utilized. Normally the incoming customer orders should
match the S&OP plan since the planning was based on market demand, however, due to OTOM the
orders on hand are not always conform the plan. MPS planning has some freedom to deviate from the
S&OP plan in the mix on the short term. Concerning the volume, adding one or two systems is allowed,
but for big changes the S&OP team has to be involved in the decision.
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Another important task of the MPS planner is to determine the percentages in the statistical BOM or
planning BOM, because they can have a big impact on inventory levels and the availability of
components. Percentages might differ per system, but not per market. The percentages are evaluated
on a monthly basis, based on the historic data of configurations ordered per system, the orders on
hand and expertise of planners. For mobile systems the percentages are based more on the future, i.e.
orders on hand, since mobile does not work according to the OTOM principle. Adjustments have to be
made just before the formal S&OP meeting takes place, so that the revised S&OP plan and BOM
percentages can be updated at once. This reduces the frequency of changes encountered by suppliers.
The process of adjusting planning BOM percentages, carrying through changes in SAP and analyzing
deviations in the percentages and actual numbers for the ComCell meeting takes effectively about 2
days a month for fixed systems and ½-1 day a month for mobile systems. In principle all systems and
accompanying components should be evaluated monthly. However, in practice this is done for fast
moving components only, based on intuition of the MPS planner. Slow moving items are checked less
regularly, because it has little added value compared to the effort it takes. Due to the interrelationship
of a variety of aspects, evaluating the percentages is a complicated process, looking as follows:
1. The components embedded in systems that were delivered to the customer are compared to
the total amount of delivered systems of a certain system type (from the 1 st of January 2016
until present). This is also done for systems and components currently in production.
2. A rounded weighted average for component usage of the previous comparisons is calculated.
3. These new percentages of components being apparent in a system of a certain type are then
compared to the planning BOM percentages determined earlier for each component.
4. When there is an anomaly ≥5%, the case has to be considered in further detail. The MPS
planner tries to differentiate between peaks and trends in the percentages. For example, when
a component was ordered wrongly in the past, quality issues concerning a specific component
exist or long lead times from a certain supplier are present, this should be taken into account
in the decision whether to change the percentage.
5. If a clear trend is present, the percentages have to be adjusted either upward or downward.
This is done in steps of 5% for larger percentages and 1% for lower numbers. The boundary
lays around 10%, however, it also depends on the sales volume of the system. When the trend
is not so clear, the MPS planner can decide to wait another month to see what happens, so the
system becomes less volatile and risks for lowering percentages too expeditious are decreased.
6. Subsequently, percentages for new systems and relations between options are evaluated.
Normally the percentages of different options for a component should add up to 100%, though
when components in a system are being out phased the percentages of the old plus new
component are sometimes a bit over-planned.
7. All adjusted percentages are then entered in SAP. Components with 0% demand within the
open orders are still entered in the ERP system as being used in 1% of the systems; since it is
an option, components should be kept in stock in case it is ordered. Remarks should be made
in the Excel file for special cases, to make the assessment in the next periods easier.
Generally, the MPS planners try to keep the percentages clean, instead of over-planning on planning
BOM level. The flex is supposed to lie on procurement level. When performing the analyses, historic
data is easy to use. But because OTOM is used, the future is difficult to predict and it is hard to compose
qualitative strong plans. This makes it risky not to overestimate the percentages of component usage
per system type. The MPS planners thus sometimes have the tendency to over-plan as to avoid
component shortages. Currently, the accuracy of the planning BOM percentages is measured in the socalled ComCell, using KPIs to check the correctness of the forecasted component requirements
resulting from the planning BOM percentages every three months. If the forecast differs from the
realized numbers, MPS planning tries to explain where the difference came from (e.g. phase-in or
phase-out of components, over-planning to avoid shortages or under-planning due to the
intransparency of OTOM), in order to learn from it and be able to increase the accuracy in the future.
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Relation to literature review
The demand-based supply approach that is applied at Philips stabilizes the MRP and makes the demand
for materials more reliable, due to the fact that changes in the volume plan of S&OP are only entered
in SAP after their feasibility is checked. Thus the material requirements for the longer term are
calculated once a month after the adjustments are made in the MRP system.
Concerning available-to-promise decisions, the total portion of component inventory as well as
planned production is kept uncommitted until 4 working days before actual production takes place so
that customer order promising decisions are kept as flexible as possible. Since both materials and
production might be bottlenecks, the same is done for the production capacity in the factory,
maximizing capable-to-promise. After a requested configuration is confirmed, the available-topromise/capable-to-promise check results in either an order release decision for production (including
due date) or a postponement decision, taking into account the customer’s tolerance towards delays
and possibilities for faster ways of shipment.
MPS planning bases MRP explosions mainly on planning BOMs that include component usage
percentage estimates. At Philips IGT Systems, the BOM structures are reevaluated based on their
accuracy and updated on a monthly basis. However, not all components are checked each month and
since no past BOM percentages are evaluated (only the current ones), the new percentages are always
‘snapshots’ of reality. SAP assumes fixed BOMs, though it is possible to enter numbers containing a
decimal comma. This partly eliminates the problem of planning with stochastic BOMs, however, the
variability in component usage might still lead to unavailability of components at the planned start of
production.
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Procurement

Figure 15: Process flow of the Procurement tasks within Philips IGT Systems.
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This section gives an overview of the main tasks of the Procurement team, which are the following:
o Handling SMI – SMOI inventory levels
o Placing purchase orders
o Settling contracts and maintaining contact with suppliers
o Communication with suppliers about changes in the S&OP plan
Process description
Procurement has to make sure that material availability is sufficient, for which the relevant business
processes are shown in Appendix C. Via MPS planning, procurement requirements become visible in
the system. The expected material requirements are calculated for the long term through use of the
MRP explosion technique, in which the demand on system level is multiplied by the planning BOM
probabilities. These requirements are thus compatible with the S&OP plan. The routing of a system
determines when in the production process materials are needed, thus on which day between the start
of production and the Material Availability Date. Philips strives to keep lead times on average between
6 and 8 weeks, though in reality they lie between 6 weeks and 3 months. Depending on the date
materials are needed, together with their lead times (and some safety stock taking into account the
periodicity of SAP runs), orders for materials are placed. There are two different ways to purchase
parts:
 With normal POs. Each weekend an MRP run takes place; on Monday the procurement team
can see whether there are purchase requisitions. The accuracy of expected component
demand and the requisition parameters should then be evaluated. Usually these are correct,
but sometimes adjustments have to be made by procurement. Procurement should also take
into account what the expectation is concerning the system and component lifecycle, e.g. if
systems are going out of production in the near future then no more materials should be
purchased. From Tuesday on Wednesday, the purchase requisitions are converted into
purchase orders and become visible for the suppliers.
 According to the SMI (Supplier Managed Inventory) or SMOI (Supplier Managed and Owned
Inventory) principle, in the literature also known as Vendor Managed Inventory (VMI). The
supplier has to arrange deliveries in such a way that the stock level stays in between the Lower
Stock Limit (LSL) and the Upper Stock Limit (USL). This is the responsibility of the supplier, who
replenishes inventory in between the lower and higher stock level, depending on their
capacity. In order for the supplier to anticipate on future requirements, the up-to-date
electronic forecast for component demand is sent twice a month to the suppliers, with a run
taking place each second and fourth week. Next to that, the demand for the upcoming 12
months is visible for suppliers in the SSC tool. Because the plan at Philips IGT Systems is quite
stable over the long term, forecasted component requirements are only evaluated and
updated twice a year. The SMI/SMOI inventory levels are updated accordingly.
The difference between those lies in how safety is included in the procurement process. All stock levels
are calculated by the Operational Procurement department and agreed upon with the suppliers.
Currently, the calculation is simple and practical, whereby the components are divided into A, B, C and
D categories based on price times forecasted demand. 80% of the total purchase value is classified as
A items, the next 17% as B and the last 3% as C. There are about 800 different A and B category items,
usually the most expensive ones. The rule of thumb is that for the A and B category, SMI – SMOI is
used, whereas procurement for C and D items is performed using POs. But for SMI – SMOI, demand
has to be somewhat stable over time. Purchase orders could thus also be used in case of A and B items
with irregularities in their usage, or when the supplier desires so. The safety for SMI – SMOI
respectively purchase orders is set in the following way:
 For purchasing with SMI – SMOI, A and B articles normally have a LSL of 1 week and a USL of 3
weeks demand. For C articles these are 4 respectively 8 weeks. The S&OP plan is on system
level, but besides the uncertainty in the aggregate planning and next to deploying the
aforementioned safety, there is also uncertainty in option planning. For optional items the
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lower boundaries might therefore be adjusted to one and a half or two times the expected
weekly use, depending on its price. A formula is applied to determine those levels for optional
items, in order to enable flexibility in the planning.
 For purchasing with POs, safety is implemented as follows. For most of the components a
safety lead time is set, whereas for some items a safety stock is used. The preference lies at
implementing a safety lead time since safety stock works with absolute numbers. The latter is
difficult when phasing out a component, however, it could be useful when a component
observes a very low demand, like a few items per year. Then the safety stock makes sure that
there are always one or two items in stock. The safety lead time moves along with the demand
in time. Safety lead time means that when component requirements are observed according
to plan, the components are scheduled for delivery a pre-specified amount of days before
production. As a rule, the safety lead time is set to be 10 days. However, the length of the
safety lead time depends on the component lead time. E.g. if it takes 2 days for a component
to be delivered, there is no need for a safety lead time of 10 days, whereas for component with
a lead time of 6 months the safety lead time has to be much higher. Working with a safety
stock is similar to the lower stock limit of SMI – SMOI. For A and B items with irregularities in
their usage, the safety lead time or safety stock is set somewhat higher. For optional
components ordered through POs, extra safety lead time has to be deployed.
However, setting the stock levels is always done in collaboration with the supplier. If they do not agree,
inventory boundaries can be set lower (due to financial reasons concerning SMOI) or higher (for the
supplier to assure that no problems occur for Philips as an important customer) than was calculated
before.
The difference between SMI and SMOI is that for SMOI, ‘consignment’ inventory in the warehouse is
owned by the supplier. At the moment a component is cleared out of the warehouse, an invoice is sent
to the supplier (instead of the supplier sending an invoice to Philips). For SMI, this invoice is sent as
soon as components are registered in the warehouse. This ‘regular’ inventory is owned by Philips.
Obviously, Philips’ preference lies with SMOI, however, SMI is chosen if the supplier does not agree
with that. In SMOI contracts it is defined that components have to be withdrawn from warehouse
inventory within 3 months, otherwise Philips needs to buy them up. Besides these financial matters,
both principles are controlled in the same manner.
As mentioned before, the production planning is quite stable over the years and on a monthly basis at
Philips IGT Systems, but because of the following reasons, component stock has to be kept in the
warehouse:
 Fluctuating demand on a weekly and daily basis.
 The quality of components is not always reliable.
 Suppliers might not comply with the contracted lower inventory levels.
The flexibility in the planning thus lies on procurement level. It starts with employing a safety lead time
on materials, expecting components to be delivered earlier in time than needed. The second form of
flex is setting a safety stock for certain components, e.g. when there are occasional problems with the
supplier, but in principle Philips wants the safety stock to be as low as possible. Setting the size of safety
lead times or stocks is a trade-off between material availability and the costs of keeping components
in stock. For SMI governed inventory or Purchase Orders, the latter includes costs due to obsolescence
risk. When a system is updated, the following happens with inventory in the warehouse. If the old
component is still allowed to be used, its inventory is consumed first. When the old component has to
be adapted due to safety reasons, its inventory is sent back to the supplier to be converted (if
economically justifiable).
Because safety stock levels cannot be infinite, inefficiencies might occur when changes are made in the
aggregate S&OP plan. Suppliers might not always be able to accommodate for additional component
requirements, necessary to accommodate the system-level shipment plan. It is, of course, easier for
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suppliers to anticipate to changes on the longer term. However, on the short term this becomes more
difficult. It is rare that component can be supplied by two different suppliers – most items are single
source. It is specified in most contracts with suppliers that whenever shortages are about to occur,
Philips is not allowed to order the component from another supplier. This is the reason that the S&OP
team, when proposing changes in the S&OP plan, asks for feedback from procurement on the ability
of suppliers to satisfy the positive delta in demand. The process is explained in detail in Paragraph 4.3.
At the moment an order is slotted by the MPS planning, it becomes relevant for exact MRP calculations.
Procurement can subsequently see the final material requirements. The slotted order is automatically
translated to technical content with use of the configurable BOM, both for purchase items and
components being manufactured at Philips internally. If material requirements for a customer order
can be satisfied, right before the start of production, it is registered as production order in the system.
At that moment, inventory levels for the relevant components and materials are decreased.
If a stock-out is coming up, it can be observed through the shortage or ‘manco’ list. The status of items
on the shortage list is inspected on a daily basis. For each item on the shortage list, a reason has to be
entered why the product is being delivered too late. The target for shortages is having 10 at maximum
(for fixed and mobile together), excluding special orders that are normally not sold and thus also not
forecasted. The risks encountered through the shortage list are discussed in the factory meeting that
takes place every morning. The outcome of the meeting is an action plan. For shortages that are
anticipated within a week, the procurement team has to act proactively. An example is to lower the
requirements by swapping slots. The other way around, Philips expects their suppliers to respond
proactively as well. For current shortages, ad hoc solutions have to be implemented. A shortage for an
item also occurs if delivery takes place on the day the item is needed for production. When it is already
too late to take the aforementioned actions on material shortage, and there is a significant difference
between the required amount and inventory on hand, an escalation is started. The supplier is asked to
deliver enough to suffice demand on the short term, therefore they might need to work overtime or
find alternative, faster ways of transportation. Escalations are discussed in the weekly HOTlist meeting
with management on director level. The process flow concerning material shortages for production is
shown in Appendix B.
Relation to literature review
At Philips, the S&OP and MPS planning thus result in input for inventory control through the MRP
explosion technique. The time-phased set of component requirements over the planning horizon is
determined by multiplying expected system requirements with the BOM structure and component
percentages. Expected component requirements might therefore include decimal numbers. If not an
integer, the number is rounded up in SAP to ensure sufficient availability. The order configuration
uncertainty is then accounted for by deploying a safety lead time. For components with unreliable
supply, the safety lead time might be complemented with a safety stock.
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Order Desk
This section gives an overview of the main tasks that are handled at the Order Desk, being the
following:
o Documentation and handling of incoming commercial customer orders
o Validation of customer orders
o Assigning planned orders to production slots
o Shifting planned orders
Process description
The order desk is responsible for the documentation and validation of incoming customer orders, and
later on assigning them to production slots. The order desk thus handles actual customer orders,
leading to the specification of final system configurations. The following timeline shows important
dates and time frames for the order desk. They are elaborated on in chronological order.

Figure 16: Timeline of important dates and time periods for order intake and handling.

Customers of Philips IGT Systems can order configurable products from an electronic catalog. Besides
the order specification, the Requested Delivery Date (RDD) has to be determined between the
customer and salesperson. After order intake, the order desk enters the order in the database
according to a certain configuration (system with options). The chosen options, in turn, consist of a
number of materials, for which the requirements are translated by Configuration Management. As an
alternative, the customer can choose a ‘special’ which deviates from the catalog. In that case, the order
of handling differs in that its feasibility for production has to be examined immediately. Since this only
happens in a small share of all orders, this case is not further considered.
The order then has to be planned, for which the following calculations have to be made. The RDD is
translated into the Factory Ship Date (FSD), meaning that dependent on the lead time it is determined
when the system has to be ready for transport at Philips. For the lead time, the order desk initially
assumes the most economical and environmentally friendly form of transportation to the customer.
Normally a system is planned to be produced so that its FSD equals the Ready to Ship Date (RSD).
However, there are three reasons why the RSD might be earlier in time than the FSD:
 The production capacity in the factory is planned to be underutilized because production only
takes place for customer-specific orders. Philips might decide to produce some systems earlier.
 The customer communicates that they want a system to be delivered later in time, however,
production for the system was already started.
 There are technical problems in the factory, leading to the desire to start production earlier.
When the RSD of a system deviates from the FSD, it will need to be kept in stock at Philips. The Material
Availability Date should always be two days earlier than the RSD because it takes two days to pack a
system and make it ready for shipment. Production for fixed systems takes on average between 11 and
13 days against a throughput time of 4 to 5 days for mobile, whereby the expected production time of
the system type ordered determines the planned start date of production. Now these relevant dates
are calculated, the order can be planned by means of the following principle. When screening planned
orders, about 30% of these orders are shifted forward in the planning because systems turn out to be
required later in time by the customer, or the customer forgets to freeze the order. With that
knowledge in mind, the order desk always overbooks orders, i.e. more orders are confirmed than the
factory is able to produce. Taking this into account, a Committed Delivery Date (CDD) is decided upon
and communicated towards the customer, which takes a maximum of 2 days from order intake. The
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CDD ideally equals the RDD, but there might be a deviation in case it is beneficial for Philips planning
wise. Fictionally each date can be assigned to the customer because open production slots farther out
than one week in the future are not yet filled with orders. There is no issue with full planning slots,
resulting in reliable CDDs from Philips’ side. For mobile systems, the orders are upon order intake
immediately slotted in the planning (the same or following day) by the order desk. For fixed systems,
planning is arranged in the following manner.
The Frozen Period starts four working days before planned production of systems. This period is a
planning buffer which the order desk needs to fine tune the production planning. This means that
validation of the customer orders has to be executed previous to the frozen period. Therefore, in the
two weeks before the frozen period, screening takes place. For each planned order, the RDD and
predetermined configuration are checked. If the configuration is not valid, it takes some time to adjust
it. Such last-minute configuration changes occur sporadically. According to the concept of One-Touch
Order Management (OTOM), at Philips IGT Systems screening is only performed once, just before the
frozen period. An advantage is that it decreases the workload of the order desk and changes are
applied less often. A disadvantage is that it possibly takes a couple of months before a faulty
configuration is fed back to the customer. Faulty orders can arise for multiple reasons, which are the
following:
 The customer forgot to fill in certain obligatory specifications, such as the height of the room
in which the system will be installed.
 The specifications from the customer have to be adjusted due to construction changes when
a new hospital or clinic is being built.
 Philips employs changes in the catalog, after which configurations have to be converted from
the old to the new system.
Orders are frozen when the final system configuration and RDD are confirmed by the customer. During
the frozen period, they can then be slotted within the production planning. The order management
team decides which orders they want to slot on the short term. Slotting is performed based on the
earlier assigned production release date and compliance with the factory release guidelines concerning
system types. Except for the latter, slotting is performed configuration independently. The MPS
planning evaluates the plan. If for any reason there a too much production orders frozen for a given
week (i.e. insufficient production capacity to slot all planned orders), the options are twofold:
 Production for some orders is delayed; the order desk decides which orders to shift. Alternative
ways of transportation should be considered by the order desk in order to still meet the CDD.
 The factory is asked to produce a few systems more. The factory has some flexibility, however,
they are dependent on their human resources, the availability of materials, and the mix of
planned systems.
Assigning orders to production slots within a feasible factory planning is thus a cooperation between
MPS planning and the order desk. The day before production, a simulation is performed to see if all
required materials are available from stock. Sometimes it is discovered that material availability is
insufficient and production for a slotted order cannot be started. In that case, the order desk has to
shift orders again.
Link to project
The scope of the project at Philips lies on a more tactical level, focusing on long-term planning whereas
the order desk focuses on more short term planning. Applying changes in S&OP therefore has no direct
impact on the order desk. However, in case the reliability of having the necessary components in stock
can be increased, fewer orders have to be moved around last-minute because of material
unavailability. Thus when material availability is assured, this eases the work of the order desk and
greater emphasis can be placed on handling customer orders within their requested delivery date.
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Appendix C: Explanation of the Criticality Classification Logic
SMI – SMOI
These inventory management methods used within Philips IGT Systems are usually referred to as VMI.
For both methods, inventory is located at the customer (in this case Philips) while being managed by
the supplier (or vendor). The distinction in terminology was made so that Philips could make a
distinction between materials kept in stock at the supplier’s expense until consumed and the inventory
maintained at Philips’ expense from the point of delivery. The inventory management is based on
demand data from the manufacturer, but final decisions are made by the supplier as long as they stay
within the set boundaries. This provides an environment where the supplier has flexibility in regulating
the stock levels whereas the manufacturer experiences a high and reliable material availability.
SMI and SMOI are basically continuous review inventory control systems maintained by the supplier,
tracking the remaining inventory of an item each time a withdrawal is made, to determine whether or
not to resupply. Component inventory can be managed by either a (𝑠, 𝑆) or (𝑠, 𝑛𝑄) system, with 𝑠
being the LSL, 𝑆 the USL, and 𝑄 and 𝑛 integers ≥ 1. These control systems might also be used
interchangeably, depending on the preference of the supplier.
BOM Explosion
A simplified example of a planning BOM explosion to calculate components requirements on all levels
of the BOM is shown in Table 3 and Table 4. The yellow marked rows provide the BOM explosion for
one component on the third level in the system’s planning BOM.
Table 3: Example of the calculation of relative component requirements.
Parent
123456
123456
123456
123477
123477
123488
123555
123489

BOM level
parent
01
01
01
02
02
02
02
03

Component
123477
123488
123555
123478
123479
123489
123666
123490

BOM level
component
02
02
02
03
03
03
03
04

Usage
quantity
40%
60%
2
1
3
90%
1
1

Relative
requirement
0.40
0.60
2.00
0.40
1.20
0.54
2.00
0.54

Table 4: Example of the calculation of deltas in component requirements.
System/
component
123456
123477
123488
123555
123478
123479
123489
123666
123490

BOM level
component
01
02
02
02
03
03
03
03
04

Relative
requirement
1.00
0.40
0.60
2.00
0.40
1.20
0.54
2.00
0.54

Month 1

Month 2

Month 3

Month 4

+1
+0.4
+0.6
+2
+0.4
+1.2
+0.54
+2
+0.54

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

+5
+2
+3
+10
+2
+6
+2.7
+10
+2.7

-2
-0.8
-1.2
-4
-0.8
-2.4
-1.08
-4
-1.08

ABCD Categorization
Within Philips, procurement components are classified in ABCD categories based on the forecasted
spend of the upcoming year. This forecasted spend is calculated as follows:
𝐹𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑛𝑑 = 𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑑𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑖𝑛 𝐴𝑢𝑔𝑢𝑠𝑡 𝑢𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑙 𝑂𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑏𝑒𝑟 ∗ 𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑎𝑟𝑑 𝑝𝑢𝑟𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑠𝑒 𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒
The demand in August, September and October is considered because these are the busiest months,
i.e. peaks in the demand are realized then. The price is the standard price as used for sales order stock
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valuation. The components are then ranked in decreasing order of the portion of total spend. As shown
in Figure 17, the components accounting for 80% of the spend are classified as category A items, while
B, C and D components account for declining portions of the total spend. Thus, at the point the
cumulative spend crosses the 80% border, classification moves from the A to the B category. In
practice, category D consists of way more materials than category A.
Option Percentage Calculation
For the determination of the safety levels, a component’s option percentage in the overall production
of IGT systems in Best needs to be known, although this option percentage becomes irrelevant for the
criticality classification in this research. The reason behind this will be explained later on. In this case
not only the months August, September and October are considered, but the total production as
planned for the upcoming twelve months. The option percentages are determined in the following
manner:
𝑂𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑒
𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑑 𝑑𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑜𝑛𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑖𝑛 𝐵𝑒𝑠𝑡 𝑖𝑛 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑢𝑝𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟
=
𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑎𝑚𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝐼𝐺𝑇 𝑠𝑦𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑠 𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑑 𝑡𝑜 𝑏𝑒 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑒𝑑 𝑖𝑛 𝐵𝑒𝑠𝑡 𝑖𝑛 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑢𝑝𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟
Thus, not the component’s usage percentage in a certain system is considered as derived from the
BOMs, but its usage percentage compared the total of systems produced. This means that it is also
taken into account how often a system is produced compared to the total production of IGT systems
in Best.
Safety Stock Allocation Rules
For each of the ABCD categories, a different inventory strategy is pursued specifying the relative
required safety, e.g. adjourning to a safety lead time of 5 working days. Figure 17 gives an overview of
the safety lead times that are set for each of the procurement items within Philips IGT Systems,
depending on the ABCD classification and the usage percentages of the component within
manufacturing. Generally speaking, the safety levels follow the rules as defined in the table, though in
practice the responsible purchaser always reviews the proposed level before making agreements with
the supplier. Because of minimum order quantities or risky suppliers it might be decided to keep more
inventory on stock. In case of SMI/SMOI control, the safety stock is proposed to the supplier with which
an agreement has to be reached. In case of procurement through POs, changes are not communicated
to the supplier.
The safety lead time is longer for items with a lower forecasted spend of the next year, due to the fact
that it is less expensive to keep these materials on stock. On top of that, for items with a low probability
of occurrence within a system (thus low option %), the number of days safety lead time to adjourn to
is set higher than for items with a high occurrence rate.
The ABCD classification and option percentages eventually result in safety stock decisions, as the
amount of days average demand as safety lead time are converted in safety stock requirements. For
each of the categories, the absolute safety stock levels for a component are set by assuming each
month consists of exactly 20 working days. The percentages as shown in Table 5 stand for the safety
on top of the monthly demand of Philips IGT Systems for a certain component.
Table 5: Safety stock percentage levels based on ABCD category and option percentages.

Forecasted spend
Option %
0-30
30-70
70-100

A & B category
C category
D category
0-97%
97-99%
99-100%
LSL or safety level percentage on top of forecasted demand per month
50%
200%
500%
37.5%
150%
487.5%
25%
100%
325%
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Figure 17: Overview of safety lead times per product category.

The safety stock percentages consist on top of the average demand per workday. Thus, a safety stock
is adhered to consisting of the percentage in the table times the average demand per workday. The
average demand per workday is calculated by dividing the forecasted demand of August until October
by 65 (that is 13 weeks times 5 working days). This number is in its turn multiplied with the percentage
of flex. If not integer, the number is rounded up.
The ABCD classification and subsequent safety level calculations are performed two to three times a
year. This is for example dependent on when new systems are transmitted from the New Product
Introduction team to Operational Procurement.
Motive for Considering Cumulative Changes
Now let us assume that it is currently the beginning of March. Considering Table 6, at first sight one
might think that the first example most likely leads to material unavailability, since there is an
additional demand of seven components encountered in August. However, looking more closely it can
be seen that the months April until July encountered a change of minus one each, so that the actual
additional demand in August will only be plus three items. Demand for the other four items is namely
shifted backward in time. Another probable interpretation is that the second example is more critical
than the third, since the total positive delta in requirements in the planning horizon is lower for the
latter. However, comparing the third to the second example, the deltas are only shifted forward in
time except for the change in October. Normally, additional demand that occurs earlier in time is more
critical, since the surplus cannot be spread out over multiple months. To explain this, delivery of the
three additional items in the second example that are required in May and June can be spread out over
the months March until June, meaning that only less than one additional item per month is required.
In the third example, the additional three items required in March and April have to be delivered within
two months. This means that the load is much heavier; two times the additional load compared to the
previously discusses example, to be more precise.
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Table 6: Examples of possible deltas in the S&OP proposal.

Example
01
02
03

Mar
0
0
+1

Apr
-1
0
+2

May
-1
+1
+1

Jun
-1
+2
+1

Jul
-1
+1
0

Aug
+7
+1
0

Sep
0
0
0

Oct
-1
+1
0

Nov
0
0
0

Dec
0
0
0

Total
+2
+6
+5

To have a more realistic image of which requirement deltas are most critical, the cumulative changes
are therefore considered for the criticality classification, instead of the additional changes considered
per month separately.
Cumulative Change Calculations
The cumulative changes can be calculated by using the following formula, looking at the cumulative
deltas in requirements up to and including a certain month and dividing this by the cumulative
requirements for the current S&OP plan until and including that same month.
𝐶𝑢𝑚𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒
𝐶𝑢𝑚𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑒𝑑 𝑆𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑠 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑂𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠 𝑃𝑙𝑎𝑛 −
𝐶𝑢𝑚𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑆𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑠 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑂𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠 𝑃𝑙𝑎𝑛
=
𝐶𝑢𝑚𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑆𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑠 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑂𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠 𝑃𝑙𝑎𝑛
Table 7 shows the cumulative percentage changes from the examples discussed before, by assuming
that for the current S&OP plan in each month a demand of two is encountered for the component
under consideration. As can be seen, the cumulative percentage change is calculated for each month
in the planning horizon and not only the total of March until December. More specifically, in March
the cumulative percentage consists of the delta in demand in March divided by the demand in March
in the current plan, in April these are the sum of the deltas in March and April respectively the total
demand of March and April, etcetera.
Table 7: Cumulative percentage changes derived from the examples of deltas between the S&OP plans.

Planned
01
02
03

Mar
2
0%
0%
+50%

Apr
2
-25%
0%
+75%

May
2
-33%
+17%
+67%

Jun
2
-38%
+38%
+63%

Jul
2
-40%
+40%
+50%

Aug
2
+25%
+42%
+42%
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Sep
2
+21%
+36%
+36%

Oct
2
+13%
+38%
+31%

Nov
2
+11%
+33%
+28%

Dec
2
+10%
+30%
+25%

Max
20
+25%
+42%
+75%

Appendix D: Example of the Flexibility in Supply Contracts
The following section shows an example of a logistic agreement as entered into by Philips and one of
their suppliers. The set-up is the same for all suppliers with which a supply contract is agreed upon.
Principally, a component always has an ABCD category specified. Thus when a new or updated material
is introduced, classifying it in an ABCD category is not done by calculating the forecasted spend of all
materials again, but follows allocation rules such as the ones described in Table 9.
SPECIFIC CONDITIONS PMS-XRD ORDERING WITH LEADING/INDICATIVE PERIODS
These specific conditions relate to the delivery by <Supplier> to Philips Medical Systems Nederland
BV of the Products listed in Table 8 below.
When Supplier starts to deliver according to these Specific Conditions a period of two (2) months will
be applicable to achieve the flexibilities mentioned below.
Schedule/Rolling Forecast
For the following items Supplier will receive a periodic rolling forecast.
Table 8: Product categories involved in the logistic agreement.

12nc

Description

Freq.

A, B, C, & D categories

Monthly

Planning
horizon
12 months

Table 9: Explanation of categories within the logistic agreement.

Category

Consumption/ year in €uro’s

Order frequency

A
B
C
D

> 18.000
> 2.700 < 18.000
>
700 < 2.700
<
700

Monthly/ weekly
Quarterly
Half a year
Yearly

The rolling forecast gives an overview of expected demand of Products per twelve (12) months. Within
the rolling forecast the quantities of the first three (3) periods form the Leading Period. The following
nine (9) periods form the indicative period (Table 10):
Table 10: Example of Leading/Indicative periods in the logistic agreement.

Period
Forecast 1

1
16

2
16

3
20

4
21

5
21

6
20

7
10

8
11

9
22

10
18

11
19

12
20
Ref. point

Note: Green period is Leading Period, Yellow period is indicative period.

Long-term flexibility
Reference point for the flexibility of a given period is the quantity as given by the rolling forecast, the
first time the concerning month (Ref. point Table 10) falls within the time frame of the rolling forecast.
The forecasted quantity will never raise more than thirty (30) % from this reference point. Quantities in
the Leading Period will only deviate according to the agreed short-term flexibility requirements. The
products, which will be ordered by regular Purchase Orders, are also submitted to the long-term
flexibility.
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Short-term flexibility
The short-term flexibility required by Buyer and offered by Supplier during the Leading Period of the
rolling forecast, will be equal to the numbers mentioned in the matrix below. This results in a plus/minus
twenty-five (25) % Maximum Flexibility around quantities during the Leading Period of the rolling
forecast (only for A & B items). Reference point for the short-term flexibility is the quantity as given by
the rolling forecast, the first time the concerning month falls within the time frame of the Leading Period.
A period of twenty (20) working days is applicable as replenishment time to achieve the Maximum
Flexibility again after it has been fully consumed.
Table 11: Maximum short-term flexibility in the logistic agreement.

12nc
A & B categories

Leading Period
M*
M+1

M+2

Max. first 3-months flex
25%

Note: * is the actual month.

Delivery
The rolling forecast will indicate the required periodic quantities. Buyer will order with a Purchase Order
as specified in the General Conditions. Supplier will send a confirmation of acceptance of the Purchase
Order per fax within five (5) working days.
Shipment: - for the first order for a new product ten (10) weeks.
- for the next (follow up) orders within twenty (20) working days after receival of the
Purchase Order.
The delivery condition Free Carrier Vàc (FCA Vàc) in accordance with the Incoterms 2000.
Transport of all Products is to be performed at all times via a by Buyer selected and contracted service
provider. Deviations are only allowed in co-operation with, and after written approval of a heretoauthorized purchaser of Buyer. The reference(s) as provided on Buyer’s Purchase Order should be
mentioned in Suppliers order to the service provider. If so desired by Buyer, Supplier shall make
deliveries of Products specified by Buyer directly to suppliers of finished equipment indicated by Buyer.
Detail packing instructions according to UXN-11490
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Appendix E: Statistical Analysis of the Validation Test in SPSS
This Appendix contains an exploratory analysis of the quantitative validation test, a discussion of the
assumptions of the statistical test procedure, and a discussion of the output of the test for the initially
proposed criticality classification as well as the adjusted one.

Exploratory
The non-parametric variant of a Pearson correlation coefficient is the Spearman rank correlation
coefficient, in which no underlying distribution is assumed. To determine the direction and degree of
the relationship between the expert responses given on an ordinal scale, their correlation is measured
using a Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient test.
Table 12: Spearman’s Rank Correlation Coefficient of the correlations between expert opinions.

Spearman’s rho

Purchasers
MPS Planner
LCM Analyst

Correlation Coefficient
Significance (2-tailed)
Correlation Coefficient
Significance (2-tailed)
Correlation Coefficient
Significance (2-tailed)

Purchasers
1.000
.
.367**
.000
.130
.157

MPS Planner
.367**
.000
1.000
.
.456**
.000

LCM Analyst
.130
.157
.456**
.000
1.000
.

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).

Because of the correlations between expert opinions, a combined expert opinion variable is formed by
taking a weighted average of the responses of the MPS planner and those of the purchasers. Since
there is no reason to assume that either one of these expert opinions is more important than the other,
both of these ratings get the same weight in the combined expert opinion, meaning that the average
amount of the two ratings is taken. Then an exploratory analysis is performed to get an understanding
of the association between the variables.
Table 13: Spearman’s Rank Correlation Coefficients of the combined expert opinions and initial tool classification.

Tool Output
(Initial)
Spearman’s rho

Tool Output
(Initial)
Combined
Expert
Opinions

Correlation Coefficient

1.000

Combined
Expert
Opinions
.398**

Significance (2-tailed)
Correlation Coefficient

.
.398**

.000
1.000

.000

.

Significance (2-tailed)

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).

As can be seen, the combined expert opinion variable significantly and positively correlates with the
criticality classification derived from the tool.

Assumptions
To test whether the criticality classifications in the tool and the expert opinions measure the same
construct, a principal component analysis (PCA) with forced factor extraction is used. The method
shares many similarities to exploratory factor analysis. Generally speaking, principal component
extraction is preferred when using factor analysis in causal modeling, while a principal factor is
preferred when using the factor analysis to reduce data (Statistics Solutions, sd). Since the number of
factors or components to be extracted is set to one, to reduce data is not the aim of the analysis and
therefore PCA is more suitable. The basic idea of the PCA multivariate method is to represent a set of
variables by a smaller number of variables called principal components, whereby the principal
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component(s) should account for most of the variance in the original variables. To obtain exact results,
not the scaled three classes, but the nine expert response classes are considered. When executing such
a statistical test though, first some assumptions have to be tested (Lund Research Ltd, 2013).
1. Multiple variables are involved which should be measured at the continuous level.
In our data set, variables are measured on an ordinal scale. The tool output variable consists of three
different ordinal values, whereas the output of the test among experts is the average of two 5-point
Likert scale measurements, the latter in turn being regarded as an ordinal variable with 9 possible
values. Though the statistical method is frequently used for ordinal variables as well, commonly using
5-point and 7-point Likert scale measurements, the proper way to deal with ordinal variables is to use
the optimal scaling approach. This is also referred to as categorical PCA.
As discussed by Linting, Meulman, Groenen, and Van der Kooij (2007), the advantages of nonlinear
PCAs are threefold. First, it can incorporate nominal ordinal variables. Second, it handles and discovers
nonlinear relationships between variables. Third, it can deal with variables at their appropriate
measurement level, such as treating Likert-type scales ordinally instead of numerically.
2. Because a PCA is based on Pearson correlation coefficients, in theory there needs to be a linear
relationship between all variables. In practice, this assumption is relaxed with the use of
ordinal variables.
Since the categorical PCA is a nonlinear PCA, this assumption does not hold anymore. Nonlinear PCA
concerts every category to a numeric value using optimal scaling in accordance with the variable’s
analysis level. The numeric values are called category quantifications and together they form the
transformation of a variable. The aim of the optimal scaling is to maximize the variance-accounted-for
(VAF) in the quantified variables. Transformation is done in such a way that as much variance as
possible is accounted for in the quantified variables by means of the least-squares loss function (Linting
et al., 2007).
3. For the PCA to produce a reliable result, there should be sampling adequacy, meaning that a
large enough sample size is required. A minimum of 5 to 10 cases per variable has been
recommended as a minimum sample size.
Our data set consists of 2 variables that are relevant to this analysis and 120 measurements, which
should be more than sufficient. Alternatively, the sampling adequacy can be detected by the KaiserMeyer-Olkin (KMO) measure of sampling adequacy for the overall data set or the KMO measure for
each individual variable, but this option is not included in the categorical PCA procedure in SPSS.
4. The data should be suitable for data reduction, with adequate correlations between the
variables.
The Bartlett’s test of sphericity is often used to detect the adequacy of correlations. However, the test
tends to be always statistically significant when the number of instances increases. As can be seen in
Table 13, the Spearman’s rank correlation between the ordinal variables is close to 0.4 and significant
at the 0.01 level. This is an indication that the data is suitable for data reduction.
However, the correlation matrix in nonlinear PCAs is dependent on the type of quantification, or
analysis level that is chosen for each of the variables (Linting et al., 2007). The method maximizes the
first eigenvalue of the correlation matrix of the quantified variables, and therefore the correlations
follow from the nonlinear PCA.
5. There should be no significant outliers, having a disproportionate influence on the results of
the test.
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Since the dataset consists of ordinal variables on a 3-point respectively 9-point Likert scale, it is unlikely
that strong outliers exist.

Output analysis of initial classification
First, the output of the PCA using the tool output derived from the initial classification and the
combined expert opinions is analyzed. The number of meaningful components that should be detained
is one, given the aim of the analysis. This is in line with the eigenvalue-one criterion, meaning that
there are as many reliable principal components as there are eigenvalues greater than one. The
eigenvalues are overall summary measures that indicate the VAF by each component.
Table 14: Iterations of the initial classification in the categorical principal component analysis.

Iteration number
0
1
…
18

Variance Accounted For
Total (Eigenvalue)
Increase
1.430764
.000003
1.468878
.038114
…
…
1.526945
.058067

As shown in Table 14, the standard PCA solution with all variables treated as numeric would have
resulted in an eigenvalue of 1.43. The categorical PCA on the other hand begins with an eigenvalue of
1.46 and increases with each iteration, to 1.52 after the eighteenth iteration. Thus by taking into
account the ordinal nature of the variables, a better solution (i.e. a higher eigenvalue) is obtained.
Table 15: Total variance explained of the initial classification via categorical principal component analysis.

Dimension
1
Total

Cronbach’s
Alpha
.690
.690

Variance Accounted For
Total (Eigenvalue)
% of Variance
1.527
76.347
1.527
76.347

The model summary in the previous table shows that the optimal scaled solution explains 76.3% of
variance between the two variables. The numbers are the same for one dimension and the total, since
a factor extraction of one was forced. The component loadings of each of the variables on the
dimension are .874. The internal consistency coefficient in the form of the Cronbach’s Alpha equals
0.69, which is deemed questionable but very close to acceptable.

Output analysis of improved classification
A Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient test was executed on the classification proposed as
improvement and the combined expert opinions, to investigate their correlation. This adjusted
classification encompasses a stronger correlation with the expert responses than the initial
classification did.
Table 16: Spearman’s Rank Correlation Coefficients of the combined expert opinion and improved tool classification.

Tool Output
(Adjustment)
Spearman’s rho

Tool Output
(Adjustment)
Combined
Expert
Opinions

Correlation Coefficient

1.000

Combined
Expert
Opinions
.453**

Significance (2-tailed)
Correlation Coefficient

.
.453**

.000
1.000

.000

.

Significance (2-tailed)

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
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A similar categorical PCA is performed on the output resulting from the adjustment of the criticality
classification with a tighter definition of the moderate class.
Table 17: Iterations of the adjusted classification in the categorical principal component analysis.

Iteration number
0
1
…
14

Variance Accounted For
Total (Eigenvalue)
Increase
1.474869
.000009
1.512170
.037301
…
…
1.563699
.088830

In this case, fourteen iterations were needed to arrive at the optimal scaled solution, as can be seen in
Table 17.
Table 18: Total variance explained of the initial classification via categorical principal component analysis.

Dimension
1
Total

Cronbach’s
Alpha
.721
.721

Variance Accounted For
Total (Eigenvalue)
% of Variance
1.564
78.185
1.564
78.185

Table 18 shows that the total percentage of variance explained by the principal component is now
78.2%. The eigenvalues increased compared to the previous statistical analysis and therefore also the
total variance explained by the model, namely with 1.8%. Besides that, the internal consistency
improved to a number which is interpreted as being acceptable. The component loadings of each of
the variables on the dimension are .884. Component loadings equal the Pearson correlations between
the principal component and quantified variables. Similarly, the sum of squares of the component
loadings over components gives the VAF for a quantified variable.
To conclude, when the tool output is adjusted by taking a tighter definition of moderate criticality, the
component loadings of the variables are slightly larger and more variance is explained by the principal
component. Since it makes sense to overestimate rather than underestimate criticality and the results
of the statistical test improved, the proposed adjustment is adopted as final classification method in
the solution.

Scaling
Finally, before assessment of the remaining differences between the adjusted criticality classification
and combined expert opinions, those classifications are compared with one another. To ensure that
the output of the validity test can be compared one-on-one in order to obtain useful insights in the
reasoning of experts and whether this strokes with the proposed criticality classification, the nine
classes in the combined expert opinions have to be scaled to three ordinal classes. Deciding on the cutoff values by for example assigning each group of three classes from the average expert responses to
one newly defined ordinal class seems quite arbitrary. Instead, an ordered logistic regression is used
to find the best results on how to divide the classes. An ordered logistic regression is suitable for
explaining the relationship between one dependent ordinal variable and one or more independent
variables (Institute for Digital Research and Education, 2017). In this case, the dependent variable is
the criticality classification from the tool, whereas the independent variable is the nine-scale ordinal
expert opinion.
One important assumption underlying ordered logistic regression is that the relationship between each
pair of outcome groups is the same, also called the proportional odds or parallel regression
assumption. To test this assumption, a parallel lines test is executed. The null hypothesis of this chisquare test is that there is no difference in the coefficients between models, so a non-significant result
is desired. The resulting significance of 𝑝 = 0.924 shows that ordered logistic regressions is suitable.
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Table 19: Parameter estimates of the ordered logistic regression for the initial criticality classification.

Threshold
Location

AdjustedClassification = 1
AdjustedClassification = 2
Combined Expert Opinion

Estimate
3.354
5.177
1.236

Standard
error
.686
.789
.231

Wald
23.899
43.004
28.526

df
1
1
1

Signifi
cance
.000
.000
.000

95% Confidence
Interval
Lower
Upper
bound
bound
2.009
4.698
3.630
6.724
.782
1.689

The results of the test are provided in Table 19 and can be interpreted as follows. For an increase of
one unit in the combined expert opinion class (e.g. from 1 to 2), an increase of 1.236 is expected in the
ordered log odds of being in a higher level of the initial criticality classification. From this, we can derive
the boundary values for confining three new classes. The thresholds at the top of the output indicate
where the continuous latent variable is cut to make the three groups that we observe in our data. This
means that the first cut lies at 3.354⁄1.236 = 2.71 and the second at 5.177⁄1.236 = 4.19, leading
to the assignment of values 1.0-2.5 in the combined expert classification to the first class, 3.0-4.0 to
the second class and 4.5-5.0 to the third class. The final results are shown in Table 20, together with
the results which would have been obtained when the scaled expert opinions were compared to the
initial criticality classification. As can be seen, the number of items under-classified by the tool
diminished by half, while the items over-classified increased with ten items in the moderate class.
Table 20: Results of the scaled expert opinion for compared to both criticality classification schemes.

Tool

1
2
3

Results of expert opinion scaling
for initial classification
First (1-3.5)
Second (3-4) Third (4.5-5)
53
25
1
4
11
0
5
13
8
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Results of expert opinion scaling
for adjusted classification
First (1-3.5)
Second (3-4) Third (4.5-5)
43
12
0
14
24
1
5
13
8

Appendix F: Guidelines for Using the Tool
User Guidelines

Tool guidelines
This sheet provides a detailed work instruction for the Material Requirement Calculation
Tool. Please follow all steps carefully in order for the tool to work as desired.
Step 0

Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

Step 4

Step
4.1

Step
4.2

Make sure you have Excel 2013 or a later version installed. You can download a newer
version through your IT channel. Furthermore, make sure you have access to the netwerk
drives of Philips, either by connecting to the Philips network directly or through VPN.
Click on the 'Enable Content' button in the yellow bar in Excel. In case it does not pop up
when opening the Excel file, you need to change the security settings first. Click on File >
Options > Trust Center > Trust Center Settings > Macro Settings. Choose 'Disable all macros
with notification. This does not expose your computer to any additional risks, however,
from now on it will ask if you want to enable macros or keep them disabled. You might have
to reopen the tool.
Save and close all other Excel files that are currently open. Also, close all applications not
in use to clear memory space, such as SAP. Your computer will have to perform some heavy
calculations and operates faster when files and programs not in use are closed down.
In the S&OP Proposal sheet, fill in the S&OP amounts for each system type for which
changes apply and for each upcoming month in the year under consideration. Do this for
the Current S&OP Plan and Differences between the former and the S&OP Plan Proposal.
Make sure the differences are filled in correctly for all systems to which changes apply. It is
okay to leave the total amounts per month for the current S&OP plan empty, but make sure
that all system names and numbers remain. Furthermore, the year in cell 'O3' and '046'
should be filled in correctly. The tool can be ran for the current year as well as future years
as soon as the S&OP plans are made available.
Log on to Every Angle to extract all necessary input sheets from Every Angle. Navigate to
the following folder to find the relevant Angles: ……………………. The order of executing steps
4.1, 4.2 and 4.3 is irrelevant.
Double click on the Angle 'Material/Vendor List' to open it. Then in the toolbar on top of
the Every Angle window, click Export to Excel. Make sure to tick the 'All Data' box as Export
Range and then choose 'New sheet in existing workbook' as Export Target. Finally click OK.
The Angle should be exported to the tool, and is displayed at the bottom as an additional
tab.
For all systems to which a difference between the current S&OP plan and S&OP proposal is
encountered, the planning BOM has to be extracted from Every Angle. For each system, an
Angle is prepared. You will now extract the Angles with the names of the ZMATs to which
changes in the S&OP plan apply. Pay close attention that the most up-to-date Angles are
included by renewing them each month, otherwise results will be incorrect. Double click
on a ZMAT that should be included to open the Angle. Then in the toolbar on the top of the
Every Angle window, click Export to Excel. Make sure to tick the 'All Data' box as Export
Range again and then choose 'New sheet in existing workbook' as Export Target. Finally
click OK. The Angle should be exported to the tool, and is displayed in the bottom as an
additional tab. Repeat this step for all ZMATs that you want to include.
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Step
4.3

Step 5

Step 6

Double click on the Angle 'Demand per month' to open it. Be careful: the dates should be
adjusted so that all (planned) demand encountered within the year for which the tool is ran
is included. You do this by choosing 'Order due date', after which you click and hold the
arrows up or down until the dates range from 01/01/#### to 12/31/#### with #### being
the year to which the S&OP proposal applies. Leave the drop-down menus on 'relatively
between' and 'Days'. Subsequently click on Execute. The EA server may take up to a couple
of minutes to compose the Angle. When it is ready, click Export to Excel in the toolbar on
the top of the Every Angle window. Make sure to tick the 'All Data' box as Export Range and
then choose 'New sheet in existing workbook' as Export Target. Finally click OK. The Angle
should be exported to the tool, and is displayed in the bottom as an additional tab.
The tool is now ready to calculate deltas in component requirements and classify them
based on criticality. Run the macro by clicking on the 'Run Calculations' button in the S&OP
Proposal worksheet. Your laptop will need some time to perform all calculations and
provide you with the output. The output data will by default be saved in the folder
……………………..
The results can be found in the Procurement Requirements sheet. All external procurement
items to which changes apply are included in the tabel and linked to their standard supplier.
The total requirements percentages and deltas are the sum of this component's
requirements in all systems. On the right side of the sheet, the criticality classification is
shown, providing guidelines on whether or not to contact a supplier for feedback on
sufficient material availability of their components. The classification can be interpreted as
follows:

Step 7

Follow-up on all components which are marked as having a high criticality [red]. If no
stringent time constraints exist, then the items marked as having a moderate criticality
[orange] have to be checked as well. Be careful: in addition to the aforementioned
components, problematic suppliers should always be checked since they might be critical
even for small changes not marked in the criticality classification.

Step 8

For maintenance of the tool, such as adding systems to Philips' portfolio, shifting
production of certain IGT systems from one location to the other, changing BOM structures
or altering version numbers, a seperate document with exception guidelines is provided.

Guidelines for Tool Governance
The following exceptional situations can occur while working with the tool for criticality classification
of deltas in components requirements based on S&OP plan changes.
1.
2.
3.
4.

A system is deleted from Philips IGT System’s portfolio
A system is added to Philips IGT System’s portfolio
The planning BOM structure of a system changed
A system is upgraded to a new version
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The tool can be used for some alternative objectives as well.
5. Comparing components between systems, e.g. when you want to identify unique or common
components, without looking at the requirements
For each of above mentioned situations, guidelines on how to properly adjust the tool, input files and
output sheets are explained below. Please follow them step by step.
Deleting a system from the portfolio
When an existing system is removed from Philips’ portfolio, the S&OP plan in the tool has to be
adjusted. Next to that, an existing Angle should be removed. This should only be done when the system
is not contained in the S&OP plan anymore and will not be produced in Best in the future.
– In the Excel worksheet ‘S&OP Proposal’ in the tool, the system should be deleted in order to keep
the tool clean from noise and keep enough space for active ZMATs.
– Find the system to be deleted from the list. You can freely change system names and ZMAT numbers
in the ‘S&OP Proposal’ sheet, but please keep in mind that:
a) you should only copy and paste data but no rows should be inserted or deleted (i.e. the total
amounts for the current S&OP plan are always in row 43 and for the deltas in row 87).
b) there should be no gaps between the systems in the tables (though the last rows, before total
amounts, might be left empty).
c) the tables Current S&OP Plan and Differences between the current plan and the proposal have
to contain the same systems in the same order.
– The two tables should always have a similar outlay in order for the tool to work properly. Only the
amounts will differ between the tables but not the system names, ZMAT numbers or year to which the
changes apply.
– Log on to Every Angle and find the ZMAT of the system to be removed in the following folder: Shared
Angles\BU OXB\MPS-Planning\00_Checks\S&OP Feasibility Check\Best.
– Right click the Angle with the name of the ZMAT to be removed and click on Delete.
– The Angle containing the BOM of the respective ZMAT is now removed from the list.
Adding a system to the portfolio
When a new system is introduced to Philips’ portfolio, the S&OP plan in the tool has to be adjusted.
Next to that, an additional Angle should be created. This Angle contains the system’s planning BOMs.
– In the Excel worksheet ‘S&OP Proposal’ in the tool, the new system should be added in order to be
able to calculate deltas in requirements.
– Add the system name and ZMAT number of the new system to both tables. The most logical way to
do so would be to add it on the first available row in the table, just below the other ZMATs.
– You can freely change system names and ZMAT numbers in the ‘S&OP Proposal’ sheet, but please
keep in mind that:
you should only copy and paste data but no rows should be inserted or deleted (i.e. the total amounts
for the current S&OP plan are always in row 43 and for the deltas in row 87).
there should be no gaps between the systems in the tables (though the last rows, before total amounts,
might be left empty).
the tables Current S&OP Plan and Differences between the current plan and the proposal have to
contain the same systems in the same order.
– The two tables should always have a similar outlay in order for the tool to work properly. Only the
amounts will differ between the tables but not the system names, ZMAT numbers or year to which the
changes apply.
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– Log on to Every Angle and go to the folder: Shared Angles\BU OXB\MPS-Planning\00_Checks\S&OP
Feasibility Check\Best.
– Copy the Angle named ‘Template’ and paste it in the same folder.
– The Angle is now named ‘Copy of Template’. Right click on this Angle and click Rename. Then enter
the ZMAT number of the new system.
– Now right click the relevant Angle again and choose Edit. Then click on Material(s) contains
substrings: ‘Add ZMAT number here’. Subsequently click on Material in the list of properties. On the
right side of pop-up window, you will have to add the planning BOM number of the system by typing
“P” followed by the ZMAT number on 6NC (numerical code) and the version number, e.g. P722400001.
Then click the Add button. Also delete the line stating ‘Add ZMAT number here’ by clicking the minus
sign (Remove button). Click Next and then Save.
– For mobile systems, the Angle is now ready for use. For fixed systems, continue to the next steps.
– You now added the planning BOM on system-level; however, most Angles are not able to identify
planning BOMs on lower levels of the system BOM. You will thus have to add them manually.
– Double click the Angle on the left side of your window in Every Angle. The Angle you just created will
now open. To check whether there are planning BOMs on the second level of the BOM as well, sort
the Angle on component number. You can do this by clicking once on the Component header.
– Scroll up. If the first entry of the Component list is a 12NC material number, you are ready; this fixed
system does not contain planning BOMs on lower levels of the BOM. If the first entry is/entries are
10NC configurable BOM number(s), then you have to add their planning BOMs manually.
– Right click the name of the Angle in the list of Angles again and click Edit. Then click on Material(s)
contains substrings, followed by Material. Besides the ZMAT number you are working with, you have
to add the 10NC numbers from the top of the Angle list. Do this by removing the “0” located in the first
place of the 10NC number and replace it with a “P”, e.g. 0722723001 becomes P722723001.
– Repeat this for all 10NC numbers you find at the top of the Angle you just ran. Then click Next and
Save again. The Angle is now ready for use.
Account for planning BOM structure changes of a system
It might be the case that second-level planning BOMs are added, deleted or upgraded, though the
system remains in the portfolio with the same version number. In this situation, the Angle for the
relevant system has to be updated. Make sure that the most up-to-date list of second-level planning
BOMs is included in the definition of the Angle, while the ones phased out have to be removed.
Account for system upgrades to a newer version
When a system is upgraded to a newer version, the version indicator within the system number
changes. These are the last three numbers in the planning BOM, e.g. P722058001 might become
P722058002. You can account for these changes by adjusting the current Angle of the system so that
the new planning BOM is included, however, the second-level BOMs might have changed as well.
Therefore it is recommend to delete the existing Angle and create a new one, by following the steps
on ‘Adding a system to the portfolio’.
If you do decide to alter the existing Angle, then be aware of the following. When you leave manually
added second-level planning BOMs in the Angle definition which are not included in the new version
of the system, the Angle will give you a faulty overview of the components of which the system is
composed. Thus, make sure that you check whether all PBOMs are still existent in the new version of
the system and if not, delete them from the list to avoid bias.
Retrieve a list of components of which a systems is composed
When you want to investigate which systems entail a certain component, or which components exist
in multiple systems, you need to perform the following steps.
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– In the ‘S&OP Proposal’ worksheet, make sure that for each system you want to include in the analysis
there is a delta of one for a certain, unique month of the year. The rest of the deltas (i.e. for the other
11 months) should be zero. In the following example, three mobile systems are included in the analysis.
Table 21: Example of input to receive a list of components of which a system is composed.
Difference
Endura Best
Pulsera Best
Veradius Neo
Veradius Unity

718075
718095
718131
718132

Jan
1
0
0
0

Feb
0
0
1
0

Mar
0
0
0
1

Apr
0
0
0
0

May
0
0
0
0

Jun
0
0
0
0

Jul
0
0
0
0

Aug
0
0
0
0

Sep
0
0
0
0

Oct
0
0
0
0

Nov
0
0
0
0

Dec
0
0
0
0

2017
1
0
1
1

– Feed the BOM structures for the relevant systems into the tool. Only include the BOM extracts from
EA for these systems to make sure that there is no noise in the output. Thus, in the example, the BOM
of the Pulsera (718095) does not have to be included.
– Run the tool. You now have to process the output to get an overview of the components per system.
– In the ‘Procurement Requirements’ sheet, add as much columns in front of the output as you have
entered systems in the tool. In the first two rows, enter the name and ZMAT number of the system, as
shown in the example.
– Then sort the Absolute delta in requirements month by month, so that the highest delta in
requirements is stated on top of the sheet and the components with zero delta in requirements at the
bottom. Start with the first month for which you entered a one in the S&OP proposal; all components
which have an absolute delta in requirements that is higher than zero are contained in the system for
which you entered the one in the respective month. In the example, you should repeat this step for
February and March as well.
– For all components contained in the first system, enter an “x” in the respective column. Do this for
the second, third, … system as well, until you have included all systems.
– Select the second row by clicking on the 2 in the left bar. Click Data > Filter to unfilter and then
immediately click Filter again, so that the filter is also applied to the columns that you added manually.
– You can now use sorting/filters to search for the components that are contained in a certain system,
or see the communality of components between systems. For example, only select the components
that are used in the Veradius Unity (by selecting x’s only) and then sort the Veradius Neo (sort from A
to Z) so that first the components in the list are included in both systems and the second part of the
list consists of the components which are only contained in the Unity.
Table 22: Example of output showing of which components a system is composed.
Endura
718075

x

Veradius
Neo
718131

Veradius
Unity

Component ·

Description (Component)

718132

x

x

262208093485

SEALING RING M6 ST/ZN/NBR 6.7X11.0X1.0

x

x

252200604054

SCR CYL HD HEX SKT M6x20 A4-70 ISO4762

x

x

452212906252

STABILITYMASS RA

x

252217827061

SCRW PAN HD PZ M3x10 A4-70 ISO7045Z

x

459800948262

CD ADD Veradius Unity Exam.Set. 2.1(21L)
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Appendix G: Excel VBA Code
Attribute VB_Name = "Module1"
Sub Feasibility_Check()
'Create dictionary to list all unique components
Dim dictA As New Scripting.Dictionary
dictA.CompareMode = TextCompare
'For all system numbers
Dim s As Integer, sTotal As Integer
sTotal = Worksheets("S&OP Proposal").Range("B3").End(xlDown).row - 2
For s = 1 To sTotal
'Add filters to the headers of Angle extractions
If Evaluate("ISREF('" & CStr(Worksheets("S&OP Proposal").Range("B"
& 2 + s).Text) & "'!A1)") Then
Sheets(CStr(Worksheets("S&OP Proposal").Range("B" & 2 +
s).Text)).Select
Range("A2:O2").Select
Selection.AutoFilter
Else: GoTo NextIteration
End If
'Apply filter to Low-Level Code (Material) in BOM extractions
Sheets(CStr(Worksheets("S&OP Proposal").Range("B" & 2 +
s).Text)).Select
If ActiveSheet.AutoFilterMode = False Then
Range("A2:O2").Select
Selection.AutoFilter
End If
ActiveWorkbook.Worksheets(CStr(Worksheets("S&OP
Proposal").Range("B" & 2 + s).Text)).AutoFilter.Sort.SortFields.Clear
ActiveWorkbook.Worksheets(CStr(Worksheets("S&OP
Proposal").Range("B" & 2 + s).Text)).AutoFilter.Sort.SortFields.Add
key:=Range _
("C2"), SortOn:=xlSortOnValues, Order:=xlAscending,
DataOption:= _
xlSortNormal
With ActiveWorkbook.Worksheets(CStr(Worksheets("S&OP
Proposal").Range("B" & 2 + s).Text)).AutoFilter.Sort
.Header = xlYes
.MatchCase = False
.Orientation = xlTopToBottom
.SortMethod = xlPinYin
.Apply
End With
'Delete second-level generic CBOM items if present
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Dim LastRow1 As Long, cell As Range
LastRow1 = 1 + ThisWorkbook.Worksheets(CStr(Worksheets("S&OP
Proposal").Range("B" & 2 + s).Text)).Range("A2").CurrentRegion.rows.Count
Dim CBOMitem
For CBOMitem = LastRow1 To 3 Step -1
If Len(ThisWorkbook.Worksheets(CStr(Worksheets("S&OP
Proposal").Range("B" & 2 + s).Text)).Range("A" & CBOMitem)) = 10 And
Left(ThisWorkbook.Worksheets(CStr(Worksheets("S&OP Proposal").Range("B" & 2
+ s).Text)).Range("A" & CBOMitem), 1) <> "P" And
Len(ThisWorkbook.Worksheets(CStr(Worksheets("S&OP Proposal").Range("B" & 2
+ s).Text)).Range("E" & CBOMitem)) = 12 Then
rows(CBOMitem).EntireRow.Delete
Else
End If
Next
'Calculate multiplication values and relative requirements for all items,
also for second-level generic PBOMs
Dim LastRow2 As Long
LastRow2 = 1 + ThisWorkbook.Worksheets(CStr(Worksheets("S&OP
Proposal").Range("B" & 2 + s).Text)).Range("A2").CurrentRegion.rows.Count
Dim HighestLevel As String
HighestLevel = ThisWorkbook.Worksheets(CStr(Worksheets("S&OP
Proposal").Range("B" & 2 + s).Text)).Range("C3").Text
Dim r As Long
Dim CalculationValue As Range
Dim LookupValue As String, LookupRange As Range
Dim PBOM As Variant, CtoPBOM As Variant
r = 3
While r <= LastRow2
Set CalculationValue =
ThisWorkbook.Worksheets(CStr(Worksheets("S&OP Proposal").Range("B" & 2 +
s).Text)).Cells(r, 16)
If CalculationValue.Offset(0, -13) = HighestLevel Then
CalculationValue.Value = 1
CalculationValue.Offset(0, 1).FormulaR1C1 =
"=IF(AND(LEN(RC[-16])=10, LEFT(RC[-16],1)=""P""), (RC[-13]/100)*RC[-1],
RC[-13]*RC[-1])"
Else
LookupValue = CalculationValue.Offset(0, -15)
Set LookupRange =
ThisWorkbook.Worksheets(CStr(Worksheets("S&OP Proposal").Range("B" & 2 +
s).Text)).Range("E3:Q" & CalculationValue.Offset(-1, 0).row)
PBOM = Application.VLookup(LookupValue, LookupRange, 13,
False)
If IsError(PBOM) = False Then
CalculationValue.Value = PBOM
CalculationValue.Offset(0, 1).FormulaR1C1 =
"=IF(AND(LEN(RC[-16])=10, LEFT(RC[-16],1)=""P""), (RC[-13]/100)*RC[-1],
RC[-13]*RC[-1])"
Else
LookupValue = "0" & Right(CalculationValue.Offset(0, 15).Text, 9)
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CtoPBOM = Application.VLookup(LookupValue, LookupRange,
13, False)
If IsError(CtoPBOM) = False Then
CalculationValue.Value = CtoPBOM
CalculationValue.Offset(0, 1).FormulaR1C1 =
"=IF(AND(LEN(RC[-16])=10, LEFT(RC[-16],1)=""P""), (RC[-13]/100)*RC[-1],
RC[-13]*RC[-1])"
Else
CalculationValue.EntireRow.Delete
r = r - 1
LastRow2 = LastRow2 - 1
End If
End If
End If
r = r + 1
Wend
'Add headers for the BOM calculations
Sheets("Requirements Calculation").Select
Range("L1:AA2").Select
Selection.Copy
Worksheets(CStr(Worksheets("S&OP Proposal").Range("B" & 2 +
s).Text)).Select
Range("P1").Select
ActiveSheet.Paste
'Calculate delta in requirements per month
Worksheets(CStr(Worksheets("S&OP Proposal").Range("B" & 2 +
s).Text)).Select
Range("S3").Select
ActiveCell.FormulaR1C1 = "=RC17*'S&OP Proposal'!R" & 46 + s & "C[16]"
Range("S3").Select
Selection.AutoFill Destination:=Range("S3:AD3"),
Type:=xlFillDefault
Range("AE3").Select
ActiveCell.FormulaR1C1 = "=SUM(RC[-12]:RC[-1])"
Range("S3:AE3").Select
Selection.AutoFill Destination:=Range("S3:AE" & LastRow2),
Type:=xlFillDefault
Range("S3:AE" & LastRow2).Select
'Remove and add filters so that all calculated amounts can be filtered
Sheets(CStr(Worksheets("S&OP Proposal").Range("B" & 2 +
s).Text)).Select
Range("A2:O2").Select
Selection.AutoFilter
ThisWorkbook.Worksheets(CStr(Worksheets("S&OP Proposal").Range("B"
& 2 + s).Text)).Activate
ThisWorkbook.Worksheets(CStr(Worksheets("S&OP Proposal").Range("B"
& 2 + s).Text)).Range("A2:AE2").AutoFilter
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'Apply formatting to system worksheet
Worksheets(CStr(Worksheets("S&OP Proposal").Range("B" & 2 +
s).Text)).Select
Columns("P:P").Select
Selection.Borders(xlDiagonalDown).LineStyle = xlNone
Selection.Borders(xlDiagonalUp).LineStyle = xlNone
With Selection.Borders(xlEdgeLeft)
.LineStyle = xlContinuous
.ColorIndex = 0
.TintAndShade = 0
.Weight = xlThin
End With
Selection.Borders(xlEdgeTop).LineStyle = xlNone
Selection.Borders(xlEdgeBottom).LineStyle = xlNone
Selection.Borders(xlEdgeRight).LineStyle = xlNone
Selection.Borders(xlInsideVertical).LineStyle = xlNone
Selection.Borders(xlInsideHorizontal).LineStyle = xlNone
Columns("R:R").Select
Selection.Borders(xlDiagonalDown).LineStyle = xlNone
Selection.Borders(xlDiagonalUp).LineStyle = xlNone
With Selection.Borders(xlEdgeLeft)
.LineStyle = xlContinuous
.ColorIndex = 0
.TintAndShade = 0
.Weight = xlThin
End With
Selection.Borders(xlEdgeTop).LineStyle = xlNone
Selection.Borders(xlEdgeBottom).LineStyle = xlNone
With Selection.Borders(xlEdgeRight)
.LineStyle = xlContinuous
.ColorIndex = 0
.TintAndShade = 0
.Weight = xlThin
End With
Selection.Borders(xlInsideVertical).LineStyle = xlNone
Selection.Borders(xlDiagonalDown).LineStyle = xlNone
Selection.Borders(xlDiagonalUp).LineStyle = xlNone
With Selection.Borders(xlEdgeLeft)
.LineStyle = xlContinuous
.ColorIndex = 0
.TintAndShade = 0
.Weight = xlThin
End With
Selection.Borders(xlEdgeTop).LineStyle = xlNone
Selection.Borders(xlEdgeBottom).LineStyle = xlNone
With Selection.Borders(xlEdgeRight)
.LineStyle = xlContinuous
.ColorIndex = 0
.TintAndShade = 0
.Weight = xlThin
End With
Selection.Borders(xlInsideVertical).LineStyle = xlNone
Columns("AF:AF").Select
Selection.Borders(xlDiagonalDown).LineStyle = xlNone
Selection.Borders(xlDiagonalUp).LineStyle = xlNone
Selection.Borders(xlEdgeLeft).LineStyle = xlNone
Selection.Borders(xlEdgeTop).LineStyle = xlNone
Selection.Borders(xlEdgeBottom).LineStyle = xlNone
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With Selection.Borders(xlEdgeLeft)
.LineStyle = xlContinuous
.ColorIndex = 0
.TintAndShade = 0
.Weight = xlThin
End With
Selection.Borders(xlInsideVertical).LineStyle = xlNone
Selection.Borders(xlInsideHorizontal).LineStyle = xlNone
ActiveWindow.Zoom = 80
'Determine last filled row in the Requirements Calculation sheet
Dim LastRowRequirements As Long
LastRowRequirements = ThisWorkbook.Worksheets("Requirements
Calculation").Cells(ThisWorkbook.Worksheets("Requirements
Calculation").rows.Count, "A").End(xlUp).row
'Copy absolute system requirements to Requirements Calculation sheet
Sheets(CStr(Worksheets("S&OP Proposal").Range("B" & 2 +
s).Text)).Select
Range("E3:AE" & LastRow2).Select
Selection.Copy
Sheets("Requirements Calculation").Select
Range("A" & rows.Count).End(xlUp).Offset(1).Select
Selection.PasteSpecial Paste:=xlPasteValuesAndNumberFormats,
Operation:= _
xlNone, SkipBlanks:=False, Transpose:=False
'Count up requirements and eliminate doubles if component matches one in
the dictionary, otherwise add to the dictionary
Dim LastRowCurrent As Long, ComponentNr As String
LastRowCurrent = ThisWorkbook.Worksheets("Requirements
Calculation").Cells(ThisWorkbook.Worksheets("Requirements
Calculation").rows.Count, "A").End(xlUp).row
Dim m As Long
If LastRowRequirements = 1 Then
m = LastRowRequirements + 2
Else
m = LastRowRequirements + 1
End If
Do Until m > LastRowCurrent
ComponentNr = ThisWorkbook.Worksheets("Requirements
Calculation").Cells(m, 1)
If dictA.Exists(ComponentNr) Then
For c1 = 12 To 27
Sheets("Requirements
Calculation").Cells(dictA.Item(ComponentNr), c1).Value =
Sheets("Requirements Calculation").Cells(dictA.Item(ComponentNr), c1).Value
+ Sheets("Requirements Calculation").Cells(m, c1).Value
Next c1
Sheets("Requirements Calculation").rows(m).Select
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Selection.Delete Shift:=xlUp
LastRowCurrent = LastRowCurrent - 1
Else
On Error GoTo NextComponent
dictA.Add key:=ComponentNr, Item:=m
On Error GoTo 0
m = m + 1
End If
NextComponent:
Loop
NextIteration:
Next s
'Clean non-empty columns
Sheets("Requirements Calculation").Columns("N:N").Select
Selection.ClearContents
'Create dictionary for demand per month with material numbers as keys and
row numbers as items
Dim dictB As New Scripting.Dictionary
dictB.CompareMode = TextCompare
Dim LastRow10 As Long, MaterialDemand As String
LastRow10 = ThisWorkbook.Worksheets("Demand per
month").Cells(ThisWorkbook.Worksheets("Demand per month").rows.Count,
"B").End(xlUp).row
Dim x As Long
For x = 5 To LastRow10
MaterialDemand = ThisWorkbook.Worksheets("Demand per
month").Cells(x, 2)
dictB.Add key:=MaterialDemand, Item:=x
Next x
'Match total demand per component per month
Dim MonthsDemand As Range, MonthsComp As Range
Dim key As Variant
On Error Resume Next
For Each key In dictA.Keys
Set MonthsDemand = Worksheets("Demand per month").Range("D" &
dictB.Item(key) & ":O" & dictB.Item(key))
Set MonthsComp = Worksheets("Requirements
Calculation").Range("AC" & dictA.Item(key) & ":AN" & dictA.Item(key))
MonthsDemand.Copy MonthsComp
Next
On Error GoTo 0
'Calculate the total annual requirements for the current S&OP plan
Dim LastRow11 As Long
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LastRow11 = ThisWorkbook.Worksheets("Requirements
Calculation").Cells(ThisWorkbook.Worksheets("Requirements
Calculation").rows.Count, "A").End(xlUp).row
Worksheets("Requirements Calculation").Select
Range("AO3").Select
ActiveCell.FormulaR1C1 = "=SUM(RC[-12]:RC[-1])"
Range("AO3").Select
Selection.AutoFill Destination:=Range("AO3:AO" & LastRow11),
Type:=xlFillDefault
Range("AO3:AO" & LastRow11).Select
'Calculate percentage delta in requirements per month
Worksheets("Requirements Calculation").Select
Range("AQ3").Select
ActiveCell.FormulaR1C1 = "=IF(RC[-14]=0, RC[-28], RC[-28]/RC[-14])"
Range("AQ3").Select
Selection.AutoFill Destination:=Range("AQ3:BC3"), Type:=xlFillDefault
Range("AQ3:BC3").Select
Selection.AutoFill Destination:=Range("AQ3:BC" & LastRow11),
Type:=xlFillDefault
Range("AQ3:BC" & LastRow11).Select
Selection.NumberFormat = "0%"
'Copy materials and requirements to Procurement Requirements sheet
Sheets("Requirements Calculation").Select
Range("A3:K" & LastRow11).Select
Selection.Copy
Sheets("Procurement Requirements").Select
Range("A3").Select
ActiveSheet.Paste
Sheets("Requirements Calculation").Select
Range("O3:BC" & LastRow11).Select
Selection.Copy
Sheets("Procurement Requirements").Select
Range("P3").Select
ActiveSheet.Paste
'Create dictionary with unique component numbers as keys and row numbers as
items
Dim dictC As New Scripting.Dictionary
dictC.CompareMode = TextCompare
Dim i As Long
For i = 3 To LastRow11
Dim UniqueComponentNr As String
UniqueComponentNr = ThisWorkbook.Worksheets("Procurement
Requirements").Cells(i, 1)
dictC.Add key:=UniqueComponentNr, Item:=i
Next i
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'Match vendors to components
Application.ScreenUpdating = False
Dim LastRow3 As Long
LastRow3 = ThisWorkbook.Worksheets("Material_Vendor
List").Cells(ThisWorkbook.Worksheets("Material_Vendor List").rows.Count,
"A").End(xlUp).row
For j = 3 To LastRow3
Dim MaterialNr As String
MaterialNr = ThisWorkbook.Worksheets("Material_Vendor
List").Cells(j, 1)
If dictC.Exists(MaterialNr) Then
Sheets("Material_Vendor List").Select
Range("C" & j & ":" & "E" & j).Select
Selection.Copy
Sheets("Procurement Requirements").Select
Range("L" & dictC.Item(MaterialNr)).Select
ActiveSheet.Paste
Else
End If
Next j
Application.ScreenUpdating = True
Set dictC = Nothing
'Delete materials for which no Standard Vendor is specified
On Error Resume Next
Application.ScreenUpdating = False
ThisWorkbook.Worksheets("Procurement Requirements").Range("L3:L" &
LastRow11).Select
Selection.SpecialCells(xlCellTypeBlanks).EntireRow.Delete
Application.ScreenUpdating = True
On Error GoTo 0
'Calculate cumulative requirements for the current S&OP plan
Dim LastRow13 As Long
LastRow13 = ThisWorkbook.Worksheets("Procurement
Requirements").Cells(ThisWorkbook.Worksheets("Procurement
Requirements").rows.Count, "B").End(xlUp).row
Dim CumulativeRequirements As Range
Set CumulativeRequirements = ThisWorkbook.Worksheets("Procurement
Requirements").Range("BE3:BE" & LastRow13)
Dim CurrentYear As Integer
CurrentYear = Year(Now())
Dim PlanYear As Integer
PlanYear = CInt(ThisWorkbook.Worksheets("S&OP Proposal").Cells(46, 15))
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Dim MonthNr As Integer
MonthNr = Month(Now())
If PlanYear = CurrentYear Then
For Each cell In CumulativeRequirements.Offset(0, MonthNr)
cell.Value = cell.Offset(0, -28).Value
Next
Else
For Each cell In CumulativeRequirements.Offset(0, 1)
cell.Value = cell.Offset(0, -28).Value
Next
End If
If PlanYear = CurrentYear Then
If MonthNr < 12 Then
For Months = MonthNr + 1 To 12
For Each cell In CumulativeRequirements.Offset(0, Months)
cell.Value = cell.Offset(0, -1).Value + cell.Offset(0,
-28).Value
Next
Next
Else
End If
Else
For Months = 2 To 12
For Each cell In CumulativeRequirements.Offset(0, Months)
cell.Value = cell.Offset(0, -1).Value + cell.Offset(0, 28).Value
Next
Next
End If
'Calculate cumulative delta in requirements
Dim CumulativeDelta As Range
Set CumulativeDelta = ThisWorkbook.Worksheets("Procurement
Requirements").Range("BR3:BR" & LastRow13)
If PlanYear = CurrentYear Then
For Each cell In CumulativeDelta.Offset(0, MonthNr)
cell.Value = cell.Offset(0, -55).Value
Next
Else
For Each cell In CumulativeDelta.Offset(0, 1)
cell.Value = cell.Offset(0, -55).Value
Next
End If
If PlanYear = CurrentYear Then
If MonthNr < 12 Then
For Months = MonthNr + 1 To 12
For Each cell In CumulativeDelta.Offset(0, Months)
cell.Value = cell.Offset(0, -1).Value + cell.Offset(0,
-55).Value
Next
Next
Else
End If
Else
For Months = 2 To 12
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For Each cell In CumulativeDelta.Offset(0, Months)
cell.Value = cell.Offset(0, -1).Value + cell.Offset(0, 55).Value
Next
Next
End If
'Calculate percentage cumulative change
Dim CumulativeChange As Range
Set CumulativeChange = Worksheets("Procurement
Requirements").Range("CE3:CE" & LastRow13)
If PlanYear = CurrentYear Then
For Months = MonthNr To 12
For Each cell In CumulativeChange.Offset(0, Months)
If cell.Offset(0, -26) = 0 Then
cell.Value = cell.Offset(0, -13).Value
cell.NumberFormat = "0%"
Else
cell.Value = cell.Offset(0, -13).Value / cell.Offset(0,
-26).Value
cell.NumberFormat = "0%"
End If
Next
Next
Else
For Months = 1 To 12
For Each cell In CumulativeChange.Offset(0, Months)
If cell.Offset(0, -26) = 0 Then
cell.Value = cell.Offset(0, -13).Value
cell.NumberFormat = "0%"
Else
cell.Value = cell.Offset(0, -13).Value / cell.Offset(0,
-26).Value
cell.NumberFormat = "0%"
End If
Next
Next
End If
'Add filters to output data headers
ThisWorkbook.Worksheets("Procurement Requirements").Activate
ThisWorkbook.Worksheets("Procurement
Requirements").Range("A2:CX2").AutoFilter
'Define required flex in the leading period
Dim LeadingChangePercentage As Range
Set LeadingChangePercentage = Worksheets("Procurement
Requirements").Range("CS3:CS" & LastRow13)
For Each cell In LeadingChangePercentage
If Left(cell.Offset(0, -90), 1) = "C" Then
cell.Value = 1
ElseIf Left(cell.Offset(0, -90), 1) = "D" Or Left(cell.Offset(0, 90), 1) = "G" Then
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cell.Value = 3.25
Else:
cell.Value = 0.25
End If
Next
LeadingChangePercentage.NumberFormat = "0%"
'Calculate maximum cumulative percentage change in the leading period
Dim LeadingChangeMax As Range
Set LeadingChangeMax = Worksheets("Procurement
Requirements").Range("CT3:CT" & LastRow13)
For Each cell In LeadingChangeMax
If PlanYear = CurrentYear Then
If MonthNr < 11 Then
cell.Value =
Application.WorksheetFunction.Max(cell.Offset(0, MonthNr - 15).Value,
cell.Offset(0, MonthNr - 14).Value, cell.Offset(0, MonthNr - 13).Value)
ElseIf MonthNr = 11 Then
cell.Value =
Application.WorksheetFunction.Max(cell.Offset(0, -4).Value, cell.Offset(0,
-3).Value)
Else
cell.Value = cell.Offset(0, -3).Value
End If
ElseIf PlanYear = CurrentYear + 1 And MonthNr = 12 Then
cell.Value = Application.WorksheetFunction.Max(cell.Offset(0, 14).Value, cell.Offset(0, -13).Value)
ElseIf PlanYear = CurrentYear + 1 And MonthNr = 11 Then
cell.Value = cell.Offset(0, -14).Value
Else
cell.Value = "NA"
With cell
.HorizontalAlignment = xlRight
.VerticalAlignment = xlBottom
.WrapText = False
.Orientation = 0
.AddIndent = False
.IndentLevel = 0
.ShrinkToFit = False
.ReadingOrder = xlContext
.MergeCells = False
End With
End If
Next
LeadingChangeMax.NumberFormat = "0%"
LeadingChangeMax.FormatConditions.Add Type:=xlCellValue,
Operator:=xlGreater, _
Formula1:="=RC[-1]"
LeadingChangeMax.FormatConditions(LeadingChangeMax.FormatConditions.Count).
SetFirstPriority
With LeadingChangeMax.FormatConditions(1).Font
.Color = -16383844
.TintAndShade = 0
End With
With LeadingChangeMax.FormatConditions(1).Interior
.PatternColorIndex = xlAutomatic
.Color = 13551615
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.TintAndShade = 0
End With
LeadingChangeMax.FormatConditions(1).StopIfTrue = False
LeadingChangeMax.FormatConditions.Add Type:=xlTextString, String:="NA",
_
TextOperator:=xlContains
LeadingChangeMax.FormatConditions(LeadingChangeMax.FormatConditions.Count).
SetFirstPriority
With LeadingChangeMax.FormatConditions(1).Font
.ColorIndex = xlAutomatic
.TintAndShade = 0
End With
With LeadingChangeMax.FormatConditions(1).Interior
.Pattern = xlNone
.TintAndShade = 0
End With
LeadingChangeMax.FormatConditions(1).StopIfTrue = False
'Define required flex in the indicative period
Dim IndicativeChangePercentage As Range
Set IndicativeChangePercentage = Worksheets("Procurement
Requirements").Range("CU3:CU" & LastRow13)
For Each cell In IndicativeChangePercentage
If cell.Offset(0, -2) = 0.25 Then
cell.Value = 0.3
Else:
cell.Value = cell.Offset(0, -2).Value
End If
Next
IndicativeChangePercentage.NumberFormat = "0%"
'Calculate maximum cumulative percentage change in the indicative period
Dim IndicativeChangeMax As Range, IndicativePeriod As Range
Set IndicativeChangeMax = Worksheets("Procurement
Requirements").Range("CV3:CV" & LastRow13)
For Each cell In IndicativeChangeMax
If PlanYear = CurrentYear Then
If MonthNr < 10 Then
Set IndicativePeriod = Range(cell.Offset(0, MonthNr - 14),
cell.Offset(0, -5))
cell.Value =
Application.WorksheetFunction.Max(IndicativePeriod)
Else
cell.Value = "NA"
With cell
.HorizontalAlignment = xlRight
.VerticalAlignment = xlBottom
.WrapText = False
.Orientation = 0
.AddIndent = False
.IndentLevel = 0
.ShrinkToFit = False
.ReadingOrder = xlContext
.MergeCells = False
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End With
End If
ElseIf PlanYear = CurrentYear + 1 And MonthNr =
Set IndicativePeriod = Range(cell.Offset(0,
cell.Offset(0, -5))
cell.Value =
Application.WorksheetFunction.Max(IndicativePeriod)
ElseIf PlanYear = CurrentYear + 1 And MonthNr =
Set IndicativePeriod = Range(cell.Offset(0,
cell.Offset(0, -5))
cell.Value =
Application.WorksheetFunction.Max(IndicativePeriod)
Else
Set IndicativePeriod = Range(cell.Offset(0,
cell.Offset(0, -5))
cell.Value =
Application.WorksheetFunction.Max(IndicativePeriod)
End If
Next
IndicativeChangeMax.NumberFormat = "0%"

12 Then
-14),

11 Then
-15),

-16),

IndicativeChangeMax.FormatConditions.Add Type:=xlCellValue,
Operator:=xlGreater, _
Formula1:="=RC[-1]"
IndicativeChangeMax.FormatConditions(IndicativeChangeMax.FormatConditions.C
ount).SetFirstPriority
With IndicativeChangeMax.FormatConditions(1).Font
.Color = -16751204
.TintAndShade = 0
End With
With IndicativeChangeMax.FormatConditions(1).Interior
.PatternColorIndex = xlAutomatic
.Color = 10284031
.TintAndShade = 0
End With
IndicativeChangeMax.FormatConditions(1).StopIfTrue = False
IndicativeChangeMax.FormatConditions.Add Type:=xlTextString,
String:="NA", _
TextOperator:=xlContains
IndicativeChangeMax.FormatConditions(IndicativeChangeMax.FormatConditions.C
ount).SetFirstPriority
With IndicativeChangeMax.FormatConditions(1).Font
.ColorIndex = xlAutomatic
.TintAndShade = 0
End With
With IndicativeChangeMax.FormatConditions(1).Interior
.Pattern = xlNone
.TintAndShade = 0
End With
IndicativeChangeMax.FormatConditions(1).StopIfTrue = False
'Determine criticality classification
Dim CriticalityClassification As Range
Set CriticalityClassification = Worksheets("Procurement
Requirements").Range("CX3:CX" & LastRow13)
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For Each cell In CriticalityClassification
If cell.Offset(0, -2) = "NA" Then
If cell.Offset(0, -4) > cell.Offset(0, -5) Then
cell.Value = "HIGH"
ElseIf cell.Offset(0, -4) > 1 / 3 * cell.Offset(0, -5) Then
cell.Value = "MODERATE"
ElseIf cell.Offset(0, -4) > 0 Then
cell.Value = "LOW"
Else:
cell.Value = "NO"
End If
ElseIf cell.Offset(0, -4) = "NA" Then
If cell.Offset(0, -2) > cell.Offset(0, -3) Then
cell.Value = "HIGH"
ElseIf cell.Offset(0, -2) > 1 / 3 * cell.Offset(0, -3) Then
cell.Value = "MODERATE"
ElseIf cell.Offset(0, -2) > 0 Then
cell.Value = "LOW"
Else:
cell.Value = "NO"
End If
Else
If cell.Offset(0, -4) > cell.Offset(0, -5) Or cell.Offset(0, 2) > cell.Offset(0, -3) Then
cell.Value = "HIGH"
ElseIf cell.Offset(0, -4) > 1 / 3 * cell.Offset(0, -5) Or
cell.Offset(0, -2) > 1 / 3 * cell.Offset(0, -3) Then
cell.Value = "MODERATE"
ElseIf cell.Offset(0, -4) > 0 Or cell.Offset(0, -2) > 0 Then
cell.Value = "LOW"
Else:
cell.Value = "NO"
End If
End If
Next
CriticalityClassification.FormatConditions.Add Type:=xlTextString,
String:="HIGH", _
TextOperator:=xlContains
CriticalityClassification.FormatConditions(CriticalityClassification.Format
Conditions.Count).SetFirstPriority
With CriticalityClassification.FormatConditions(1).Font
.Color = -16383844
.TintAndShade = 0
End With
With CriticalityClassification.FormatConditions(1).Interior
.PatternColorIndex = xlAutomatic
.Color = 13551615
.TintAndShade = 0
End With
CriticalityClassification.FormatConditions(1).StopIfTrue = False
CriticalityClassification.FormatConditions.Add Type:=xlTextString,
String:="MODERATE", _
TextOperator:=xlContains
CriticalityClassification.FormatConditions(CriticalityClassification.Format
Conditions.Count).SetFirstPriority
With CriticalityClassification.FormatConditions(1).Font
.ThemeColor = xlThemeColorAccent2
.TintAndShade = -0.499984740745262
End With
With CriticalityClassification.FormatConditions(1).Interior
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.PatternColorIndex = xlAutomatic
.ThemeColor = xlThemeColorAccent2
.TintAndShade = 0.599963377788629
End With
CriticalityClassification.FormatConditions(1).StopIfTrue = False
CriticalityClassification.FormatConditions.Add Type:=xlTextString,
String:="NO", _
TextOperator:=xlContains
CriticalityClassification.FormatConditions(CriticalityClassification.Format
Conditions.Count).SetFirstPriority
With CriticalityClassification.FormatConditions(1).Interior
.PatternColorIndex = xlAutomatic
.ThemeColor = xlThemeColorDark1
.TintAndShade = -0.14996795556505
End With
CriticalityClassification.FormatConditions(1).StopIfTrue = False
'Clean up the output
Sheets("Procurement Requirements").Select
Columns("D:D").Select
Selection.Delete Shift:=xlToLeft
Sheets("S&OP Proposal").Select
ActiveSheet.Shapes.Range(Array("Rounded Rectangle 1")).Select
Selection.Delete
'Save file in the right folder
Dim FolderPath As String
FolderPath = Application.ActiveWorkbook.Path
Dim NewFile As String
NewFile = "\" & Format(Now, "yyyy-mm-dd") & " S&OP Translation"
On Error GoTo ErrorHandler
ActiveWorkbook.SaveAs Filename:=FolderPath & NewFile, _
FileFormat:=xlOpenXMLWorkbookMacroEnabled, CreateBackup:=False
On Error GoTo 0
ErrorHandler:
Exit Sub
End Sub
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